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LET'S GET SERIOUS A MINUTE

GET:

THESPECIALCX>MMEMORATIVE EDITION

In just 116 minutes, the attack on Pearl Harbor 
changed America forever. At last, you can see how  
when you watch Target: Pearl Harbor The 
Special Commemorative Video Edition.

Target: Pearl Harbor is the eyewitness video 
account of the sneak attack that launched America into 
World War II. Now, for the first time, the whole ferocious 
battle is chronicled in one 70 minute video seen through 
the eyes and told in the unforgettable words of the 
men who lived through it.

The guys would come up on lire we'd 
throw them on the deck and roll on them. 
We couldn't get any water.

 Dick Fiske, Survivor

It's December^ 1941 and you're there. You'll be dodging 
hot shrapnel at Hickam Air Base; scrambling to escape a 
strafing Zero fighter; and manning scorching decks to 
mount a desperate counterattack.

They had these men who were killed lined 
up on either side of the movie house and 
down the middle stacked 5 and 6 high.

 Henry Peppe, Survivor

Now You Can Own This Lasting Tribute ToThose Who 
Fought-And Died!

America has waited 50 years for this once-in-a-lifetime 
video. Now it can be yours for an unbelievably low $9.95!

It's December^ 1941 and you're there.

Now You Can Own This Lasting Tribute To 
Those Who Fought And Died!

Call 1-8OO-521-8273 today
to order your copy of Target: Pearl Harbor

Rush me. . copies of Target: Pearl Harbor for just $9.95 each plus a one-time $5.00
shipping and handling charge (CA residents add $.82 per video sales tax). 

Mastercard /Visa*__________________________Expiration Date. 

Name.________________________________________

Address. 

City__ -Sfafe. .ZIP_
Mail this coupon with your check, money order or credit card number to: 
Target! Paarl Harbor 
10850 Wllfhlre Blvd., # 1000 
lot Angelas, CA 90024
Cti«<kifaion*yoTd*nmuflb*liiU.Si tundi. Allow 4-fi wHlttfordallvary.
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T hese days, America is just one 
big dysfunctional family: the 
poor are feared or ignored or 
ground into a fine paste and 

used to fertilize antique rose bushes in 
the ample private gardens of the rich, 
while the rich, for their part, have be 
come the type of people who sponsor 
"Don't Touch Our Flag" rallies on the 
day before they close the town factory 
and move it to Malaysia. 
(Meanwhile, the middle 
class is said to be vanishing, 
although somebody has to be 
buying all those toilet bowl 
cleaners that make the water 
blue.) You hardly see two ...__ 
people of different classes in 
the same room, even, unless 
one of them is paid to be 
there.

So what we need is 
something that transforms 
the way we Americans look 
at ourselves, something that 
makes us see each other not 
as rich person or poor 
person, but as a fellow sharer 
in our country's bounty. 
Fortunately, this something exists, and 
it is within ourselves. It is called food. 

Quite simply: if we wish to become 
truly a society without class distinc 
tions, we have to be a society without 
size distinctions as well. Therefore, 
everyone has to be as fat as possible.

Already, America is fat people 
heaven. Our lakes of high-fructose

corn syrup, our rivers of cooking 
grease, our oceans of yellow beer have 
given us a commitment to obesity that 
shames all other nations and eras. Yet 
not everyone is partaking of the heavy 
meal of destiny prepared for this 
country by a kind fortune; more

moreover, it would be impossible for 
hacks to hold onto congressional 
sinecures into their seventies, since 
arteriosclerosis, high blood pressure, 
etc. would have finished them off.

  Another generation of American 
youth would not be lost to body 
building and steroids.

  Expressing class distinctions through 
dress would be much more difficult,

since everyone would have 
food stains of various sorts 
on their clothes.

  A pervasive, grease- 
induced coma would settle 
over the country around 
mealtimes, making unrest 
virtually impossible to start. 

And these are only a few

precisely, the upper and lower class 
es the very extremes at the source of 
most class trouble also tend to be the 
thinnest. Clearly, they need to break 
enriched snack cakes together.

Consider the advantages of a well- 
marbled nation:

  Politicians would be too short of 
breath for long-winded speeches;

IMATIOINJ

LAMR0J
HTKJNS COMPANY

reasons.
Therefore, let's put an 

end to upper-class self- 
starvation and machine- 
induced leanness and the 
upper classes' general effort 
to seem thinner and 
different from the rest of 
us. Let's not allow the 

tower classes to get hungry and crabby 
for the greasy sweetmeats that they 
want. Let's all make the commitment 
to living large. For on that day when 
we can no longer see our shoe tops 
when we look down, we will no longer 
see class struggle when we look 
around.

CM 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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AND PREVIEW THE STEPHEN KING VIBEO SERIES
Who can 

ever forget 
the chilling 
sight of Jack 
Torrance, 
caretaker of 
the haunted 
Overlook 
Hotel, bearing 
down on his 
helpless wife 
and son with 
an ax? Or 

poor Carrie White, drenched in 
blood, poised to wreak supernatural 
revenge against her tormentors? Or 
author Paul Sheldon's "number one 
fan," Annie Wilkes, crippling her 
beloved with a sledgehammer to 
keep him captive?

These are just a few of the spine- 
tingling moments you'll be able to 
relive again and again, when you 
subscribe to The Stephen King 
Video Series, new from Columbia 
House Video Library. This is a 
unique opportunity to own the most 
frightening movies ever brought to 
the screen   inspired by the best- 
selling books of the most famous 
suspense writer of our time.

WE'LL GIVE YOUASTART 
HUH NEVER FORGET

Start your Stephen King 
Video Series with 
"Misery" for just $4.95 plus, 
shipping and handling 
  huge savings off 
the regular price 
and a deal you 
won't find any 
where else!

Starring 
James Caan 
and 1990 
Academy 
Award® winner 
Kathy Bates,
"Misery" is the creepy tale 
of a best-selling romance 
writer who is rescued from a car 
crash by a devoted fan. The fan 
holds the author captive until he 
writes a novel just the way she 
wants it! Directed by Rob Reiner, 
"Misery" has been called a psycho 
logical thriller worthy of Alfred 
Hitchcock   and it's just a taste of 
the terror that awaits you in The 
Stephen King Video Series.

START WITH "MISERY"

TOPMES AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
Keep "Misery" and you can look 

forward to receiving a new Stephen 
King classic every four to six weeks. 
Always at the low price of just $19.95 
plus shipping and handling   great 
savings off the original release prices.

These monster hits include "Carrie" 
starring Sissie Spacek and directed 
by Brian DePalma; Stanley Kubrick's 
"The Shining',' starring two-time 
Academy Award® winner Jack 
Nicholson; "The Dead Zone',' with 
Christopher Walken, Martin Sheen 
and directed by David Cronenberg; 
plus "Pet Sematary',1 starring 
Fred Gwynne and Denise Crosby; 
and many more. Preview each 
Stephen King movie for 10 days, 
risk-free. Keep the ones you want; 
return any others and pay nothing.

So reply today, lock your door   
and unlock the gates to Stephen 
King's unforgettable realm of terror!

For faster service, use your 
credit card and call toll-free 
1-800-538-7766 Dcpt. DWK

: Columbia House Video Library 
' Dept. DWK, P.O. Box 1112 

Tcrre Haute, IN 47811

D YES, rush me "MISERY" for just $4.95 
plus $2.45 shipping and handling and 
enter my subscription to The Stephen 
King Video Series under the terms 
described in this ad.

Check method of payment:
D Check enclosed for $4.95 plus $2.45 S&H 

(total $7.40), made payable to Columbia 
House Video Library. K25

D Charge this and future Stephen King 
purchases to my credit card: K26

D American Express D VISA
D MasterCard D Diners Club

Exp. Date

Signature

City Zip

The Films Advertised 
Have Been Ftated  3 1991, Tire Columbia House Company

Note: All subscriptions subject to review. Columbia House 
Video Library reserves (tie light to reject or cancel any 
subscription. Canadian residents will be serviced from 
Toronto. ApplicaMe sates tax added to all orders.
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Sirs:
1 am Moses! I am Moses! I am 

Moses, the most powerful person in 
the history of humankind!

Schizophrenic 
Before the time of Christ

Sirs:
Rum tiddle'dee-turn 
Rum tiddle-dee-tum 
Drop your trousers 
And show us your bum!

Christopher Robin
Pooh Corner Aduh Booh

Buggershire, G. B.

Sirs:
Talk about irony! My wife, Sherry, 

and me are on vacation, driving down 
Highway 1 in California, and I'm lis 
tening to the news on the radio. The 
guy's saying how after eight years of 
real hard work, first gathering all the 
remaining birds from off cliffs and 
such, then getting them to mate and 
lay eggs in captivity, the government 
finally thinks it can release condors 
back into nature. They built a special 
nest and let two of the birds go. So 
we're listening to all this on the news 
when all of a sudden, WHAM! I hit 
something big and black, and I hit it 
hard. 1 pull over and look over to the 
wife and she looks back at me and 
we're both thinking the exact same 
thing: I hope to God it's not a condor. 
So I get out of the car and guess what? 
I had hit a nun on a bike! She was tak 
ing some canned food somewhere. So 
then, while I'm standing there laugh 
ing out of sheer relief, I hear the most 
bloodcurdling scream I've ever heard. 
I look all around for a minute and

then, way up in the hills, I see this 
giant bird swooping right down 
toward me. Yep, a condor! Christ, it 
was magnificent  its wings must've 
been fifteen feet from tip to tip. The 
most beautiful thing i ever saw, and 
there it was, heading right for me. At 
the last second, I dove out of the way, 
and this damn bird picks up the nun 
and flies off for some lunch. My God, 
it was the most beautiful thing I ever 
saw, I mean that bird really made the 
vacation as far as I'm concerned. 
Needless to say, me and Sherry really 
got quite a kick out of the whole 
thing, and you can bet we won't forget 
it anytime soon. I just thought you 
might enjoy all the funny irony of 
the thing.

Clark Moss 
Puyallup, Wash.

Sirs:
I believe it was the wag Oliver 

Goldsmith who, in order to overcome 
his shyness at meeting famous people, 
would imagine them sitting on the 
toilet. Pretty good trick. But when I 
meet intimidating people or celebri 
ties, I like to go one better. 1 simply 
imagine them performing oral sex on 
rne. Believe me, it really works. The 
thing is to remember not to reach out 
and pull their heads toward you when 
a simple handshake will suffice.

Mel Roberts 
Rahuiay Correctional Facility

Sirs:
No one ever asked me, but I for one 

arn glad Elvis is dead! The fucker 
weighed a ton! Good riddance, I say!

Elvis's Skeleton 
Resting in the boneyard

Sirs:
Every night we hit the showers 

together. Then, back to the house for 
wine spritzers and Ping-Pong. Every 
night the usual good-natured prod 
ding. We sleep on two queen-size 
beds. Every night we undress together 
and surrender to the enveloping 
darkness.

That's why it's a team. That's how 
we do it.

The Entire Eyewitness
News Team

Channel 7

Sirs:
My dad says that eating the worm in 

the last glass of tequila is good luck, 
but Mom said if I didn't want to eat it I 
could spit it out and give it to my sister 
if she wanted it, although now that 
she's up at the junior high she's pretty 
stuck-up about junk like germs and 
stuff. I wouldn't mind good luck, but 
I don't want to eat it if it's not true. 
What's the story?

Kenny Little 
Newton, Mass.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

"Until the twins came, nobody would believe me 
that Raymond and I never went any further than fingerfucking."
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THE JACKET MOVIE STARS MADE FAMOUS

TRIUMPH JACKET
AN AMERICAN LEGEND

Perfect for men, women 
and youths. For people 
on the move, cross-town 
or cross-country, this 
jacket is styled after the 
original version from 
the 50's.
The glove-supple ragged leather- 
look shell resists dirt, moisture and 
stains so it will keep its good looks 
for many seasons. Check the fit, 
the feel and the authentic details.
Its soft feel and easy fit make it a 
natural for active ssports or when 
ever the occasion calls for informal 
good looks. The classic styling 
will lend an air of adventure to 
casual outings, on the weekend or 
every day of the week. 
Wear the Triumph Jacket FREE 
for 30 days! Available in Men's or 
Women's 5(34-36), M(38-40), 
L(42-44), XL{46), XXL(4S-50) 
and Men's XXXL(52). Alsoavail- 
albe in Youth's S(8-10), M(12-I4), 
U16-18).

WIDE COLLAR

  TRADITIONAL 
EPAULETS

AVAILABLE IN 
BLACK ONLY

RICH LOOKING 
SOFT LEATHER- 

LIKE SHELL

GENUINE
HEAVY-DUTY 
ZIPPER AT 

FRONT, POCKETS AND SLEEVES

l-'RONT KEY POCKET WITH CHROME SNAP CLOSURE

The jacket is generously cut to Jit comfortably over heavy 
sweaters, so you can order your usual size with confidence.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED Or Your Money Back. 
Thank you for your confidence in our fine products.

Abigail's Treasures Dept. TLJ
Box 2957802, Myrtle Beach, SC 29578-7802

YES! Please send me the Classic Triumph Jacket(s) 
indicated below for my 30-day FREE HOME TRIAL. 
$49.95 plus $4.95 shipping & handling. 
TWO lor only $76.00 plus $6.95 shipping & handling.
HOW MANY?

MEN'S TRIUMPH JACKET 
Srze_S(34-36)_. M(38-40)_U«-44)_;<L(46)

MEN'S LARGE TRIUMPH JACKET 
Size _XXL{48-50)_ XXXL(50)

WOMEN'S TRIUMPH JACKET 
Size_S(4-6)_M|e-1DI_L(i2-10|_XL(16-ia)_XXL|20]

YOUTH'S TRIUMPH JACKET 
Sii9_S(S-lO)_M(12-14)_ L(16-IB

STREET ADDRESS Apt.

STATE ZIP

SIGNATURE 

Please charge my: D MasterCard

_Exp. Date_
NJ residents add sales tax. Enclosed check/MO._

(Please make payable to Abigail's Treasures)
To help process ortloi. you may wish 10 include Oaylime phona »
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LETTERS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

Sirs:
Mmmmm, yeah  picture this if you 

will: me, naked, on my back with my 
legs in the air, hot and wet, my glis 
tening hungry hole open for business. 
You know what I want. I want you to 
put it in me. Yeah, I want it so bad. 
That's right, shove it in me deep, yes, 
there, oh yes. God, please stuff me, 
yes, fill rne up. Stuff me, stuff me.

And don't forget to basle me, too.
Hot Thanksgiving Turkey 

Your kitchen

Sirs:
I never et a man I didn't like.

Jeffrey Dahmer 
Milwaukee, Wis.

Sirs:
1 never met a man I didn't lick.

Mar mad uke 
Funny Pages, U.S.A.

Sirs:
Me neither.

Name Withheld
In Chicago on the set of

A League of Their Own,
directed by Penny Marshall

and starring Madonna

Sirs:
Let me relate an anecdote that 1 

think your young readers may profit 
from. In 1947, I tried out for the lead 
role in a play on the life of Thomas 
Jefferson. Unfortunately, the part 
went to my good friend George War 
ren, who beat out myself and a third 
actor named Stanley Brice.

Although I was disappointed, 1 
knew I had to be there opening night. 
As 1 stood in the wings and watched, 
my friend gave a truly unforgettable 
performance. Well, near the end of 
the play, a bitter Stanley Brice took 
aim from behind the mezzanine and 
shot George through the chest. Need 
less to say, panic gripped everyone 
onstage, but luckily I decided to take 
charge: grabbing a period costume 
from the rack, 1 ran out and shouted, 
"Oh, my God! President Jefferson has 
been shot!"

Would you believe we completed 
the play, improvising our lines, and to 
this day I doubt anyone present real 
ized something had gone horribly 
wrong?

Charlton Heston 
Los Angeles, Calif.

#/9V^Wx yy/\"^f inrj); 
\\/V Vt^ A~~7i -^H*?: vgft--
.^^S"4.^ ^^^0

EDITORIAL
CONTINUED F K O M P A G E 6

NOTICE: "Each issue will. - .be bigger and 
will feature the writing and art of our 
wry, very best humorists, writing and art 
that will not liave been rushed into print, 
work that the creators have had time to 
develop and redevelop and rewrite with 
more care." So said the editor the last 
time this magazine went bimonthly; 
and, perhaps, it is still true today. In 
any case this magazine is going 
bimonthly, effective this issue. The 
next issue, dated February, will be our

celebrated "Best of Parodies"; and the 
issue after that (April) will feature 
more original, gifted humor.

PLUGS: If the Gone With the Wind 
sequel hus jus! hi! your mall with 
hurricane force, the antidote is still 
available The Book of Sequels. Sequels 
contains a parody of virtually 
everything except Japanese electronics 
instructions, and is deeply hilarious. 
That it also features fine authoring 
from contributing editor Chris Kelly, 
as well as giants from the days of 
National Lampoon Classic (Henry 
Beard, Sean Kelly, Christopher Cerf), 
is not coincidental.

WHAT DO WE MEAN WHEN WE SAY, l

THE BEST or PARODIES?.
WE MEAN

...parodies of America's favorite magazines!

...parodies of magazines that never really existed!

...parodies that have held up better than the magazines themselves!
 a.« 

1

ALL painstakingly hand-cleared by our lawyers to be
on the newsstands by December 17, in time to

enhance your Yuletide experience.

1 Most of all, we mean o best-oflssoe we don't hove to spend time writing so we tan live like human beings for ante.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Hear
"Ask Dr.
Science"
on American
Public Radio.
"Hilariously
bogus
gobbledygook"
 New York
Times

DR, SCIENCE

$9.95
Bright yellow ironstone 
Here's how to display

1

"Outrageously funny...
Masters of Radio Comedy.

Their humor is Cerebral
and Imaainatii/e"
—Washington Post

SCIENCE Big Book of Science, 
Sampler Cassette, 

Masters Degree, Button & 
a 100% cotton Tee or 

50/50 Sweat (S/M/L/XL) 
w/Tee $29.95 

w/Sweat $36.95

DUCK'S BREATH STARTER 
. KIT SUPER BARGAIN!
A DUCK BONANZA!
 100% cotton shirt (turq. or 
red)
 BORN TO BE TILED LP 
(Rounder Records)
 "I Doghead Duck's Breath" 
bumpersticker
 HOMEMADE RADIO 45-min. 
cassette ("Funniest 90 seconds 
on radio" L.A. Times)
 Button.

ALL PRICES POSTPAID!

ONLY 
$17.95
postpaid

RANDEE OF
THE
REDWOODS
Burn out in style 
with our resident 
60's refugee and 
MTV star 
emblazoned on 
your chest in 
painful psychedelic 
colors. 100% 
cotton Tee 
(S,M,L,XL)

ONLY $9.95

you* STOP.
Get a whiff of Duck's Breath.. .the
semi-acclaimed purveyors of screwball satire 
on public radio, glitzy TV and assorted live 
looney bins coast-to-coast. 
SENSELESS CRUELTY 
Double-length cassette with Dr. Science, lan 
Shoales, screwball sketches S9.95 
IAN SHOALES 1 PERFECT WORLD 
Acornic novel PLUS audiocassette version 
from the "seer of sneer" {Chicago 
Sun-Times). .Book & Tape $12.95 
BIG BOOK OF SCIENCE (SIMPLIFIED) 
Each page a smirk from hit radio series. 
208 pages absurdly illustrated. $10.95

ASK DR. SCIENCE SHIRTS
Dare to be ignorant. With 4-colors on white. 
Perfect for anyone with a master's degree, 
strong opinions and/or neither. Sweats 
$19.95 Tees $12.95 
THE DOCTOR SCIENCE PRIMER 
50 classic Q&A's on a one-hour cassette 
featuring the only known radio series to inhabit 
the Fortress of Arrogance. Includes 
acomplimentary Dr. Science Button. Caution: 
May be dangerous in the wrong hands. $9.95 
GREETINGS FROM DUCK'S BREATH 
It's a full hour of our best radio spots, including 
Stump the Stallion, lan Shoales (Around the 
World in 80 Seconds, and others), Dr. Science 
and more. Cassette S9.95

ZADAR! COW 
FROM HELL!
Our befuddled, : 
radioactive cow 
from our upcoming 
video film! 100% 
cotton tee 
S/M/L/XL $13.95

"An American 
Monty Python" 
—Newsweek

ALL ITEMS POSTPAID. Make checks payable to Harvester A.A. and mail to: 
Harvester A.A., 155 Ave of Americas, NY NY 10013

Item Size Price

Total
Name

Address

City State Zip Phone

Exp.
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'The abuse of greatness is when it disjoins remorse from power. "-Shakespeare's Julius Caesar
When I started doing
this strip four months
ago, l had doubts like

any normal person (or
perhaps I give the
average person too

Is it right to air my petty grudges for 
the sake of a few laughs and a lot of

money? Sure, I would only upset 
people i felt had wronged me first, but

shouldn't I try to understand my 
tormentors? Surely they had hurt me 
out of some personal pain of their own, 

and why should 1 add to that?

r« wish 1 had the ability to - 
enjoy the suffering of others,

but I don't. ! can't win. 
When 1 am hurt I feel it is

beneath my dignity to
retaliate, and a victory at the

expense of self-respect is a
hollow one indeed.

If you can rii
yourself of

pain by
inflicting it on
others, please 

do, and be
proud of it. I 

envy you,

The anguish I have caused \ 
with this strip is incalculableA 

judging by the reports I j 
have received from the I 

injured parties. Many of ( 
them feel "tremendously / 

humiliated" and one is 
threatening to

[ apologize. 1 didn't know that National Lampoon was
such a powerful shaper of public opinion. ( didn't
realize that there were people out there saying,

"Gee, I thought that (your name here) was an okay
guy, but according to this obscure cartoonist in a
notoriously juvenile humor magazine, (your name
here) is an asshole, i guess I was wrong. I'll stop
talking to (your name here), and also try to make j

sure (your name here) never works again."

Now I understand. Now I
realize my power, and I

am remorseful that I have
abused it. Why, i have

the power to elect
presidents.' The power to
end war.' The power to

get my friends laid.'

THEIR PHONE NUM5ERS

FOUR PEOPLE WHO p3*" Dear readers ~^ 
DESERVE TO GET LAID AND ' Please give these people a call and

make them an offer. But only call if
you're really good-looking with a

terrific personality, I know that you
will observe these guidelines, because

the National Lampoon word is
apparently law.1 I have spoken.'

212 6320

BILL 212 9?"5 1212

£®Jx) BOB 2 ' 2 6*5 9219 

MARCIA file, 954
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SPORTS DESK

ELI "SOCKS" GALLAGHER

Editors' note: Efi "Socks" Gallagher says 
that he has a hip injury. Although we do not 
see how this prevents him from filing his 
column, we wish him a speedy recovery. In 
his place we are proud to present a piece by 
ex-National stringer Bobby Greenly, who 
some have called "the new Eli 'Socks' 
Gallagher."

You're Car!ton Fisk and you took 
older in person than you do 
catching. Older and smaller. It's 

hard for a young sports scribe to admit to 
you that he knows you better as a 
Chicago Sox ballplayer than as a Boston 
Red Sox ballplayer. But you have been 
eleven years in Chicago (the young 
sports scribe learns early that no native 
calls it "that toddling town") since 
leaving the city of the famous beans and 
famous Pops. You're Carlton Fisk, and 
you shake it off when you're recognized 
by a young reporter. You don't need to 
advertise.

You're Carlton Fisk and you've been 
an every-day player since 1972. Ted 
Williams is holding the door for you at 
the Hall of Fame, and it doesn't matter 
that your sox have now been White 
longer than they've been Red.

You're Carlton Fisk and when you 
realize that it is pointless to deny it you 
admit it. You accept a drink. Not that 
with your salary you need it. You don't 
make what they call Canseco numbers, 
but you don't need free drinks. Marvin 
Miller, remember him, he came and 
went while you played, and made sure 
that you had enough that you could 
retire anytime you wanted.

You're Carlton Fisk and you'll play 
until you know you're done, and then 
you'll hang up the Tools of Ignorance 
and leave the crouch forever. You're 
Carlton Fisk and you can accept a 
number of drinks when an admirer's 
pride says he has to buy them.

You're Carlton Fisk and you admit it 
when you've lost your wallet. Any 
Chicagoan would be proud to lend you 
his last dime. You take money proudly 
when offered and, as the language of

man to man is your language, you arc 
not shy to ask for more and take it. For 
all your fame you would rather stay in 
the half-furnished digs of a tinhorn 
newshound than use your pull to cadge 
the best room at the Ritz. You don't 
need Idolization's bastard cousin 
Sympathy, and you don't need the 
media.

You do not like your nickname. When 
you are called Pudge you say: Who's he?

You're getting older, and life does not 
have baseball's potential infiniteness. 
No, life is like hockey. When it is over it 
is over. Unless there is overtime or 
penalty shots. Anyone who has heard 
you gurgling phlegm as you slept on a 
too-short couch knows that you are 
older. You look it, much older than your 
photographs, and smaller too. You sleep 
in your boxers and "The Only Man in 
America Who Knows What He's Doing" 
T-shirt. The urge to wake you is 
unbearable, but when you arc awakened 
and asked about Carl Yastrzemski and 
Fergie Jenkins and Jim Rice you pretend 
first that you don't know the names and 
then ask to be please left alone.

"A working-class hero is something to 
be," wrote the poet of your generation 
with you perhaps in mind, and as in 
another poem by the same poet, 
"Norwegian Wood," you are gone when 
a person awakes. An early riser, you 
leave places before anyone else gets up, 
and sometimes, you take an expensive

watch, obviously thinking it is one of 
yours.

But unlike that character, you return 
later. Born a Vermonter, you choose few 
words and few friends, but sometimes 
when you meet someone you take an 
immediate shine to, you are farmboy- 
open about it. If you take an odd drink 
in the afternoon, so did Herman Ruth. 
Like Ruth, you seem from another time; 
you have trouble with the bureaucracy 
that replaces credit and bank cards and 
so rely on the compadreship of the 
aficionado for drinks and delivered pizza.

You're Carlton Fisk and you eat every 
meal as if you have not eaten in days. 
Such is the need tor fuel for an engine 
such as yours. Your manners are country 
manners, though your language is 
surprisingly tough city language.

You do not stay ;i secret anywhere for 
long. Wherever you arc, friends seek you 
out. Not famous friends. Not the silk- 
stocking swells of Chicago's smart set. 
But the real people. The fans. The 
showman always, you play the host in 
any venue. You take charge and make a 
room your own. Yes, you party, and you 
deserve to; baseball is the last sport not 
played by college boys. Working hard, 
you play with gusto, and when all but 
the last guests are gone or asleep you 
continue. Could the front-office 
numbers crunchers appreciate the love 
and trust of your friends that allow you 

C O N T I N U t D ON I1 A G E 70
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THE DAY
THE MUZAK
DIE Dit JOHN DEREVLANV

When Many Sheperd died, the 
Gutteria honored him with a 

moment of silence and a special "Many 
Sheperd Memorial" sale, otherwise 
known as "Marry's Dead Discount 
Day." For one minute, the Muzak fell 
silent, the registers slammed shut, and 
the paging system of the department 
stores "banged" out a mournful 
tribute the closest thing he would ever 
get to a twenty-one-gu.n salute. Many 
Sheperd, minimum-wage agent, was 
dead at the age of fifty-nix.

But he was not forgotten, as friends, 
clients even adversaries gathered at 
these unforgiving /ood-court tables of 
part-time help and part-time hopes, and 
tried to piece together a portrait of the 
man who put the wages into slave^wage 
labor. 

This is their story.

WILLIE WASHINGTON, thirty-two, Snack 
Shack worker at the Gafferia:

Marty was something else. If the 
shops at the mall said $3.35 an hour, 
he'd come back and ask for $3.60. 
And he wouldn't budge, not until 
maybe $3.45. That's the kind of guy 
he was. "$3.45 an hour," he tells me. 
"It ain't no chump change." It was one 
of his favorite expressions. He was 
good people.

JIMMY FENDER, twenty-two, cook at 
Arby's on Route 4:

I remember the time Mickey D's was 
after me for a spot in fries. They were 
offering, like, $3.50 or something. 
Marry almost flipped, He said, "$3.50? 
For chrissakes, my guy can get $3.70 at 
B. K. Now gimme $3.60 or we're 
walking." He was always bluffing. 
Man, die guy was intense.

JERRY SMOOKE, twenty-eight, manager 
of the Italiano Mio franchise (located 
adjacent to the Galleria on Route 4):

Sure, I remember Marry. Marty and 
his friggin' "clients." There was a time 
when all you'd see were these kids in 
Ozzy T-shirts and bomber jackets 
coining in for part-time jobs yelling, 
"Call my agent!" I mean, all I wanted 
was some kid to deliver pizzas for four 
bucks an hour. The next thing I know

there's this pushy little beady-eyed 
bastard—he had a face like an 
uncooked hash brown, if you know 
what 1 mean— and he's going, "How 
ya doin,' Jerry baby? Let's talk chump 
change." Friggin' unbelievable!

PHILUPT. ROLUNS, thirty-four, 
industry analyst, GI.C Corporation 
(holding company that owns both the 
Galleria and Waterside Plaza Mall, as 
well as the Tex-Mex Office and 
Entertainment Complex under 
development nearby):

Sheperd had only top clients. He 
signed them early—in grammar school 
sometimes—and he was always out 
looking for more, scouting lemonade

 \

dime to you. But for me, it's 10 
percent of a nickel and a dime."

FREDDY TOMKINS, twenty-five, 
assistant manager of La Cantina in 
Waterside Plaza Mall:

Oh, sure. A lot of ihe bosses didn't 
care for Marty. To tell you the truth, I 
didn't either. But what could I do? 
Marty was the best. I mean, five years 
ago I was a cashier. Now I'm assistant 
manager. Marty made me.

So why didn't 1 like him? Too much 
schnorring. 1 mean, he'd never pass up 
an opportunity to schnorr you for 
some free batteries, or nachos, or a 
chicken frank—whatever. He'd come 
in and say, "Let's talk, babe." Which

stands, Girl Scout cookie sales,
paperboy hangouts, any sort of pre- 
minimum stuff. If you even looked 
good trick-or-treating, Marty would be 
trying to get a piece of you. He had a 
gift for looking at a twelve-year-old 
kid and seeing a clean, punctual 
sixteen-year-old employee. At his 
peak, Marty was the most powerful 
man in minimum wage.

SMITTY TUTTLE, thirty-nine, night 
manager (retired), Lord ol the Fries 
outlet in the Galleria:

So for a while, when Marty lifted his 
leg, we had no choice but to play the 
fire hydrant, you know? That's the 
kind of power he wielded. But for 
what? I mean, I'm negotiating a kid to 
work at Lord of the Fries and Marty's 
giving me a hard time over a few 
pennies an hour. I'm, like, "Marty, 
stop nickel-and-dimin' me." And he 
just gnaws on that cigar of his and 
belches in a very violent way, like he's 
going to boot something toxic on me. 
He snarls, "It may be a nickel and a

meant: "Feed me." He always wanted 
free food from us. This was his idea of 
"doing lunch."

SANDY BALSAMO, twenty-one, 
sociology major and cashier at the 
Radio Shack in the Galleria:

You've got to look at Marty Sheperd 
in the appropriate social context. He 
wasn't a father figure, a coach, or even 
a really cool science teacher. He was 
just this guy who just sort of leeched 
off kids—like, weird, right? He'd say 
things like "Love ya, Sandy," but there 
was no "love" there, it was, like, total 
phoniness. My overall observation is 
that he was creepy.

PHILLIP T. ROLUNS:
The beginning of the end came, I 

believe, when he tried "packaging" his 
clients. In other words, he'd offer a 
store owner a whole "package" of 
talent—cooks, clean-up crew, cashier, 
managers, etc. The whole staff. Nor a 
bad idea, if Matty hadn't gotten 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 67
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n the first day of Christmas, my true love sent to me 
a subscription to the National Lampoon 

in a pear tree—the bastard!

Okay, it was a nice gesture when it arrived, 
that first day of Christmas—the latest issue 
of America's funniest humor magazine nes 
tled in a pear tree. But on the second day— 
nada. No turtledoves, no nothing. I called 
my true love. He told me that there was 
enough great humor and cheer in the 
National Lampoon to last all twelve days! 
But what about some golden rings or French 
hens? Where're my ten lords a-leaping? I 
implored. Who needs lords when you've got 
True Facts and Letters from the Editors? 
And the Funny Pages are worth more than 
seven hundred swans a-swimming, he main 
tained. So I settled down and began reading 
the National Lampoon, and my true love was 
right! It was all I needed for Christmas and 
the rest of the year! Delighted, I rushed over 
to his house to share my Christmas joy and 
the National Lampoon with him. I pushed 
past his butler and called out his name as I 
made my way back to his bedchamber. I play 
fully kicked my shoes off as I threw the door 
open. And there he was, in bed. Surrounded 
by eight maids a-milking. The bastard!

D ONE YEAR of National Lampoon at 
$13.95 (save $15.55 over newsstand 
price).

D TWO YEARS of National Lampoon at 
$22.95 (save $36.05 over newsstand 
price).

D THREE YEARS of National
Lampoon at $34.95 (save $53.55 over 
newsstand price).

Add $10.00 per year for Canada, Mexico, and 
other foreign lands.

Send check or money order (in U.S. funds) to National Lampoon, 
155 Avenue of the Americas, NL1291, New York, NY 10013.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

For ultra-fast service, forget the coupon and call toll-free 1-800- 
257-7600. If you hate telephones but don't want to cut up this 
priceless publication, print or type all necessary info on a 
separate piece of paper and send it along with your check or 
money order.

P. S. Order a two- or three-year subscription and receive a free copy of 
National Lampoon's Cartoon Book —The Best of 18 Years.
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REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM THE MANHATTAN BLUE STREAK. 
THE ALTERNATIVE WEEKLY NEWSPAPER OF MANHATTAN, ILLINOIS, LOCATED JUST THIRTEEN MILES WEST OF MONEE.

"Let he who is without sin cast the first 
stone."

—Jesus Christ

"People who lives in glass houses 
should not throw stones."

—Bazooka Joe

Double Exposure! The Poofed and 
the Popped: The Small Apple hasn't 
tasted anything this scandalicious 
since Mrs. Frank Wrona separated 
Big Frank from Little Frank in a jeal 
ous rage back in '82. And, as always, 
your faithful Wag is on the scene, 
pooper snooping and savoring every 
last wicked whiff.

The 'Scoop' Poop: The fun began when 
Ron Peterson, ed 'n 1 pub o' the Times- 
Caveat ("Manhattan's Only Reliable 
Source for News"), returned from a 
meeting of the Illinois Small Publishers 
Association in Mykindatown, where, in 
between griping about drink prices while 
happily paying double the going rate for a 
bigcity spank 'n' yank, the old dog heard 
about this new trick, a /e haute newe 
trende in journalism called reporting. 
Eager to appear competent in his father's 
chosen field, Peterson immediately 
dumped plans for an all-bake-sale- 
announcements edition and dropped this 
b.m.-shell on the front page:

MAYOR DINKLE A HOMO 
SEXUAL, SOURCE SAYS

Sooprise Sooprise Sooprise!, to
quote Mayor Ed's oldgoodfriend 
Corner. As copies of the T-C Sexpose 
landed in bushes and on roofs across 
town last Thursday afternoon, all 
Manhattan reeled, with reaction on 
the street ranging from a stupefied "Is 
that so?" to a stunned slow blinking of 
the eyes accompanied by a flabber 
gasted smirk. But Wag's fave response

came from Mayor Ed's Press Secre 
tary and Receptiveness, Jeffery 
Peterson, who moaned that his 
whonor was "in congress and cannot 
comment at this ti-jymmtme."

That's not to say our Bachelor 
Mayor was about to take the whole 
thang kneeling down. Nosir. That 
very night, at the Manhattan Mer 
chants Monthly Business/Pleasure 
Mixer at Chubby's Pub 'n' Grub and 
Dance, Mayor Ed interrupted Kim 
Games in mid-set—right between 
Bette Davis's eyes—and challenged 
PetersOn to a PetersOff—in hisown- 
words, to "whip it out, and see who's a 
man." Peterson demurred, but his 
Edness whipped it out anyway, guar 
anteeing himself at least 50 percent of 
the vote in the next election (though 
we're not saying which half).

Officer, Arrest That Manhood!, Peterson 
plaintiffly squealed, but Sheriff Lucy 
Maxwell declined to slap on the cuff, 
judging the Mayor's generous display to 
be "performance art" fully protected by 
the First Amendment. Not so fully pro 
tected, however, was the performance 
Peterson himself put on that evening in 
his own home   a semi-privates display 
that Maxwell charges could easily have 
been seen by any child capable of climb 
ing the big maple out in the front yard. 
Confiscated in the raid was a well-wound 
copy of Moistbusters (more than two 
months overdue from the Video Vortex), a 
family-size bottle of Vaseline Intensive 
Care Lotion, and a box of rubber bands  
the very same ones your T-C comes 
wrapped in every week.

Extra! Extra! Read All About It!...
In the police report, that is (Xeroxes of 
which have been conveniently posted 
around town), but not, apparently, in 
Manhattan's only reliable source for 
news. Judging from this week's all- 
bake-sale-announcements edition of 
the T-C (handle with tongs, please), 
it appears Peterson the Indepth 
Reporter has yet to secure an inter 
view with Peterson the Indeep 
Doodoo. Perhaps he doesn't have 
the right phone number. It's (815) 
479-4933. 

But enough about him....

Still Dying: Tiny Siobhan Mitchefl, Man 
hattan's own Ryan White, returned to 
consciousness briefly over the week 
end that's twice in the past three 
months!

At her bedside when she awoke: David 
Hasselhoff, Anthony Michael Hall, Jus- 
tine Bateman, Byron Alien, Gait Matthius

(remember her?), and Maureen McCor-
mick, television's original Marcia Brady. 
Good sport Siobhan managed to remain 
responsive long enough for everybody to 
get their pictures in....

On a related note, the Mass for 
Siobhan will be at 7:30 A.M. at St. 
Nancy's this week rather than the usual 
10:45 A.M., so that Frank and Julie 
Mitchell can attend Manhattan High's 
"Pancake Breakfast for Siobhan" at 
10:00 A.M. in the main gym (no biack- 
soled shoes, puh-lease). Supplying spe 
cial pancake-eating music will be the 
Syrupuoso himself, Barry Manilow....

Doctor My Thighs: Old Doc 
Thatcher's practice sure has picked 
up since he got certified by the Board 
of Plastic and Reconstructive Sur 
geons. Recent visitors, according to 
the doc's poorly guarded records: Amy 
Roberts, who, after giving birth to 
four of P. Greg's melonheaded off 
spring, decided it was time to put a 
little creative tension back into the 
marriage; rapidly teen-aging child- 
star Drew Barrymore, who, while in 
town to sleep with someone in the 
60950 zip code, had the bags under her 
eyes removed and put into quick turn 
around as nu-boobs; and Emilio 
Estevez, who hopes that with a few 
minor alterations he'll be able to find 
work as his brother Charlie Sheen's 
stunt double.

Waggings: Larry Finestein, Manhattan's 
own Jew, denies rumors that his deli, or 
Jewish-styie restaurant, serves moth 
balls. He says they're called matzoh balls 
(pronounced "Mott's-0," like the apple 
sauce) and are harmless boiled balls of 
dough. Jews consider them a delicacy, 
Larry says. .. .Those rumors about 
Roseanne Barr moving production of 
her show to Manhattan are totally 
unfounded. The Wag hears they were 
started by an unscrupulous real estate 
agent hoping to incite panic sales .... 
And that wasn't Erma Bombeck you 
spotted signing books at Kym's Kards 
and Gyfts, Etc. last Saturday. It was 
Joan Collins. Kym apologizes for any 
misunderstanding. . . .

The Last Wag: What pop-ular video 
(and Exhibit T&A in a current court 
case) features hot young up'n'cumer 
Roni Lynn Lords, who bears an 
uncanny resemblance to Manhattan's 
own 1991 Dog Queen, Pegi Peter- 
son— or, as she is known around 
the Peterson Playhouse, Princess 
Sweetpea? •
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-,.YES, YES, YES?
OH GOD, YES! YES.'
YES/,...OH, MY GOD,

THAT WAS INCREDIBLE'

:.. SOD, YOU FEEL
SO GOOD INSIDE
ME, DO IT JXIST

LIKE THAT,
DOW'T STOP/

IT SURE WAS. IS
IT ALWAYS LIKE

THAT FOR YOU? ARE
YOU ALWAYS SO,.,

IWTO IT?

I HOP& THAT
YOU'LL BE 

STAYING FOR 

A WHILE,

NOT ALWAYS. 6UT 
THERE'S SOMETMiNG

ABOUT YOU--AWD ABOUT 
THIS PLACE OP VOURS. 

IT'5 SO BIG AMD 
COMFORTABLE, 
TOTALLY RELAXED

HERE.

THAT AW 
INVITATION]

WEEKEND IT'S BEEW.
ARE YOU AS HUMGRY

AS I AM?'    ~"flf.._ AJ

ABSOLUTELY - -YOU :
BEST THING THAT'S 

EVER HAPPEWEPTO ME. ft^ 
NOT LETTING YOU

OUT OF MY SIGMT.

HUWGRIER.
LUCKILY/

THEKE'5 A LOT
OF FOOp

HERE-. GREAT. LET'S 
HURRY UP 

EAT, N CAUSE I'M 
GETTING. HORNY 

AGAIW '

PIOTOmPHED BY JOHN DUKE KJICH EKEPT WHERE NOTED
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TRUE FACTS:
WHEBOOK
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It is imperative that 1 acquire the items checked above in order to keep my human collection complete. 
Please enclose SI .75 tor postage and handling for each Hem ordered, $2.00 per book for Canada and loreigrY 

II I'm a New York stale resident I'm adding 8.25 percent sales tax. which is another matter entirely.

G Charge lo my: 

MasterCard fiticrhank * _____ 

. I'Apiralion Diitt __________

.Signature.
Tear oul the whole page with Hems cheeked, enclose cheek or mone; order, and mail lo: 

NATIONAL LAMPOON, Depl. 12/91 .155 Avenue of ihe Americas. New York.NY 10013.

Read
the

Classics
of

NATIONAL 
LAMPOON

G National Lampoon Presents True Facts: The Book
192 pages with Hie funniest True Facts items yet. $1.95

Q National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary Anthology,
Volume! Half "four best tenth anniversary hook ever 
- ami Ihe lirsi hall. 5-4.95

G National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary Anthology,
Volume II The sci|ui;l is even he nor. S4.95

G National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary, Deluxe 
Edition Thb one K hardbound. tor painful dropping 
on DOC'S fool. SI 9. 95

G National Lampoon Foto Funnies The first cditionof
t'mmics told through lotos. published iti 1980. 52.95

G National Lampoon Foto Funnies Ml- new. all- 
brilliiini [: DU> Funnies. If vou liked them in the 
inafi.il/ine. you'll really love ihcin in the hook. 1986. 
S3. 95

! I National Lampoon High School Yearbook Parody
Cvnits)ll\ avclaimeii across America. Ulis one Mill has 
its surviving! writers chuckling S.4,95

G National Lampoon Sunday Newspaper Parody
A sequel to (he Hii;li School Yearbook, though the 
iwo have nothing; in common. S4.95

G TheBestof National Lampoon, No. 4 Just ihe good 
shi! from 1972- 1973 S2.50

G The Best of National Lampoon, No. 5 The best stuff 
from 1973- 1974 $2.50

LI The Best of National Lampoon, No. 8 Jokes started 
gelling more expensive in I'J76- 1977. S3. 95

G The Best of National Lampoon, No. 9 Bin we
managed to hold the line on prices during 1978- 1980.

National Lampoon True Facts The original. 
unccnsorcd work, now available in English. It all 
happened. S2.95

National Lampoon True Facts '86 The third all-new 
collection mil even we could dream up. S2.95

National Lampoon Deluxe Edition of Animal House
The full-color, illustrated book on which ihe movie 
was nol based. This came later. S4.95

Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare Print Not in (he
niugii/mc. anyway Disjuistini:. S2.95

Son of Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare Print II: 
A Sequel f-'ven worst' ihan the lirst. S2.95

National Lampoon's Very Large Book of Comical 
Funnies If^ comical and it's a reprint li's some of ihe 
hcst ditnin comics you'll ever see. S.I. 9^

tand-ups, just

G

National Lampoon Comics Nut th
the lay-downs. .S2.50

National Lampoon Dirty loke Booh TUe lilthy. the 
I" unn\. and the farmer's daughter. S2.95

National Lampoon Dirty Dirty Joke Book Collection 
of ribald s lories, limericks, one-liners, ear loons, and 
othei off-color works 52,95

Encyclopedia of Humor Every i lung limny (rom 
A 10 Z. Hardcover. S4.95

National Lampoon's Story of the Iran-Contra Affair
Jus! when you ihoughl il was safe to sell arms 
lolrail. S2".5»

National Lampoon's Cartoon Book Our all-time best 
carloonsat an ull-liine great price. S3 95

NEW! Pearf Harbor- No Hard Feelings Poster. Our
December cover image blown up. 16"x 20". S9.95
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NEGLECTED HOLIDAYS: Thanksgiving preparations often distract us from remember 
ing the other notable events of the early Pilgrim experience:

NOVEMBER 21: Leif-Bashing Feast. The day they arrived in Plymouth, the canny, 
posterity-minded settlers destroyed countless artifacts left there by L.eif Eriksson 
and his fellow Norsemen 3,500 years earlier. For decades afterward, the event was 
observed by the smashing of earthenware pots, straw Viking helmets, and Indian 
skulls.

NOVEMBER 23: Gunpowder Supremacy Day. On their third day in their new 
home, the settlers made a remarkable discovery—the Indians did not have gun 
powder. Further experimentation showed that they were also not bulletproof, and 
could not outrun lead shot.

NOVEMBER 30: Indian Christmas. On the last day of November, the Pilgrims tra 
ditionally donned merry costumes and marched gaily into Indian villages, where 
they roamed from tepee to tepee, "shopping" for Christmas gifts and, for those 
Indians who failed to appreciate the spirit of Christmas giving, demonstrating 
their "magic" firearms.

RECENT SUPREME 
COURT DECISIONS

*" The justices 
ruled 6-3 that 
"professional 
intuition" is suf 
ficient cause to 
prompt a search of persons or 
property. The Court upheld 
the constitutionality of a 
"blanket search warrant" 
issued in 1990 by a federal 
judge in Miami authorizing 
the search of the residence or 
vehicle of "any persons 
answering to the names 
Angel, E n r i q u e, Juan, 
Manuel, Pcdro, or Ramon."
•" By a 5-4 majority, the

Court voted to further 
narrow Roe v. Wade, uphold 

ing an Idaho law graining 
women unrestricted access 

to abortion "except in those 
cases in which the woman is 
pregnant or the abortion will 
somehow impair her ability 
to become so in the future." 
•" Voting 7-2, the justices 
ruled that children under the 
age of eighteen have "only 
those rights conferred upon 
them by the state, or their 
parents." The case stemmed 
from a February 1991 inci 
dent in which the principal 
of a Buffalo Grove, Illinois, 
grade school conducted full 
body-cavity searches of twen

ty-seven third-graders in an 
attempt to locate a missing 
chalkboard eraser, which was 
never found.
*" Reversing California's 
high court, the justices voted 
6-3 to reinstate the disorderly 
conduct and resisting arrest 
conviction of Laurence S. 
Williams, who was appre 
hended by the California 
highway patrol after "making 
voodoo eyes" at one of its 
officers. The decision was 
moot, however, as Williams 
was released following the 
state court's action and sub 
sequently was shot and killed 
attempting to leave the scene 
of a double-parking incident.

THE EAR
The Write Stuff: Calendar Dream- 
girl ClautJia Sehiffer has signed a 
deal to star in and write trie. 
1993 calendar, slated for 
shooting this 
winter....From Ed Beg- 
ley, Jr. : s agent comes 
word that he has agreed 
to turn stale's evidence 
against a minor underworld TURNER 
figure and will be relocated under 
the Federal Witness Protection 
Program. The move is not expect 
ed to affect the actor's career, his 
agent says....What's that pound 
ing sound? Kathleen Turner 
working out round-the-clock with 
fatness guru Richard "Sweatin' to 
the Oldies" Simmons, trying to 
slim down in time to star in The 
Linda Eilerbee Storyior Lifetime 
this December....Latest on the 

surrogate parenting band 
wagon: Warren Beatly 
has hired Burbank home 
body Ed Sanders to fill 
in with father-to-be dot 
ing duties Annette Ben- 
ing-side, freeing Warren 

STONE up for Bugsy promotion 
and holiday parties. Unfortunately 
for Sanders, the job description 
doesn't include boning Ben- 
ing...."What is it about corn?" 
asks greasy-spoon gourmet 
Calvin Trillin in this week's New 
Yorker. "It seems as if our bodies 
have no use at ail for those gold 
en kernels they look untouched 
when I see them the second 
time".... Ear to the ground: Oliver 
Stone plans to avoid an opening- 
night mob scene for JFK by; hav 
ing the film suck....There's just no 
stopping that common 
cold....Joan Rivers is suing to 
stop publication of an 
unauthorized biography. 
In a curious twist, the 
biography is of Winston I 
Churchill....Irene Cara 
was spotted several ! 
times lasi week dining at 
Carl's Jr. in the Inglewood WHITE 
section of L.A. Is fast food the lat 
est celebrity fad? No, say star- 
watchers, the former fame star's 
merely poor....Golden Gal Betty 
White's the first celeb to hop on 
the newest health bandwagon: 
self-pickling ...Bobcat Goldth- 
wait's smiling these days, having 
just landed the role of his career: 
he'll appear as Santa Claus at 
Macy's in New York this Christ 
mas....New 2 You: Jeffrey 
Katzenberg and humility, Daryl 
Hannah and a book, your wife 
and a bunch of French guys.

BY ED

THE 
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FOR° BUYER
BEWARE/"

SYMBOLS FROM 
BEN CASEY

STYLEBOOK UPDATE
Now that Skull and Bones 
lias admitted women, the 
National Lampoon will dis 
card the sexist term "Bones- 
men." Men and women of 
Skull and Bones will hence 
forth be referred to as "Bon 
ers." Tumescent pcniscs will 
be known as "woodies." 
Wood-sided station wagons 
popular with surfers will be 
called "paddy wagons," and 
police vans used to transport 
suspects will be known as 
"black beauties." Dark-col 
ored benzedrine tablets will 
still be called "black beau 
ties," but will be in italics. If 
the context calls for "black 
beauty" (police van) to be 
italicized, it will be under 
lined instead.

EXAMPLE:
"Two Boners, a female and a 
male with a woody, were 
arrested for speeding in a

paddy wagon. They were 
taken to jail in a black beau 
ty, where they were found to 
be in possession of several 
black beauties. "I knew these 
Boners were big drinkers," 
said Chief O'Mallcy, a for 
mer Boner, who sported a 
prodigious woody, "but 1 
never expected them to be 
taking black beauties espe 
cially in a black beauty."

SIDESHOW CHUCKLE #1

DOG-FACED BOY: Hey, I 
thought you two were split 
ting up the act so Joe could 
enroll in butcher's school. 
SIAMESE JIM: I didn't have 
the heart to do it. 
SIAMESE JOE: And I didn't 
have the stomach for it!

SJ

SICK JOKES 
FROM THE FUTURE

(Don't ask us how we came hy 
these that's our business. But 
if you really want to stay 
ahead of the pack, here are 
three sick jokes you will hear, 
and presumably understand, 
ten years from now.)

Did you hear Ralph Lauren's 
defense strategy? 
He's arguing that the problem 
stems from his genes.

What's the difference 
between Dennis L. Ruttinger 
and a fireplace attendant? 
One stokes chimneys and the 
other chokes Stimneys!

What's the name of Shari 
Lewis's new puppet? 
Limbchop!

RL

ICEBREAKERS
"I bet people stare av that

thing all the rime."
"You know, someone once 

told me that people who 
worked in securities had no 
life."

"I really love your fuck-me 
pumps."

"I thought you were dead." 
CM

"ROMANTIC WEEKENDS"
If you have a girlfriend, she 
may tiy to get you to go away 
for a "romantic weekend." 
What these usually involve is
1) an expensive hotel with a 
private bedroom for fucking,
2) countryside for walking 
around in when you're not 
fucking, 3) old buildings or 
other old stuff to look at or 
sil on when you're tired of 
walking. I like the fucking 
part of 1}, but it's very 
expensive. Parts 2) and 3) are 
really boi-jog. If you don't 
believe me, cry them.

Here would be my idea of

T OWLY DO \T 
\M\TH W.EH WHO 
HftVG UMCOVfcRtQ 
THE SECRET OF 
THE

<<&: :

LOOKS L\Kt 
TOST MOT

GO mo TO
HOCKS
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a belter romantic weekend: 
spend Friday night and Sat 
urday fucking (at home, for 
free), then on Sunday go to 
Six Flags.

HAIKU CONCEPTS
He cheated the Mob
And now he must hide in a
Sixties-style commune

Deep space is their home 
The place they want to get to 
With James Spader's help

Here's one for the kids
A dead dog helps cops solve

crimes 
It's Ghost meets Benji

SJ

BODY PIGOLITIC
(A POME EXPLORING
OUR FRIEND THE PIG

IN A GEOPOLITICAL
CONTEXT)

paranoid pigs 
read their futures 
on their bellies 
and envy 
their pig brothers 
in israel

PERMISSION DENIED
Sir. Request permission to 
leave the ship and drive 
through the town in a stolen 
Jeep insulting the locals, sir, 
and waving private parts at 
said locals. Later, after tat 
toos, will crash . . 
Jeep and ^ I ' / y 
deploy self 
in hooch 
venue, 
where this 
sailor will 
consume 
prodigious 
quantities 
ofhard 
liquor, sir.
Fist fights MARK MATCHD 
inevitable, as well as boom- 
boom with local ladies. 
Given past history of anti- 
female violence, rough stuff 
with ladies likely, as is resis 
tance to any attempts by 
MPs or others to subdue this 
sailor, who has a shiv and 
knows how to use it. Will 
report back to ship late, 
drunk, unshaved, and surly, 
in the custody of local law 
men. Sir.

SJ

ORIGAMI PAPER WAD

SIDESHOW CHUCKLE #2
NINE-FOOT NIGEL: If we 
get married, do you think 
our kids'll come out normal? 
THREE-FOOT SUE: It's 
how they get in that scares 
me!

SJ

MYTH vs. REALITY
MYTH: AIDS was created 
by CIA genetic engineers to 
wipe out blacks and homo 
sexuals.
REALITY: The origin of the 
HIV virus is far too complex 
to explain to a layman.

MYTH: The U.S. govern 
ment has been communicat 
ing with UFOs for decades at 
secret bases in the Southwest. 
REAUTY: What goes on at 
secret government bases in 
the Southwest is really none 
of your business.

MYTH: John F. Kennedy 
and other sixties leaders were 
assassinated by an alliance 
consisting of the CIA, FBI, 
Mafia, and other groups so 
secret no one's ever heard of 
them, who continue to 
manipulate all world events. 
REALITY: The situation is 
under control.

DJO'K

THREE WAYS IN WHICH
THE EDITORS RUINED

THIS PIECE
1. Changed the ritlc to a 
cheap self-referential joke.
2. Cut it down by a third.

Rl.

REFRESHING DRINK 
OF THE MONTH

THE PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER
4 oz. vodka

6 oz. orange juice
8 oz. PHILLIPS'Milk of

Magnesia
Mix and serve. More of a 
drink "among friends" than 
a "party" drink.

KB

ASK THE

Hey, 8 Ball, did I see you 
dancing with Stacy?

What kind of answer is
that? Are you trying to

start something?

Good. Because you know I 
could pound you into plas 

tic pulp if I felt like it

Oh yeah? Perhaps you'd
like to take a little walk

outside then!

Okay, let's go. And let's
make it quick. I gotta drive

Stacy home soon.

NOTE: We cannot vouch for the 
accuracy of the 8 Ball's answers. 
They are provided for amusement 
purposes only.

DVDtVT M 
TO KICK

fec^ 
y.&lV'
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HARD-TO-GET JOKE
Half Torah feud rings, 

Oman henna 
woman seeded 

next week's 
heather Onan 
airplane God 

to '1 olkien abut 
sects. Timmon

axed, "Wet canes of mint 
dew think make Tibet's love 
hearse?"

"Their hearth reek hinds 
of men Hawaii think oryx 
Upshaw nul," settee woman. 
"Fur stove hall, their arty dog 
turd speakers they know 
where alter parts soar. Sic 
Conniff awl, the juice Suarez 
push alee good because dare 
an engine trace, well-wurst in 
the H-holed darts of plea 
sure. Interred, the Homeric 
canon John is a wonderful 
lover foreign Johns are 
A.S.P.C.A. lee sensitive, 
Andy plea in Dutch with 
neigh chore."

"Hmm," city man. "Variant 
touristing. Hollow me two 
winter deuce myself. My 
name is Doctor Tonto Gins- 
berg...."

SJ

PLEASURES OF THE FLESH
Clean cotton sheets. 
Sweating; more accurately,

sweat evaporating off self. 
Healing self from abrasions,

etc. 
Sloughing off dead cells.

CM

LIES MY UNCLE TED TOLD ME
1. You can hypnotize chick 
ens by rubbing their heads.
2. Chickens don't bite.
3. I hey're better than 
women.

ID

and we were having a test I 
hadn't studied for and if you 
failed you had to go through 
college again, except the test 
wasn't hard at all, and the 
teacher never even collected 
it. And then we were all

MY WORST 
NIGHTMARE EVER

This crazy guy was after me 
with an ax, like in The Shin 
ing, but when he got up 
close, I saw it wasn't Jack 
Nicholson but William 
Devane. And just when he 
was about to get rne I fell 
through this hole in the 
ground and landed on these 
jagged spikes, only they were 
made of papier-mache, not 
real metal, so they just kind 
of crumpled. Then I was in 

this class

going to be executed in the 
electric chair, but when I got 
in it didn't work, it just 
shorted out and burned my 
leg a little. And then I woke 
up and my girlfriend was rat.

OFFICE PRANKS
*" Photocopy genitals, 
reduce to 45 percent, tape 
under nameplate of office 
rival.
*" Show up at work dressed 

as Hitler; goose-step around 
office,

X OUL.V OO VT 
\W\TH ME*A WHO 

UNCOVERED 
SECRET OF 

TUE.

HEY, TOO
\T FOR A,

BUS TOKEN '

IT LOOKS LVK£ 
I'W TUST WOT 

TO GCT 
ROCKS OF P.'

WAS
TOO wei-u-

COORDINATED.'

patting blond people on the 
head. If coworkers claim this 
is in bad taste, pretend to 
lose eyesight, stagger around 
comically, knock over water 
cooler.
•" In black paint, write 

"Fuck You, Humans!" in 
reverse on the glass of the 
copier.

KB

NATIONAL LAMPOON 
TROUBLESHOOTER

Problem: Magazine won't
open.
Try: wiping hands on pants,
attempt again.
Problem: Can't see page
clearly.
Try: checking lamps in
room—are they on?
Problem: Paper cut.
Try: rubbing magazine edges
against coffee table.
Problem: Pages missing.
Try: buying new copy.
Problem: Don't get joke/gag.
Try: having friend explain.
Problem: Joke/gag still not
funny.
Try: buying new copy.

SB

How ABOUT SOMETHING 
FOR THE AVERAGE GUY?

A Personal Plea to the Fashion
Industry

Come down out of your 
fluffy pink clouds, fashion 
queens! When designing 
what women will wear next 
year, why not keep the needs 

of an average guy like me 
in mind?

How about a spe 
cially designed dress 

with a set of internal 
weights and pulleys 

that forces women to 
slouch?

A sporty woman's 
eve n i ng shoe, 

equipped with a 
hydraulic heel that 

can be quickly adjust 
ed to match the height 
of her male escort. You 

coulc! call it "The Pump 
=^ Me Pump." I'll bet you'd

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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JIM WHEAT'S PAGE

SIDESHOW CHUCKLE #3
sell a lot of them. 

*" Pantyhose with built-in 
foot grips at about knee 
height. The ladies will thank 
you for it, as well.

/.I)

THE QUOTABLE ME
"Was I a big kisser;1 Listen, if 
these lips could speak, they'd 
have quite a tale to tell."
"No man is a hero to his 
court-appointed underpants 
inspector."

"Study after study has shown
us rhar 'rhe average American'
is neither 'average' nor 'the.' "

IMG

DR. MYSTERJOSO: Which
would you rather have back,
your arms or your legs?
THE HUMAN WORM: I
guess my arms.
DR. MYSTERIOSO: Why
the arms?
THE HUMAN WORM:
'Cause rbcji I could ric my
shoes!

sy

THIS MONTH IN 
AMERICAN Doe

Purring: Language of Hate 
Meet the New Household

Helper—Mice 
Child, 1, Blinded by

Kitty Litter

THIS MONTH IN 
TODAY'S CAT

When Companionship 
Turns Compulsive 

It's Not Just Toby— 
It's Toby's Fleas 

Police: Dragged Woman 
Had Hand Caught in Leash 

RL

CLARIFICATION

X OML-Y DO 
OVER

(HM4WEV-UV.'

..._ DOE* 
&UV GO <

To GET

we inadvertently omitted a 
joke that was offensive to 
women, minorities, and Jews. 
Those wishing a full tran 
script of this joke, suitable for 
posting on office bulletin 
boards, should send $9.95 
plus $2.00 for postage and 
handling to:

Offensive Joke
c/o National Lampoantang

\ 55 Avenue of the
Afro-Americans

Jew York, Jew York 10013

CONTRIBUTORS:
Keith 13 Jan chard, Steven 
Bodow, Robert Lcighton, 
Joey Verdi, and the Editors.

THE sfttAt DIP-TV 
STOWV vr you BCA,O
\T ftft.CKWA.ROS

OR STRRT KT THE

tO
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THE BIG EVENT
"Guess what, guys?" I hung up the 

phone and looked into twelve curious 
pairs of eyes.

"You got elected president."
"You won the lottery."
"You got a new car."
"Yeah, that's it. You got a new 

car. A sports car. A Lam bra, 
Lambagorgo—"

"Lamborghini, Danny. No, I didn't 
get a new car. I didn't do nothing. It's 
what I'm gonna do, see."

"Go to the moon? You're gonna go 
to the moon in one of them rocket 
ships...?"

"No."
"You're joining the Army. That's it, 

he's joinin' the Army!"
"Say, congratulations. But we'll miss 

youse around the office."
"And how. Geei, the Army!"
They lined up to shake my hand, hut 

1 shooed them back to their seats.
"Hold it, hold it—I'd give my right 

arm to get in uniform, same as the rest 
of yas, but the missus would have my 
hide. I ain't afraid of no enemies, but 
when Mrs. M.-G. gets mad, Chesty 
Puller himself wouldn't tangle with 
her."

"So, what is it?"

"Here's the skinny, boys—I'm getrin' 
a haircut."

"Naw!"

"What are ya, joking?"
"Guy's jokin' with us—clown-like!"
"I'm serious, guys. I got an ap 

pointment in ten minutes, down at 
the Che: Pierre Salon.""Geez!"

"Naw!
"Thud!"

Sam revived Danny while the others 
crowded around, eyes wide as pies, 
pitching questions faster than Bob 
Feller fasthalls.

"You gonna get a trim?"
"No, something a little more... 

extensive."
"He gonna style it?"
"Pierre usually does, they say."
"How about a shampoo?"
"Comes with."
"Wait a minute—how you gonna 

pay for this? Wuz you kidding about 
not winning the lottery? Or did you 
knock over the Chase Manhattan?"

"Editor by day, gangster by night!" 
"Show us your Tommy gun, 

Diilinger!"
"Say, guys, don't start talking like 

that. Cops are liable to overhear you 
and lock me up. I got my paycheck, is

"You got your paycheck? How'd you 
pull that off?"

"Yeah—1 ain't never got one!"
"Wha'd ya do, sweet-talk old man 

Jimirro's secretary?"
"Sent her some flowers. Now if you'll 

excuse me, 1 understand Pierrc doesn't 
like ro he kept waiting."

"Whaddaya mean, excuse you? You 
wuzn't planning on leaving your good 
buddies behind, wuz you?"

"Everyone can't come. What if an 
advertiser calls?"

"He'll call back. Face it, anyone 
who misses this show's gonna be sore 
for weeks. You got yourself an 
audience, Valentino, like it or not."

Forty-five minutes later, Pierre made 
a final, expert snip with his scissors, 
pulled the towel from my neck, and 
spun me around, to the ac 
companiment of a dozen gasps of 
astonishment.

"Holy cow, lookit the movie star!"
"It's Clark Gable, come back to life!"
"If I was a dame, I'd ask ya to marry 

me."
I paid Pierre, and tipped him well. 

Jaws dropped as the three shiny 
quarters clinked into the jolly 
Frenchman's hand.

"Thinks he's a millionaire."
"Can 1 have your autograph, Mr. 

Rockefeller?"
The babbling retinue followed me 

out the door. On the way out, I looked 
down at my shoes—they hadn't been 
polished since the summer, and it 
showed. Ezckiel, Pierre's ragamuffin 
sboeshtne boy, read my mind and 
scurried over with his stool and well- 
worn polishing rag. The editors held 
their breath in anticipation—was 
today's entertainment to be a double 
feature ?

"Put on the Ritz, lan."
"C'mon, live like a king."
"I won't pass out again, I promise!"
It was tempting, but...
"Not today, boys. We have an issue

to get out!
lan M.axtone-Qraham
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UNDEREARTH
Many years ago, when we were 

young and left alone most days to find 
our own amusement, my sister and I 
made a discovery: our house had in the 
floor of the parlor closet a portal to a 
strange and secret place.

Emily (that is my sister's name) and 
I found this place quite by accident on 
a cold rainy day when there was 
nothing to do but crawl into the closet 
and explore it once and for all. We 
burrowed back through the musry 
winter coats and the fall jackets and 
the spring slickers, all the way back to 
a child-sized trapdoor; we opened it 
wide and climbed down into its 
gloomy darkness with our flashlight 
and our sandwiches and our long piece 
of rope (no serious expedition is ever 
without a long piece of rope) and 
found that where this hiding place 
ended, there began a long, narrow, 
twisting passage leading out into an 
old badgers 1 den deep within a leafy 
glade, where talking trees held birds of 
every color, and strange beasts leapt 
from bough to bough, while on the 
forest floor, fauns and sprites and 
gnomes and elves went about their 
business with British accents and

Edwardian primness, as they had for a 
thousand thousand years.

Then we discovered that the stone 
giants of the Northern Mountains had 
been awakened by the evil warlock 
Zokok and brought forth to enslave 
our forest people in the mines of 
Malrovia, where the dark kings— 
zombie lackeys of Zoltok and the 
Council of Witches—ruled with terror 
and malice. But Em and I and 
Xanterra, Warrior Prince of the 
Woodland Elves, fled south to the 
plains of Dol-Gonip and rallied the 
free creatures to fight back and 
vanquish the dark kings forever, and 
dismantled the Council of Witches by 
hurling them into the Chasm of Light, 
which contains a sea of ice where they 
must lie frozen until the end of time.

For this, Emily and 1 were crowned 
Prince and Princess at Paldonoval, 
where we ruled for many years. 
Occasionally we would leave our court 
with Xanterra, and Lorn-Lop the 
dwarf, and Kiki the noble falcon, and 
Sir Dustinan the courageous littie 
vole, and explore the far corners of 
Underearth—across the Seas of Dolor 
and beyond the Eastern Rim to the 
Mountains of Flame and the strange

lands on the other side of the Eternal 
Desert. Then one day, while hunting 
the winged deer of the Changing 
Forest, Em and I were caught in a 
rainstorm and took refuge in a badgers' 
den. But In, this was our badgers' den, 
and, as we walked farther inside, we 
found it was our hiding place as well, 
which we had forgotten for these 
many years past. Yet when we 
emerged, not five minutes had gone by 
since the time we first crawled in.

Of course it was Emily who blabbed 
the whole thing to our parents that 
night. They were skeptical, naturally, 
until Emily made me show them the 
scar on my chest where, during the 
battle at Sorrow Swamp, Zoltok's 
poison arrow would have killed me 
had it not been for the magic elven 
mail 1 wore and the healing salves of 
the southern centaurs. After dinner, 
our parents called some friends from 
the university, who referred them to 
some experts in town.

"Yep," said Mr. Bowles, of Crumb 
and Bowles, Inc. "You got a proper 
little portal to another world here. 
You see them a lot in houses of a 
certain age, and they can be awful 
hazardous when there's little ones
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MORE MONKEYS

running about." Then he ;ind Mr. 
Crumb went into our hiding place.

A few minutes later, there was a 
loud explosion, a cloud of dust, and 
the chalky faces of Crumb and Bowles 
coming up through the trapdoor. Mr. 
Bowles explained that they had 
entered Underearth without a hitch, 
been brought to Paldonoval, and 
negotiated the closing of the portal— 
with King Cholterra, the great-great- 
great-great grandson of our old friend 
Xanterra! Then they'd come back to 
the forest, laid out some poison to 
discourage curious animals, and blown 
up the entrance. Our parents paid 
them, and that was the end of it.

Now 1 don't see Em much 
anymore—she lives far away and leads 
a different sort of life. She has no time 
to go looking for hiding places and 
secret portals. She has grown up. But 
me, 1 still dream of that far-off place, 
of the great banners and the clash of 
armor in battle, of the noble faces of 
the centaurs, of the great forests and 
seas. And I think to myself, I was the 
Prince, and not once did it occur to 
me that 1 could have had sex with 
anyone 1 wanted. I was only a boy, of 
course, and like 1 said, there was this

old-time British propriety about 
everything. But you can bet that if 1 
ever find another portal or secret 
world—for I really do believe that 
they exist—I'm not coming hack until 
I've slept with at least one elf, and 
hopefully more. And some of those 
cenvaiivs weren't bail, either. And if 
it's a talking animal, it's not the same 
as sleeping with a dumb animal, is it? 

Sam Johnson

THEN WHAT?
Today fur. 
Tomorrow leather. 
Then wool. 
Then meat...

—An importani message from the Fur 
Information Council of America

Then
they came and told me I had to free 
my dog. I still remember what I said. 

I said: What?
—It's immoral for one animal to hold 

dominion over another animal, the 
taller one said.

—It's a form of slavery, the shorter 
one added.

—1 see, I said, 
and then
I thanked them for their input and 
closed the door. 
Then,

Ff^OOFTHATOF?E>INApV MeM CAN'T

when I opened the door again several 
minutes later, the taller one said: I'm 
afraid we're going to have to insist.

— Look, I said, I don't have all day to 
talk to koo/cs. 
But then,
as it turned out, they weren't kooks. 
As it turned out, they were the police. 
And, as it further turned out, there 
had been some elections a while back 
and a lot of those green people had 
been swept into office and had passed 
all sorts of legislation, the gist of 
which meant I had to free my dog.

— We don't write the laws, the taller 
one said. I have a dog myself. Had. 
Now we're just friends.

— But my dog likes it here, I said.
— Ahhhhhh, the .shorter one said. 

Stockholm syndrome.
They had all the answers.
And, in any case, the Pet 

Emancipation Act (PEA) was fairly 
clear on the matter, particularly with 
regard to fines and minimum prison 
terms. And so I said goodbye to 
Charlie, my best beagle buddy of 
nearly ten years, and emancipated 
him.

Charlie spent his first hour of 
freedom visiting all the yards directly 
attached to ours, eating garbage and 
doing all his other favorite things to 
do outside, and 
then
he came romping back home, 
scratching and whining at the door.

I let him back in, and 
just then
some people jumped out of the bushes, 
and 
then
I was on rny way downtown as part of 
a massive FBI sting operation. I ended 
up paying a $1,500 fine, and Charlie 
was given new tags and relocated to 
another state under the Federal 
Witness and Animal Protection 
Program (FWAPP).

1 don't know what I expected to 
happen 
then.
I guess I thought that rnaybe old 
Charlie, braving the brute elements 
and traffic, would somehow find his 
way the hundreds and hundreds of 
miles back home. But beagles don't 
travel well. Charlie, or whatever it is 
he calls himself these days, was gone.

But then,
anyway, 1 had other things to worry 
about once 1 got home. My 
neighborhood was literally crawling 
with freshly freed pets: and not just 
dogs and cats and parakeets and 
tropical fish, but poisonous snakes and 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 74
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THE UNCIVIL WAR
BETWEEN RICH AND POOR

Confine; Soon to a Neighborhood \r«r You

NOVEMBER 17
S. Eliot Rite IV, multimillionaire philanthropist and heir to the Rite fortune, including 
thousands of Buy-Rite and Sove-Rite stores nationwide, has soup thrown on him by 
Muriel Jeeters, a homeless woman, at a charity food bank in Chicago. A local news 
crew captures the incident on tape.

CHICAGO,
:.,,^pnt that

ByFOXCOOKE

o^ w«
Rite IV of 
8attlted by a

QU ft.fi>

they have to attac^ *^he very
food we feed them!
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. , L -_ ; ca iie of rat

i been a wine-tasting," 
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[avgeota——— , *££r in arare^--sr!s ?::hthM,!-d^ sive:

to-coast. .^n
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instant out- 
o

acter9 c 
tmeilt by 
me the,

"It's not enuu B ., ..-_ 
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told reporters, "or that they steal our 
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  .i.:_^, nn --

w7ne;:gr-»> -«
ln a related"*** AngeleE ' S
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believing the« were P ^ 
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knocked ovej and a ^Pogtiyeldedy ,^s&rrsor««.f
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NOVEMBER 18, Wew /or/; Times

November 18
Appearing on Nighlline,
Rite [nils Jeeters "an
ingrate." Jeeters mutters,
"We don't need your chari
ly," to which Rile responds,
"Well, that's just fine," and
cfec lures he is dissolving his
philanthropic trust, the
Do-Rite Foundation, saying
he will spend the money on
"whatever 1 damn well feel
like, for once."

November 1 9
Trustees of dozens of
philanthropic organizations
vole to either disband or
direct their resources else
where, most often into
lavish week-tang blowout
"fund-raisers." Former
First Lady Nancy Reagan
releases n statement saying
the Reagans "can no longer
in good conscience" donate
one half of 1 percent of
their income to charity.

November 20
The Supreme Court upholds
a California "workfare" law
requiring welfare recipients
to sell flowers on state
highways for a .03 percent
commission; also, in
response to a Texas case,
the court amends the
Miranda statement to read,
"You have a right to an
attorney, shoum you be
able to afford one."

November 21
In his syndicated column,
George Will coins the
phrase "the Uncivil War" to
characterize the new rich-
poor friction. The catchy
phrase is quickly adopted
by the media in general,
except for USA Today,
which continues to use its
own "Soup-er Bowl" logo
until the NFLobtoinso
restraining order to stop it.
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NOVEMBER 20
On his Late Night show on NBC, popular TV funster 
Dovid Letterman suggests the "Top Ten Things Rich 
People Can Do With Their Dough Now That They Don't 
Care About Poor People Anymore." The show 
mysteriously goes black after commercial, and reruns 
of Quantum Leap air in its ploce for the rest of the 
weak.

Top TEN WAYS RICH PEOPLE CAN
SPEND THEIR MONEY Now THAT THEY DON'T

CAWE ABOUT POOR PEOPLE ANYMORE

1. TWO WORDS: BRIE WHIZ

2. DRIVE RECKLESSLY THROUGH POOR
NtlGHEOfiHOODS IN FANCY-SCHMANCY 
LIMOS WITH FAT GUYS HIRED TO STICK 
THEIR BIG HAIRY BUTTS OUT THE WINDOW

3. GOID-PLATED EMERALD-ENCRUSTED i 
TITANIUM BARS FOR ALL THEIR WINDOW,

NOVEMBER 25
The newsweeklies, already 
bored with the presidential 
race, ore quick to weigh 
in on the Uncivil War, 
as are other notional 
magazines.

rrsv
CONVENTIONAL W SDOM WATCH

Uncivil War Edition
P erhaps a hundred years from now, Shelby Foote VIII will 

be able to tell us what was what. But until then, all we 
have is the CW to go by.

Conventional Wisdom
Philanthropy Old CW: Good way to throw the 

rabble a bone. New CW: Guard dogs 
eat cheaper._____________

The Poor Never very popular, but now even 
jess so, if that's possible._____

The Rich Stiil hated; still envied; still don't 
care what the Great Unwashed 
think.

NOVEMBER 26
Late Night returns with new host David Brenner, who 
wastes no time ingratiating himself with his new G 
"stands for GEnerous" E bosses.

>TEN THINGS DAVE CAN Do 
'T-I His NEW Poos BUDDIES

 I. ftEGALE THEM WITH STORIES ABOUT 
HOW HE HAD IT ALL BUT GAVE IT UP 
BECAUSE HE WANTED TO SLEEP IN - 
HIS OWN FECES JUST LIKE THEY DOj

2. BREAK INTOCONNIE CHUNG'S HOUSl 
AND CLAIM TO BE "MR. CHUNG 11

3. TWO WORDS: "PLEASE, MISTER..,"

NOVEMBER 28
In previous veers, syndicated cartoonists devoted theii Thanksgiving comic strips to the issues of hunger and the homeless. But this year a subtle mood shift can be detected.

George Bush Finally, an issue about which he 
doesn't need poll results to know

November 11
Human urine is found in 
Evian, Perrier, and Poland 
Spring walei in Hew York, 
(nitago, Detroit, and Los 
Angeles. A group calling 
itself the United Poor (UP!) 
makes collect calls to USA 
Joday and Racing Form, 
taking credit. A urinalysis 
confirms lhal the terrorists 
have extremely high-fat 
diets and borderline 
diabetes.

November 25
When thrill-seeking 
rich kids buy up all the 
contaminated mineral 
water before it con bo 
removed from store 
shelves, Coco-Cola 
announces that its 
Mountain Dew soft drink 
has been made with human 
urine since 1962.

November 28
With Thanksgiving food 
programs canceled in most 
urban areas, UP! organizes 
poor and homeless people 
into spontaneous "eat-ins" 
at 7-Elevcns and other 
convenience stores 
nationwide. Underpaid 
foreign and teenage clerks 
put up no resistance, hut 
some fatalities are 
reported. They are blamed 
on "food poisoning."

December 8
To commemorate John 
Lennon's assassination and 
promote a new album of 
his unrelcased acoustic 
work, Ptdtin's, mullimillion- 
airess Yoko Ono attempts to 
lead a crowd of 10,000 
homeless New Yorkers 
through an a cappella ver 
sion of "All You Need Is 
Love" from the balcony of 
her Upper West Side condo. 
She is pelted with stones.

December 21
CBS's showing of Jhe 
Clinch Who Stole Christmas 
inexplicably ends six 
minutes early, before the 
Grinch has a change of 
heart.

December 25
In his Christmas message, 
President George Bush 
forgoes typical "peace and 
goodwill" speech in favor of 
o slavish listing of oil the 
gifts he received. The mosl 
popular X-nias toy nf '91: 
Maggie in a Bag, a dispos 
able nameless doll made 
entirely of recycled Irash.
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JANUARY 6
lime diverges 
from its Man of 
the Year format for the fourth time in the last four 
years, dubbing Rite and Jeetets "Couple of the Year," 
with "Rite playing the William Powell role, the urbane 
sophisticated Thin Man, to Jeeters' saucy, silly Elly 
May Clompett or, perhaps for these enlightened 
times, a post-traumatic Louise."

p .0 & .n

JANUARY 21
A wicked rumor explodes like a bombshell across major urban areas: word spreads that Colonel Sanders's "secret 
recipe" has for thirty years pumped the black community full of on insidious mix of eleven psychoactive herbs and 
spices designed to powerfully suppress motivational centers in the brain while exciting areas in the hypothalamus 
responsible for promiscuous- 

ness and substance abuse. 
(One variation of the 

story posits that 
Sanders developed the 

recipe while "work 
ing as a lew doctor 

in Nazi concentra 
tion camps.") 

Despite heated 
denials by the

based Kentucky 
Fried Chicken chain, the 
Reverend Al Sharpton goes 
on Monhailon Public Access 
cable and declares a national 
boycott. The boycott foils to 
materialize when Sharpton 
is photographed later that 
evening elbow-deep in o 
bucket of the Colonel's new 
spicy-barbecue wings.

FEBRUARY 3
Freed from social 
proscriptions against 
conspicuous 
displays of wealth, 
the rich begin to 
flaunt it. Trendy 
restaurateur Rich 
Melman (Ed 
Debevk's, Oprah's 
Eccentric in 
Chicago) opens the 
first Vomitorea in 
west Los Angeles, 
featuring a baccha 
nalian orgy motif 
and authentic table- 
side vomitoiia. (To 
further promote 
gluttony, patrons 
pay not for what
they "eat" but for how long they stay.) Vomitorea's overwhelming success with 
wealthy West Coast bulimics soon translates to Vomitoreas in several mojor cities os 
well as on a number of Ivy League campuses.

FEBRUARY 10
Several public television stations agree to accept ads for the "Uncivil War Chess 
Set." Selling for $2,500, the set features upper-class "white" pieces available in 
sterling silver or solid gold, and lower-class "block" pieces sculpted from "genuine 
human excrement."

January 1
A new low takes effect
making it illegal la live
below the poverty level in
Connecticut; over twenty-
three people are forcibly
relocated to nearby states.
Meanwhile, in Seattle, one
of the few remaining
charitable municipalities,
a new ordinance requires
beggars to say "please"
and "thank you" for
donations over twenty-five
cents.

January 12
Breaking away from the
anti-chority movement,
the Hollywood Cantina is
established by "caring
celebrities/' including Daryl
Hgnnah, Ally Sbeedy, Judd
Nelson, and Martin Sheen.
Low attendance is blamed
on the stars' insistence on'
discussing politics while
people are trying to eat.

January 16
Capitalizing an new
federal regulation 5 allowing
municipalities to close
homeless shelters at any
time "for remodeling,"
many cities attempt to
freeze out the poor during
a week-long Northeast cold
snap. Tbe gambit foils when
UP! sponsors "curbside
cookouts," torching luxury
sedans to generate heot.

January 27
Advised by his accountant
that he needs a major tax
write-off for '92, John D.
Rockefeller IV decides to
enter the presidential race
after all. Using a West
Virginia shanlylown as a
backdrop, the Democratic
senator proclaims, "Poor
people gonna rise up, take
what's tlieirs."

February 1
Liberal parishes of the
Episcopal Church institute
"confrontational liturgy," in
which floor people take to
the altar to accuse the rich
of sin. Outraged wealthy
Episcopalians start an
alternative sect: the Church
of the Needle's Eye.
Meanwhile, U PI organizes
nationwide Groundnog
Roast, spoiling popular
holiday.

February 14
The increasingly aggressive
UP! backs a Valentine's Day
Kiss-off, in which poor
people prowl the streets
bussing we II -dressed people
full on the mouth, saying,
"We love you, not your
money." Thousands of
wealthy people fly to
Bahamian clinics rearing
they hove been infected
with the AIDS virus or Lyme
disease.
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MARCH 20, Entertainment Weekly

Saturday Niqht's
A f T 1—h • V *-^ *-*All Right 

for Fighting
As THE CLASS WAR heats up across the country, leave it to 
Saturday Night Line's comedy brain trust to cool us down 
with a bracing splash of humor. Genius producer Lome 
Michaels explains, "When times get tough, the things 
people want most are laughter. Here we've created recur 
ring characters just like, say, the Killer Bees, or more 
recently like, like some of the others, but made them— oh, 
like Dennis Miller, for instance— but made them appropri 
ate to what's going on around us politically."

Indeed, With a decidedly pro-rich slant ("You can't be 
afraid to take sides, because that wouldn't work good, 
humorously speaking," notes Michaels), SNL pokes deli 
cious fun at the foibles of the poor.

JULIA SWEENilT plays Joleen Tubbs, a white-trash bargain 
hunter who's so fat and sweaty that she can't walk past a 
box of used clothes without them getting caught between 
her folds of flab or sticking to her moist rear end! Razor 
s-harp observations- perfectly brought to life by the mag 
netic Sweeney. A-

MIKE MVERS is Rich Guy. a guy so rich and charming that 
people can't help wanting to give him money to keep him 
that way. But that's not the only load that the great 
unwashed drop in his presence! Hyers shines, but the poor 
stiiik! B +

ffiVIH HEU.ON 'a ultra-poor. PHIL HMTMATs ultra-rich. What's 
the twist? They're joined at the ehest and share a heart and 
kidneys. While Hart man's club cronies make fun of Nealon 
and beat him when he refuses to serve them, Nealon's 
friends treat Hartinan with utmost deference, also beating 
Nealon when he's disrespectful. Hart man is always worth 
watching, and for once you can wake up on Sunday morning 
and remember a sketch Nealon was in the night before. A

DANA 01RVEY, VIQTORIA JACKSOK. and OH HIS FAR LEY are the
Ching-Chongs, a family of Chinese immigrants ("though 
Ihey could practically be black, "points out Michaels, insist 
ing the sketch is classist. not racist) who sell fans on the 
subway, all the while falling on top of annoyed passengers 
and refusing to apologize or even make eye contact. By 
Ma.v. "You like a fan? Three fan one dolla. three fan one 
dolla!" will be heard across the country. A-

— Lance Sanidch

t X T K H T A 1 M E N T W E E K L V 27

APRIL
The U.S. Treosury unveils o new duo! monetary system:
fot the rich, limited-edition designs! currencies, such as
the Rothko $10,000 bill helow (which typically
sells for $25,000-530,000}; for the
poor, a single variable-value bill
selling for one dollar
and potentially
worth as much as
one million dollars, o;
nothing at all. The
new currencies
generate massive
profits, which are
soon swallowed
up by the Cifkorp

MAY
The Journal of Plastic and Reconsttuctive Sutgety reports o new trend toward "signifying cosmetics" in which 
"weolthy clientele are requesting unusual aesthetic surgeries specifically for the purpose.of distinguishing them 
selves from those who cannot afford them.'" Among the more popular operations:

Breast Augmentation
No longer satisfied to simply increase the size of their 
breasts, many weolthy women choose to increase 
their total number as well. For upwards of $75,000, 
a woman can hove two additional breasts implanted 
on top of her shoulders, negating the need for cum 
bersome shoulder pads. In the above case, a 
Baltimore socialite's dorsal implant gives her a total of 
three perfect breasts: two in the front, and one in the 
back for dancing.

Penile Extension
Advances in microsurgery and anti-rejection drugs 
allow men for the first time to permanently increase 
the size of their penises. The $250,000 price tag 
proves no barrier, but there is one catch: the need for 
a live donor- Nevertheless, the relative frequency of 
these operations is seen by fortes magazine as 
"clear and convincing evidence, ii such is needed, 
that anything can be bought."

February 21
A week before (he
California primary,
Democratic hopeful
Rockefeller makes his
move. In a speech lo
migranl worms in San
Diego, lie says, "Twelve
years of Republicans in the
White House and where are
you? (Donde? Barely over
the border! Why? (for
tjue, mi omiaoi? Because
the SOP is me porty of the
rich!"

February 22
On ABC's Jhii Week with
David Brinkley, Rcpublitan
party chairman Claylon
Yeulter is asked by ABC
correspondent Sam
Donnldson, "Chairman, are
you running some sari of
political country dub? Is the
GOP the so-tailed party of
the riih?" Y culler calmly
replies, "Of course it is,
Sam. Always has been."

Februnry 23
Hoping to capitalize on
Yeutler's apparent gaffe,
Democratic parly chairman
Ron Brown announces, "The
Democratic parly is not the
porly of the rich. Never has
been." Within two weeks.,
Democratic campaign
contributions slow to a
liitklfe and more than hall
of congressional Democrats
switch parly affiliation.

March 3
Easily winning the
California primory,
Rockefeller uses the phrase
mur/ios gracias twelve
times in nis victory speech.
Christening ihe new White
House croquet field, Bush
appears to affect a slight
Brilish accent. UPPI,
the political turn of UP!,
announces it will run
Muriel Jeeters for
president, providing she
can be found,

March 9
Campaigning in Tennessee,
Jesse Jackson is lynched at
a Democratic Monster Truck
Rally; a carefully worded
party statement colls the
event "unfortunate."
Rockefeller steps in to heal
the rift between poor blacks
and whiles, saying,
"There's enough lot on
those rich bastards far all of
us."

April 6
Aggressively courting poor
voters, Rockefeller appears
in Lincoln, Nebraska, with
tope across the bridge of
his glasses; "Gotta take
care of the only pair 1 got,"
he says. Lagging Democrat
Tom Harkin asks for a
doggy bag al o Chicago
fura-raiser "to take home
to the wife and kids." Al
Gore begins hitchhiking to
campaign appearances.
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JULY 2
UP!, now routinely 
called Uppities bv the 
rich-owned press, stages 
mossive "die-ins" in 
which dozens of home 
less people across the 
country crawl into the 
air-conditioning units of 
luxury high-rises and 
die.

Come 0Be,
The Martin and

*

•^4- - ^"^ LH/Mycy" 
^^^>pleax^iliesc featured acts,

Li'l Miss Lucy _ ' 
the Fastest Beer 
Drinker Ever! 
The Amazing 
Lester-Watch Him 

Bottle!

Doctor Antoine de 
la Amore and His 

Tuxedos of Extra 
ordinary Textures!

Q«  , r'   Twins, 
Speak in Tongues 
'5 Different Ways! 

Big Robert's Trained 
otrays

Ask he, about the

The resulting stench 
drives thousands of 
wealthy people into the 
hot, sticky streets, 
threatening to ruin their 
Fourth of July plons.

Vice President Dan 
Ouayle, campaigning in 
Polm Beach, calls the 
action "un-American."

JULY 6
The Ford Motor 
Company announces its 
'93 Lincoln models, 
including the Continental 
Streetsweeper, the 
Ghetto Plow, and the 
Armored Town Car.

JULY 13
Attempting to pacify the "overwrought mosses" (New Yoik Times}, rich
leaders create a traveling, free, big-top circus filled with impoverished performers. The show's
message is simple an individual's talent and worth transcend his income, die-ins and other protests nip these talents in the bud.
People magazine gives the circus a "solid B" ("Make that an A- if you can't afford real entertainment") but word of mouth is bad,
especially when Newsweek reports that the crime rate jumps 20 percent anytime the circus is in town, regardless of the town.

April 21
In honor of Earlh Day, UP!
announces a gnrbngc boy-
tot) of Manhattan. Heeding
the "Refuse the Refuse!"
battle cry, the poor and
homeless refrain from scav
enging trash for a lliree-
week period, crippling city
sanitation services. The
boycott eventually falls
apart when wealthy people
begin sprinkling their trash
with loose change.

May 12
The now- Re publi [un
controlled Congress passes
the Beautify America oct,
authorizing police to detain
any "human eyesores," and
institutes u 50 portent
"luxury" surtax on mall
liquors and pineapple-
flavored soft (trinks. Ina
twist on the Boston Tea
Party, UP! members get
drunk and pee in Boston
Harbor.

June 8 
Prompted by a wave of
shootings associated with
"Coining Soon" pasters for
Spike Lee's Malcolm X,
Congress authorizes federnl
matching funds for cities
spending more than 75
percent of their budget on
police, and establishes a
personal security guards
grant program. Lee applies
for one.

June 1 8 
Open conflict increases.
Detroit rioters, finding no
rich people within city
limits, charter buses to
outlying suburbs and riot
there. In Miami, wealthy
businessmen begin
crosstown helicopter
service. Bush appoints Rile
to head the Special
Commission on What to Do
About the Poor.

June 28
The Battle of Central Park
results in a complete
takeover by UP! forces, hut
a heavy toil is exacted.
More thon two hundred
poor are wounded ond
twenty-seven killed, all of
them named John or Jane
Doe. Rich casualties include
three nannies, seven
golden retrievers, ond
upper-closs-propagunda
filnnnaker Woody Alien.

July 4 
Millionaire pyrotechnics
buff George Plimpton
offers to help "effect the
re integral ion of Hew York's
do moged spirit" with a
spectacular Fourth of July
fireworks display, hut the
plan goes awry when the
fireworks all land in
Harlem. Angry UP! forces,
unable to fintl Plimpton
listed in the phone oook,
set fire to the entire Upper
East Side.
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JULY 24: THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
A last-minute hid by 

Ted Kennedy, who

.the

switch from Chivos 
Regal to a less upscale 
whiskey. Kennedy takes' 
high road, saying he won't sacrifice his "ability to 

think and perform in office for 
some shallow piece of 

packaging."
With Ted out 

of the way, Martin 
Estevez (a.k.o. 
Martin Sheen) is 
the obvious 

choice. "Not only 
is he associated 

with numerous pro 
gressive causes," says 

one source, "but he has the 
income level to match only rare 
surges in Apocalypse How 
rentals put him above 
the food-stomp 
zone."

For the sec 
ond slot, many 
on the floor 
clamor for an 
Estevez/Carter 
"dream ticket," 
but bock-room pols 
quickly nix Jimmy as 
"too old," "too'

and "too Jimmy Carter." 
Instead,

Whoopi Goldberg  
with her strong 

appeal to women, 
minorities, and old 
Jewish people who 
don't have TVs is 

drafted, in hopes 
she will provide what

the Democrats badly need: star power. "People might 
respect Mortin Sheen's views on the issues," confides 
one political consultant, "but the way to get the 
voters out there is to pair him up with someone 
they've seen in movies."

AUGUST 17: THE REPUBLICAN CONVENTION
The emergence of the Republicans as the self-pro 

claimed "party of the rich" produces an unlikely hero: 
Dan Quoyle, whose cushy background suddenly 
becomes a plus. "Dan Quoyle represents everything 
the rest of us wont," says one GOP insider. "A ticket 
to the top, with no heavy lifting." Then, on conven 
tion eve, tragedy strikes: Quoyle's reunion visit to his 
Indiana National Guard unit is interrupted by word of 
an UP! attack on a nearby country club. Seizing the 
photo opportunity of a lifetime, 
Quayle leads his unit 
into the fight, 
where he is 
killed not, 
ironically, by 
enemy fire 
but by a stray 
golf ball. The    
convention 
turns into o can' 
onizofion, 
keynote speaker S. 
Eliot Rite is chosen to carry 
the vice-presidential 
torch for "Saint 
Danny."

AUGUST 22
The condidotes unveil their first TV commercials of the 
campaign. As expected, they emphasize the negative.

AUGUST 31
The Uncivil War is recognized by June'5 Defence 
Weekly as "one of the most lopsided in recent history 
in terms of hardware."

THE AMERICAN CLASS WAR; 
HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS

1
men

Purity shotgun
Tennis rackr,!
Hedge clippeis
Antique svio'ds S suits

o) armor
Rolled -up magazine
file longs
Violin
Broken champagne Ochltle
C'oauel mallei
Dad's Boxing gloves

trom college
Walking stick
Swiss Army Knife
Candelata;
Medieval crossbow
Ski pole
Funnelator
Spinnaker pole

^
TOOK

MAC 10 machine pistol
Jz. 9-mm
AR-15 assault rille
M-w rifle
Kalashnlkov rifle
Heckler & Koch

submachine gun
AK-47 assault rifle
Ruger .38-caliber speed -si*

tevolver
Coll Pylhon. 357 magnum
Beraila 9-mm automatic
Mossheig semi-automatic

shotgun
Desert Eagle . "H magnum

automatic
M-60 machine gun
TOW portable antitank

weapon

July 10
Shocker: John D. Rocke
feller IV is revealed to he
one of those Rockefellers.
"He owns a mansion and o
yacht," reports HBC.
Rockefeller drops out three
days later, throwing his
support behind Jeeters,
who is "unavailable for
comment." Over the next
nine days, all remaining
Oem hopefuls arc exposed
as moneyed "fat cats" and
forced from the race.

July 12
U Pi-sponsored "crap-in"
clogs Rodeo Drive in
Beverly Hills. But the stunt
backfires, as clothes that
smell like shit become
fashionable among the
increasingly weird and
insular upper classes; as
one clothier trumpets, "You
can tell by the smell it's
Bendel."

July 18
The Draft Jeeters campaign
is derailed when Playboy
publishes nude pictures of
her doing her laundry in
Chicago's Buckingham
Fountain. Reached at
Playboy Mansion West,
Jeeters says, "Hef has been
like Q father to rne, and
Kimberley like o sister. This
is the first home i've ever
known. Fuck poverty. This
is living."

July 20
A TV-movie deal for the
Hollywood Canlino falls
through, and Martin Sheen
declares himself a candi
date for the Democratic
nomination under the name
Martin Estevez ("the poor
man's Martin Sheen"}. A
cocky Marlin fitzwater tells
Vanity foil that Bush is
planning "the most opulent
inauguration ball ever,"

July 24
At trie Democratic
convention in New York,
Maria Cuamo calls the Bush
administrolion "a bunch
of rich fucks," fueling
speculation he is angling
for a draft. Estevez and
Whoopi Goldberg are
nominated anyway; crowds
celebrate by beating
theatergoers leaving the
new Broadway musical
Jhuiston and Lovey.

July 31
Working with extraordinary
coordination, UP! forces
invade rich suburbs across
the country. The mission
ends in failure, however,
when ihe rich are discov
ered to have left for their
summer homes. The poor
have beers with the help
instead, throwing the
empties into the pool.
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WAR
ACROSS THE USA

HOW TO USE THIS PAGE 
The color key shows 
today's class strife levels.

Tension Incidents Pressure Cooker Rioting Don't Go There

Pacific Coast: Rockies:
Major rioting L.A.. Scattered unrest in
gunfire, police. Ariz.,Colo. Rich
Demonstrations S.F.; flooding into Mont.,
Northwest cool with N.M. Heavy law and
chance of ambush, order across region.

South Central:
Line of storms, 
severe weapons fire 
across Tex. Poor 
Ark. folk all heated 
up with nowhere 
logo.

North Central: Midwest: Southeast: Northeast:
Cool, mostly middle- Heavy conditions, Collaboration Activity at record
class activity, iso- private security develops across levels, even into
lated industrialists forces across line region except Conn., W. New
in urban areas. Rich from Detroit to stormy Miami. England. Buffalo,
power triggers Chicago. Bemuse- Washington a northern Me. cool,
resentment. rnent Wis. pressure cooker.

Boston 

Tew York

WAR CLOSE-U
ATLANTA
Cover your head
bricks and sticks 
and people in 
sheets, occasional 
potshots. 
Tomorrow: more 
of same, race and 
class lines blur.

MPLS.-ST.PAUL
Cool heads
Keillor-country 
Swedes concerned 
but unflappect. 
Tomorrow: garage 
bands make noise 
for disharmony.

[BIUIM, >, • .0
Hot hot hot 
bombs and bullets 
from Brookline to 
Back Bay. 
Tomorrow: mostly 
clubs and knives, 
ammo stores dry 
up.

God save Queens
Central Park goes 
to poor in isolated 
b'bath. 
Tomorrow: blood 
boils, body counts 
climb, all boroughs.

CHICAGO
Willamette b'bath
Poor rejoice, 
great day for 
ribs, greens. 
Tomorrow: great 
day for Seltzers 
Bromo, AJka.

OKLAHOMA CITY
Cowboys 'n' 
Indians
oil money mixes il 
up with reservation 
firewater. 
Tomorrow: every 
thing on hold for 
OU-OSU game.

DENVER
Scattered rows
set jaws and 
chest thumps, 
mostly hot air. 
Tomorrow: 
punches likely, 
p'haps rocks.

PHOENIX
Sunbelt unbuckles
second day of 
sniper fire rattles 
nerves. 
Tomorrow: ex-guv 
Mecham fires 
back.

HOUSTON
Rich shine
but late-day 
skirmishes can't be 
ruled out. 
Tomorrow: rain of 
blows, hail of 
bullets.

HAH FRAN.
Ideological haze
"Golden Gate 
Made of Lead" 
day-long protests 
make things murky. 
Tomorrow: drugs, 
sex ease tensions.

LOS ANGELES
S'storm
needed peace 
continues to avoid 
area, streets 
soaked. 
Tomorrow: more 
movie-style drama 
in Tinseltown.

SEATTLE
Northwest pacific
hairy eyeballs, 
drive-by moons, 
discourtesy. 
Tomorrow: rain.

MIAMI :-•*
Twisters 
Rich drug lords up 
from poverty killing 
own families. 
Tomorrow: next to 
go: rich old Cubans, 
Jews.

WASH., D.C. 1
Capitol gains 
clubby politicians 
wield clout, crack 
heads. 
Tomorrow: 
Crackheads wield 
clubs, clout 
politicians.

Auausl 17
Busn is nominated in 
Houston, saying, "All 
Americans are wealed 
equal, but some have done 
mare to deserve Iheir 
equality." In accepting the 
vice-presidenliol nod, 
S. Eliat Rite tearfully recalls 
his many happy golf 
oulingswilhtKiayle. 
Meanwhile, a Gallup poll 
finds 66 percent of middle- 
class voters can't wait for 
football season to start.

September 1
CNN dispokhes Peter Arnelt 
lo Easl St. Louis, where the 
veteran o( twelve wars 
is unceremoniously shot 
and killed as he steps off a 
Greyhound bus. Die 
Sharper Image catalog 
switches to an all-weapons 
format and thousands are 
blinded due to failure lo 
read directions on the 
Executive Flomethrowing 
letter Opener.

September 16
In Keeping wilh Ihe 
Campaign Financing Re- 
Reform Ait of 1992, allow 
ing corporate sponsorship 
of political campaigns, Bush 
announces ihnt he is the GE 
GOP candidate for presi 
dent. Later the same week, 
Estevez declares that he is a 
"Mickey D's Demount."

September 29
At the first Bush-Estevez 
debate, Bush scores points 
by promising lo "bring 
good things to American 
fife," but [slevez gaffes 
badly when he says, "As 
president, sometimes you 
gotta break the rules." 
Eitevez's campaign 
manager later 
acknowledges it will be 
difficult to continue without 
corporate sponsorship.

October 9
In Washington, a "Middle- 
Class Mothers for Peace" 
(north is forcibly dispersed 
by the National Guard; 
afterward, the women are 
mugged by members of 
UP! Meanwhile, John 
Sununu dies during a "cam 
paign strotegy session" at 
the super-exclusive 
Bahemion Grove club when, 
drunk on Night Train con 
sumed for a blackface skit, 
he staggers into a bonfire.

Odober 19
Congress posses the Riddles 
and Conundrums Voting 
Eligibility Act, mnndoting 
"skill tests nnd essay ques 
tions" for newly registered 
voters. Sample question: 
"What spinnaker would you 
use on a broad reach in 
heavy winds?"
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NOVEMBER 3
Lured by on UPl-sponsored giveaway of aged surplus cheese, the poor vote in record numbers.

NOVEMBER 29
Post-election bombshell. Although the memo is published in the New Yoik Times, Washington Post, USA Today, 
and even mentioned in the monologue of Tonight Show host Jay Leno, the poor are too drunk from constant victory 
celebrations to notice.

JANUARY], 1993

Vowing to make o clean start, Muriel leeters, now 
executive household assistant to Mr. and Mrs. Hefner, 
repays all the money she received during her seven 
teen years on welfare. Vice President S. Eliot Rite 
accepts the check personally and quips, "One down, 
eleven million to go."

JANUARY 21,1993, New York Times

u-  — -

October 28
At the newly renamed 
Sununu Center for the
Performing Arts, UP! forces
infiltrate the cast of Les
Miserable!, attacking the
audience during the "Da
You Hear the People Sing?"
reprise. A badly wounded
Jonn Simon calls the perfor
mance "overwrought."

October 31
President Bush invites UP! 
leaders and officers to
(amp David to "get things
off our chest in an
exchange of dialogue."
Lenders arrive at 1 1:00 on
Saturday morning. By 3:00,
Maryland locals report a
distinct "almondy odor"
blowing out of the camp,
and a "strange, unnatural
siTence" m (deforest.

November 2
Public outcry over the Camp 
David atrocity mushrooms
when thick, acrid smoke
forces ABC to cancel
Monday flight Football
(Washington Redskins vs.
Philadelphia Eagles),

November 3

l**^tKW SPSBii^^^

November 26
The Republicans have badly Estevez delivers 
miscalculated. The middle Thanksgiving address,
class stays away from the
election in droves, and
since poor voters out
number rich by 200 to 1,

stresses "healing," and
unveils a proposed reform
package entitled
"Everyone's a Winner,"

Estevez wins every slate but which includes the Lollo
Connecticut. The stock
market plunges 500 paints
in the first hour of trading,
then closes for the day.

Improvement Act, the puni
tive Lawn and Driveway
Tax, the Omnibus Revenge
Bill, and the Universal
Cofcfe Act.

December 14
The electoral college meets 
and quickly voles to reeled
George Bush, after which
the electors hurry to
helicopters, where they are
whisked out of sight. Later
that day, the Supreme
Couri upholds the decision
of the electoral college as
binding. The Uncivil War is
over; the rich hove won.
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Jn a landmark 1972 decision, J/te /RS ruled that some people had so much money it was probably best 
not to anger them. Soon afterward, a select handful of super-rich were issued two-digit Social Security 
numbers allowing them to pass undisturbed through the system. This unique dispensation from tax- 

paying was the first formal acknowledgment of something people had long suspected: that there were 
Americans even more staggeringly rich than we were led to believe on Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous.

.......J I 1 .JU1 JL1
PORTRAITS OF THE UNBELIEVABLY RICH

I HO THE!' ARE
The starting point for 

Uppest Class citizenship 
is a net worth of 3.6 tril 
lion dollars: specifically, 
the ability to single- 
handedly wipe out the 
federal deficit should one 
ever choose to be that 
generous. And the 
Uppest Class have 
amassed their fortunes in 
as many ways as the mid 
dle class have pissed 
theirs away.

• In 1959, while unsuc 
cessfully attempting to sue 
a rival restaurateur over 
exclusive use of the name 
"Parthenon Coffee Shop," 
Frank Geopoppolis dis 
covered that no trade 
mark had ever been 
taken out on the copy 
right symbol. For six dol 
lars, Geopoppolis bought 
the rights to the symbol 
and began collecting roy 
alties on everything with 
a copyright notice. Five 
weeks later, be taped his 
first million dollars to the 
wall behind his desk, and 
the money keeps pouring 
in.

• Engraver Stephen 
Colhane was commis 
sioned in 1912 to 
redesign the dollar bill, ______ 
but rather than charging 
his typical two-lhousand- 
dollar fee, Colhane requested that he 
be allowed to purchase an unspecified 
number of bills for his portfolio at 
cost.

An unthinking official at the 
Treasury Department foolishly agreed

Edgar Burmeister was a jxtfood salesman until one amazing visit to a IMS Vegas casino in / 984. 
Starting with a iwo-dollar but and playing red, lie won forty-jour consecutive times Iwfore his bladder 
exploded, thrusting him into intensive care but ensuring a positive end to his streak. His seventeen- 
triltion-dollar winnings more than made itpjor t went \-Jwe years oj gambling losses, and what's more, 
the casino covered his hospital costs. A man of simple tastes. Burmeister's first purchase with his 
neufound wealth was a beer hat t"A really nice one." offers an acquaintance), but he then bought the 
casino and had it converted into a private home, and has since moved on to even more elaborate 
displays of his inimitable personal sl\le.

to this plan, and today Colhane's 
"portfolio" is worth thirty-five trillion 
dollars.

• Joey Calafuno, whose fortune is 
estimated at twenty-one trillion dol 
lars, claims he makes his money as a

concrete salesman.
"If he does anything else on the 

side," says Calafuno's lawyer, who 
asked not to he identified, "I'm abso 
lutely unaware of it."

b o b e r t L/ e i g li t o n •> 1 1 I on s i a* a i e dl b v Ki r e a r yt
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Needless to my, the Uppest Class eats well, though even gourmet food can become boring 
day in and day out. Meals are often deceptively simple, A bacon, lettuce, and tomato 
sandwich for lunch, perhaps—but made to perfection, by the world's greatest BLT chefs, 
whose services may not be called upon again for months.

Theaters-in-the-round, offering 
a sort of "living television," make up 

the evening's diversions. Entertainment crews 
work up four or five different complete 

performances every evening: the family can 
clioose to watch what it wants, or alien switch 

back and forth, just as middle-class 
"zappcri'do. There's apparently no short 

age oj actors willing lo take part in the 
command performances, hut in truth 
not one of these stars-in-the-making 

has been heard of again.

ROW THEY LIVE
Owing to their desire for privacy, 

the Uppest Class lifestyle is not easily 
discerned. But this much is certain: 
the gargantuanly wealthy live lives of 
almost paralyzing satisfaction. Most 
waking hours are apparently spent in 
meetings with different teams of finan 
cial advisers, who report round-the- 
clock on interest earned since the 
previous report, then offer corpora 
tions or foreign governments as invest 
ment suggestions.

But there's little use driving 
through Palm Beach or Beverly Hills 
looking for the mansions of the 
Uppest Class. Their sometimes obses- 
sive reclusiveness has turned most of 
them into veritable moles: four out of 
five Uppest. Class residences are buried 
miles below ground, where acreage has 
neither price nor limit.

Security measures can be extreme. 
Stray too far on the unmarked 
grounds, as a team of Forbes reporters 
did last year, and you risk electrocu 
tion, impalement, or worse. And have 
no doubt—your family will be paid 
handsomely enough to ensure that 
they forget there was a time they 
couldn't put a value on your life.

The most expensive home in the 
world is the relatively modest'looking 
sixty-room mansion owned by Jorge 
Alvarado, kingpin of the Colombian 
cocaine world. Three years ago, while
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he was in possession of thousands of 
tons of pure coke bricks, Alvarado 
learned of an imminent DEA bust. 
Unable to disperse his merchandise on 
such short notice, he ordered his four- 
thousand-man army to conceal the 
bricks by assembling them in the form 
of a summer villa. Although modestly 
appointed, the house has a street value 
of eighty-two trillion dollars.

No vacation spot could possibly 
afford the privacy or exclusivity the 

' Uppest Class demands, so they have 
custom-built private vacation satel 
lites. Normally encompassing estate, 
lake, hunting grounds, and sports sta- 

.dium, these "Play Stations" orbit hun 
dreds of miles above the earth, and 
have permanently installed staffs. 
When the novelty of a particular vaca 
tion spot wears off, the satellite and its 
staff are simply sent spinning off into 
space—another disposable commodity 
of the enormously wealthy.

TBEIR PERSONALITIES
The old axiom goes, "The rich are 

different from you and me," but you 
might he surprised. Take away their 
fantastic homes and their incredibly 
comfortable lifestyles, take away their 
staffs, their advisers, their sexual ser 
vants, their clothes, their food....Strip 
them of everything and they will he 
just as unhappy as you are. In fact,

Charlie Montague always weighed too much. Today, with a net worth of trillions (the 
result of a massive computer error his bank never caught), the 420-j)ound Montague 
insists that everyone on his slaffnol dip below 501) pounds, keeping him the thinnest 
person in the room. His wife and children have reportedly undergone extensive 
liposerlion to fulfill this whim.

inure ,-io, because you're used to having 
nothing and they're not.

This is not to say, however, that 
outrageous wealth can'l sometimes 
nourish odd behavior.

• Rose Anne Booth, the red-brick 
heiress, grew up a relatively normal, 
albeit spoiled, rich girl, but in adult 
hood has become markedly more 
bizarre. Intent on living past MO, she 
has her blood changed every day, a 
process that leaves her sapped of 
strength and constantly hooked up to 
tubes. Perhaps more disturbingly, 
Booth keeps her tcccs bagged and 
labeled for "future reference."

• Index card inventor Stanley 
Joseph Diamond, always somewhat 
anally retentive himself, began having 
nightmares in which he discovered 
billions of dollars missing because of 
shoddy recordkeeping. As a result, 
Diamond hired a team that logs 
Reserve note serial numbers into a 
computer system and tracks move 
ments of specific bills through the 
economy. He already owns the com 
plete 1986C, 1987B, and 1988C series 
of hundred-dollar bills.
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THEIR VALl'E*
Ir would be convenient to label the 

Uppest Class "elitist," but in truth, 
the tr&s riche care about the same 
things everybody else does—except 
money. They were curiously unruffled 
by the recent savings-and-loan debacle, 
for example. "It's like, suppose you 
owned a sneaker factory," says Don 
Blankenship of the Treasury Depart 
ment. "And on the way home one 
night you stepped in dogshit."

Yet ironically, a sort of work ethic 
does exist among these people. 
Coupon-cutting queen Betty Walters 
and her husband, Hal, are raising their 
children, Cleo and Pogie, as though 
they weren't infinitely wealthy. Each 
week the girls are responsible for 
brushing their teeth and changing 
their own underwear. If performed sat 
isfactorily, each receives a weekly 
allowance of thirty million dollars. 
The girls' personal assistants proudly 
report that on numerous occasions, 
half—or more—of that allowance has 
been withheld for poor performance. 
The Walterses hope that such stern 
adherence to rules will teach the next 
generation of Uppest Class citizens the 
value of a dollar. •

For the pasl thirty years,
the Ijetfhman family has had

all its reading matter provided by
its exclusive writer in residence, J. D.

Salinger. Sars Helen iMchman. "/ know it
sounds cliche, but! like a good short story

when / m on the potty. J. D. has been
consistently entertaining—and he has

such a beautiful reading voice.''

George Rivington made Ins trillions collecting "admission " at ElUs Island during the 
height of immigration. In 1990, when his grandson George Rivington III took his family 
back to New York for a visit, a team of advance men spent two weeks making certain his 
children saw nothing to offend their sensibilities. Rivington and his wife. Carol, are shown 
here with the boys, twelve-year-old George Rivington IV, nine-year-old George Rivington V, 
and five-year-old George Rivington VI, all exact genetic copies of tlmr father.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Membership is open to residents of Pomander-by-the-Sea and its environs, which have now been defined as including all of Phipps
County, Sterling Neck, Frederick Island, and the part of Stanleyville near the bus station. THE CRUST CLUB DOES NOT

DISCRIMINATE ON THE BASIS OF CREED, COLOR, NATIONALITY, POLITICAL, OR RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION.

If accepted in the Club, yon will be joining an organization that prides itself on its fidelity to the traditions of the nineteenth 
century, while making good-faith efforts to expose itself to the diversity of today. Do bear in mind, however, that we have many

more applicants than the Club can accommodate.
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Name________________________________________________________________
Last First Middle Initial Jr. I II III IV (Circle one.)

Street address and phone _____________________Summer address and phone__________________
Work address and phone______________________Occupation_________________________
Marital status: Single__ Married__ Divorced__ (Please note: If polygamous, special surcharges may apply.)
Number of children ____(If five or more, please /;sl on the separate slteet of paper with the red border in your application packet.)

Emergency phone number___________Name of family physician______________
Name of accountant__________________

WE VALUE OUR MEMBERS
The Club strives to accommodate our members' special needs and personal tastes. In order to help us do so, please answer the

following questions regarding your preferences.

Dietary restrictions: Low-salt__ Vegetarian__ Kosher__
Alcoholic beverage of choice: Red wine__ White wine__ Beer__ Olizo__ Sake __ Manischewitz grape___
Would you use silverware or chopsticks? Silverware_ Chopsticks_
Will you need a sunscreen? Yes_ No__

A SPECIAL SERVICE
This year, the Club begins a new service, occasionally making the names of our members available to reputable business firms 

providing discounts and special programs. Please answer the following lifestyle questions in order that we can best match you to
the appropriate offerings:

Are you currently enrolled in any of the following frequent-flier programs? United_ American__ Alitalia__ 
Olympic Air___ El Al__
In order to spare you unnecessary mailings, please tell us to which periodicals you already subscribe. The New Yorker__ 
Town & Country__ Ebony_ Commentary__ Smithsonian_
Which items of clothing do you or members of your family purchase on a regular basis? (Check all that apply) 
Sari__ Kimono__ Turban__ Chinos__ Fez__

REFERENCES

Name of sponsoring member _________________________How do you know said member? _________
How long have you known said member? _________

Can you tell us anything about said member that we do not already know?
Yes__ No__(If yes, attach separate sheets of paper and supporting documentation as needed. You may be eligible for a reduced membership feel)
Arc you affiliated with any other clubs or fraternal organizations? (Check all that apply) Skull and Bones__ Porcellian__ 
Bohemian Grove__ junior League__ (List other organizations, such as the ACLU or the Knights of Columbus, on the red-bordered paper.)

WAITING PERIOD

You will be informed by mail regarding your status within four to six weeks. At such time, arrangements will be made for a 
polygraph session at your convenience.
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NEW MENUS
THE UPTOWN 

CUISINE
BY PORTER MCALMSTER

Photographed by Nick Koudis

• utumn is upon us, and so farewell for now 
to cold gazpacho, seafood salads, chilled 
fruit compote, and the like. Manhattan's 
denizens—those of the charily ball and 

the opera house—now turn to the richer fare of the season; 
venison, roast loin of pork, and wild pheasant will delight 
the palate on a crisp and chilly evening, as they have for 
centuries. But farther north, a cuisine has sprung up that 
harks back to a yet more primitive, elemental style.

This new "uptown" cuisine is about daring to have fun 
with a meal, to break free of conventional forms and rules. It 
is tangy with the excitement of urban life, electric with the 
dangerous pleasures of the darkling streel. Il is the cuisine of 
passionate young men living life to the fullest.

Of course, those who have shrunk from calamarifriiti, ris 
de veau, and Beaujolais with fish may in turn find this new 
cuisine horrifying, an assault on the sensibilities. Its pungent 
masculinity offends the food establishment, which is 
unnerved by its challenge to traditional perceptions of what 
is edible. The current rabid media attacks on il call to mind 
nothing so much as the Stalinist purges. And they are 
equally unwarranted, for in their hysteria those critics gloss 
over the unwavering quality of these novel ingredients: the 
uptown cuisine by its very nature utilizes only the finest, 
most succulent game. While its principal prcparers and 
consumers may be coarse, rough-hewn, even brutish, the 
raw ingredients of this gastronomic d'haute-ville are strictly 
to the manner bora. For the moneyed classes and entrenched 
food establishment to despise this food is to despise 
themselves, for it is they who are its raw materials.

The hostelries featuring this robust style continue to 
multiply. They are particularly numerous in the great Windy 
City's tropical half and the City of Angels' picturesque 
suburb of Compton, as well as New York, but have appeared 
wherever the traditional urban diet—fried poultry, ice-cold 
beer, and spongy, cream-filled pastries—has proven not vital 
enough for an exuberant lumpenproletariat on the move. 
Still, in this writer's opinion, the cream of the new crop is 
the Bronx's own Tunnel Club.

In the many years I have written for this magazine, though 
I dined at the Four Seasons and Lutece, I have never 
encountered a board as rich or an ambiance as invigorating 
as those of the Tunnel Club. The vast, gloomy expanse of 
tunnel— illuminated, hither and yon, by romantic bonfires— 
gives a pleasant. Old World feel to the place. From the 
moment the blindfold is removed, one is reminded of the 
exquisite Kellers of Salzburg. And there is something

Continued on page 68 Clockwise from lower left'. Pan-Fried Milwaukee Oysters; Oreillcs ttc
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Mere; Rump Roast au Financier with Yorkie Pudding; Leg of Matron; Bourgeoisbaisse en Chapeau de Marin; Linguine Geriatre Al Dente; Ladyfingers.
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THE NATIONAL LAMPOON 
WANTS YOUR

NATIONAL LAMPOON WANTS YOUR ORIGINAL SHORT COMEDY FILMS AND 
VIDEOS FOR A NATIONAL LAMPOON HOME VIDEO PROJECT!
If you're an independent film maker, film student, writer, actor, or comedian, 
WE WANT YOUR FILM OR VIDEO NOW!

Please submit your material on 1/2" or 3/4" videotape to:

National Lampoon Video 
10850 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1000 
Los Angeles, CA 90024

So, if you've got a funny film or video, and want to be part of a national 
home video release, send your submissions today!

All cassettes must be labeled wlrh your name, address, phone number and title of the film. All material mull be Ihe work of the person submitting 
Ihe video. Panic [pants consent to the viewing of their material by the staff of the Notional Lnmpoonnnd of their designers. Participants acknowl 
edge that Ihe National Lampoon shall hove no obligor Ion to return any material submitted hereunder.

WE TO SEND YOU
MONEY!

If you're in college, and you want to make money, 
then we want to talk to you about...

National Lampoon's College Rep Program

We'll pay you for every National Lampoon
subscription you sell And we'll make it easy 
with our College Rep Starter Kit.

We'll give you all you need to get started as a 
National Lampoon College Rep.
It's easy and it's profitable.

BE A NATIONAL LAMPOON FUN RUNNER!
For more information, call Vince DIGIullo at (213) 474-5252.
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HAUGHTY
COM ICS

HE'S RICH AND YOU'RE NOT

f

10,0004
THE POOR LITTLE RICH FUCK

OH, RICHIE,
VOUR FAM/LY
<T£:W£L&...
THEY'RE

BEAUTIFUL/

AN1P THEY CAM 
ALL BE 

GLORIA...

\

:o

^m--^A - \ / ̂S^
•v ~/

Cr.O

\

O

b
,tX7-
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LUXURY NOVELTIES!
"The Demons Speak"
Thai rummy thinks he's hearing 
voices but It's only you THROWING 
YOUR VOICEI Into garbnge cans, oul of 
dogs and cats, from Ihe heavens 1 
Palenled device ana inslruclion book lei 
leaches you the art ol VENTRILOQUISM 
You won't Be able to fool your friends, bul 
addled drunks and drug addicts will Ihink 
Iheir own vomilcan lalk1 
No 4070 Ventriloquism Kil. Full Kit... $250.00.

OVER 6 FOOT LONG!
HOMELESS? NOT IN YOUR 75" AUTHENTIC
SHANTYTOWNI Just like the ones real hoboes
camp out m under Undg.es and in alleys across

nerica. Made ol genuine durable two-ply

•RUBBER DOLLAR BILL
Wll.l, HE FISH THAT 
DOLLAR Kll.l. OUT OF THE 

TOILET? You bet lie will. on!y he 

d»csn'. knU» i.'i 1101 legal 

tender if s funny ninney' Special

nil back ami walch ;lre fun! 
o-JSO Rubber $...........S25ca
o.SSI PackofFi«.......S100

DIRTY MONEY
"HEY, BUDDY. CAN YOU SPARE SOME 
CHANGE?" SURE, you say. piessing Ihis 
11 lei ike-loo king nickel inlo his hand THEN 
RUM Ten seconds later I he coin bursts 
open, covering your mooching victim witn 
3 PERMANENT black dye. making him 
easily markeO lor his nexl mark 00 NOT 
ALLOW DYE TO COME IN CONTACT WITH 
VOUR (MM EMM OR CLOTHING. 
No. 6905 Dirty SS ... S20D lor E-pack

X-RAY SPECS!
SLIP THESE OH A SLEEPING BUM, 
KICK HIM, AND THEN STAND BACK 
AND WATCH THE FIHEWOflKSI
Seeing only sfceleions. he'll think 
he's DIED AND GONE TO H-E- 
DOUBLE-HOCKEYSTICKS. The 
jOks's on him. because he's 
ALREADY THERE' Really works! 
No 6330 X-Ray Specs....S2500.00

MONSTER 
COP!
IMAGINE THEIR
SHOCK! when they 
wake up ami sec LIFE- 
SIZE OFFICER NASTY 
raising his nighl slick.... 
as BIG as LIFE. They'll 
HOWL in FEAR, you'll 
HOWL with GLEE! 
Slurdv cardboard con- 
siruclion. Won'l look 
fake in dark alley 10 
people already prone 10

No. 22ft Monster Cop............... S200.00.

WIPE-OUT!

THE GREAT UNWASHED ALWAYS 
ATTEMPTING TO WASH YOUR WINDSHIELD 
WITH SCOnlMY HAGS? They re expecting 
someltiing. bul it isn't Ine WINDSHIELD WIPER- 
OUTER' Mull i-directional '.viper fluid spigot 
allows you to aim HuiO where il ivill do me mosi 
gooO WIPER-OUTER fits most luimy s«dan 
models your meclanic can install in no lime 
Wilti ]usl 3 lillle practice, you can hil 
approaching wipers right in 11& eyes eveiy lime' 
No 1623 Wiper-Out System ............. S300.00

$1000 in FOREIGN FOOD STAMPS for $50

dnni. Save I hem or j;u"hi)f wild" on yuur ncxl wulld to 
No 673 1000 Food Stamps. . SSO.OOPioceSsinglee

REAL
Human
Skeleton!
FROM INDIA CAMBO 
DIA THE PHILIPPINES ana 
older third world countries 
where human lita Is cheap 
and Ihey'll desecrate Iheir 
dead for a dollar. Spook youi 
Inonds with these riea'ly full- 
size human bone skeletons, 
bleached while and 
disinfected loi your safety Kil 
mcludas whole skeleton, 
some skulls crushed Pans 
may nol appear to match bul 
all guaranteed from same 
Ihird world human. Assembly 
required
No-1310 Flea! human bone skeleton 
No. 1341 Assorted Dag of human bones.

Bum-OFF, Bum!
WALK THE STKKKTS WITH CONFIDENCE 
knowing no bum may approach wiihnui fccHnp

n£*i person he assault! will IK spoidi] serious 
olficioiy uflcnsc- Reliable. CAUTION. If' 
BUM-OFF COMES IN CONTACT WITH HAIR. 
iiYllS. OR SKIN, SEEK IMMEDIATE PRIVATE 
MEDICAL ATTENTION Pkase check local 
laws before purchasing Uum-OKF 
No.WOBimvOFHsprayJispcmcr .. SI00.00. 
No.92IBum-OhTrerills.Pacto(i..-..SIOO.OO,

PHONY PIZZA CRUST
LOOKS LIKE THE REAL THING, unM Ihey bite down jnd 
then VOW i All-steel construction WILL NOT SEND OR 
BREAK YEARS OF LAUGHS. 
No. 490 Phony Pizza Cms! .550.00

PISS YOUR 
PANTS!
YOUR FRIENDS WILL

 LAUGH so HARD
THEY'LL PISS THEIRS I 
Hidden device allows 

to wei your pants 
with a special quick- 
drying liquid Funnyi 

. And the best pan is. II 
won'I stink, like when

.No 1760 Pauls Pisscr S150

FREE 'BLEACH'
HEROfN ADDICTS WILL GET 

DOWN ON THEIR SCABBY 

KNEES AND THANK YOU 

WHEN YOU GtVE THEM A 

"FREE" BOTTLE OF BLEACH I

Ho 39fJFreeBleach(IOOuials) ... S25.00

AMAZING!
Lice-Infested 
Fright Wig!
YOUR HAREM'S WILL THINK VOfVL BECOME A STREET ' 
PERSON! whtn >ou don this buggy Trijtii «ig. Made with real liec-infcslcd

U-Do-lt Tattoo!
YOU CAN LET SLEEPING BUMS LIE-QR . 
VQU CAN GIVE THEM A TATTOO THEY'LL 
NEVER P.EMEMBER1 Complete hil allows 
you lo do quictee ialloos on zonked oul 
street Irash. who will wake up and Hunk 
they really tied one on Ibis lime Black, blue 
and red dyes WARNING: DO NOT, 
ATTEMPT TO GIVE YOURSELF OF VOUR 
FRIENDS TATTOOS WITH THIS KIT! 
No 320 U-Do-lt Tattoo Kil......... SiJOO.OO.
No. 321 Eilra nceUles (10 ct.).......S100.00

World's Smallest Tip!
HIS KYES! "hen you g"cc nit 
Linjraicful pain1  iih <hls ''"V ""I1 «"' 
piece, it pcrfcci duplicaio iif u rcul U.S. 
penn> ciccpl ONE-TENTH Ms siw 1 An 
uiifnrgcllohk W> I" sny "unacccplablc." 
1110 pcrccnl copjK'-lin nlloy. Also makes n 
(real "chiiriulilc derail LIHL." 
No 213Tinylip. .- S500.QO packof20

100 FUN BUM STICKERS!

SHIT CIGARETTES
NEXT TIME SOMEONE 'BUMS' A 
CIGARETTE, GIVE HIM A BUM'S,, 
RUSH! No harmful tobacco i 
tigarctics. jusi IOO percent heallhful co« 
itiLinuri: SURGEON GENERAL'S^ 
WARNING: You miiy bun n gui laughing! 
Even funnier if (it DOESN'T noiki 
No. 2160 Sllil Cigs.................. S150.0G

GENUINE JEW'S HARP

! ORDER NOW
Mail lo: Johnson Smylhe III Ltd. 

I Kdnneijunknort. ME 30658

. I MUST HAVE
1 How many timber 01 name Price each lotal

Add £750.00 
Add 100.00 
Grand Total

  Use other paper il necessary
Orders under $500.00 

I Video catalog

. Send hank Check only. No money orders.

| VISA, MasterCard, and Diners Club accepted. NO AMERICAN EXPRESS.
  Caid No._______________
' Name______________________
I Addie$s____________________
  City State Zip_____________________

For driers or olher injuries, contact Johnson Smythe IN Lttt.. Kennebnnkporl. ME 30658 Federal Express delivery available lor additional charge.
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PULL OVER, 
BA5CQMB,
I WANT 

TO

WINDOW 
WASHER 
ZAPPER

TOSS THEM IN THE TRUNK, BASCOMB.' THEY'LL MAKE EXCELLENT 
Lf\WN OXtJAMEMrS FOR MV LIFE-SIZE DOLLHOUSE NUMBER TWELVE/
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( GOOD MORNING, OFFICER f \J JESUS, MARY,
BV AMPJ 

WHAT

EAT &OLP, COPPERJ

_ , I PON'T PAY YOU FOR 
^) ADV/CE, BASCOMB.' GET OUT 

THERE ANP P&TXACT THEM
so i. CAN ESCAPE!

VERY WELL, $[._.. AARR&Hft

BASCOMB,
VOU 

/P/QTf

IT'S BEEN 
TWENTY MINUTE&,

klLLEP
SOW.! THEY SAID 

WOULDN'T

WHO SAIP 
AWYTHIWS 
ABOUT 
TUST PAY 
AMP (SET ME 

OF

YOU GOMNA PAY 
ANP GET ME OUT. 

OF HERE ?

THERE'S 
A PROBLEM, 
SOW.' THEY'VE 
DENIEP YOU

BAIL/
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VOUR HONOR, THE. \ 
PROSECUTION WOULD ) 

TO CALL AS ITS 7 
FIRST WITNE.55... N 

BUTLER/j

DAP,ARE
'ALL THESE. ) , MONEY CAN ' I : ' '(OYEZ, OYEZQ

OFTEM 
INSTRUCTED ME TO 

PROCURE SMALL ANfMAL* 
FOR HIS ^EXPERIMENTS7'

PRIVILEGED
COMMUNICATION 6ETWEEW 
A /M>4S7"f« AND MIS 

SERVANT*

YOU'(?E
MEAT, YOU LIMEV 

DO
YOU ASEAtf ME 
PEAP

LIA.R, LIAR, 
PANTS 
F/RE!

DD 
DGf

PARADE OF WITNESSES...
HE PAIP ME QMS 
THOUSAHP. DOLLARS TO } 
KISS HIS: *LtTTLE

HE PAYS
PEOPLE TO PICK 
HIS M>s£ AWO
HIS &OOGEf*£l r

SENTENCE YOU TO BE 
SPANKED.,,.TO 

PEATH?

£XACTLY, KID... BUT LOOK OKI TME BRIGHT 
SIDE/ /T'S TIME. FOR YOUR FOUR O'CLOCKf&ATE TWAT WISHT-,
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PRETTY IRONIC, EH, KID? BEING EXECUTED 
BY A DEVICE YOUR PAD MANUFACTURED,,.,

/AMY £XSSO&! I'M $Oj?R.y? I DIDW'T 
IVO/5/PS, l M£f\N IT? I'M JUST A

LITTLE RICH KID.1 
1£\BAW! HAW! HAW! tZ

IT'S THE GOVERNOR! 
HE'S 

RICHIE RICME.'

PHEW! TMAT \ / WELL, SON, I HOPE YOU LEhRNEP 
WAS CLOSE? J \ SOMETMINS FROM ALL THIS/

I SURE £>/£>, DAD! T LEARNED 
THAT MONEY CAN'T BUY LOYALTY, 
IT CAN'T BUY THE POLICE/ ANP 
IT CAN'T BUY FRIENDS!..,

...BUT 
THERE 

STILL

MONEY CAW 
BUY.--.

OM, YES,., ANP MOWEY CAN'T BUY \ 
OFF THE MEDIA, RIGHT, DAD?

PLEASE, RICMIE..A 
NOT I N FKOWT OF ) 

THE REPORTERS'.
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6£A/P YOUR LETTERS 
155 AVENUE OF THE

Dear Richie Riche,
I asked Santa Claus for a dolly and
for my little brothers earache to go
away. He gave me the dolly but my
brothers ear still hurts and he's got to
have a operation or he'll be deaf.
Now I am sad and even my dollies
sad can you make rny brother better
or send money for paying the doctor?
Emily L, age 8
San Marcos, California

Dear Emily,
I enjoyed your dolly story! I had an 
earache once and it turned out there 
was a valuable diamond stuck in my 
ear! (PR #41, "DeBeers on Tap.")

Dear Richie Riche,
I loved RR #68, "In the Soup 
Kitchen." But we never find out what 
happened to all those social workers 
you locked inside the meat freezer. 
Does Cadbury let them out after he 
says, "One last thing, Mawster 
Richie" in the second-to-last frame? 
Or do they maybe escape and try to 
get revenge in a later issue? 
PeterS., age 13 
Provo, Utah

Dear Pete,
No, Cadbury didn't let them out, he 
went back to pick up my mono- 
grammed hanky so the police 
wouldn't find it. I'd think a thirteen- 
year-old would be able to figure that 
out. As for the social workers, I don't 
have the slightest idea what hap 
pened to them. Maybe they got eaten 
or something.

Dear Richie Riche,
I have two questions. 1) How did 
your friends Peewee and Freckles 
get so poor, and 2) Why don't you 
just give them some of your money, 
since you have more than you need? 
Christina P., age 10 
New Albany, Indiana

Dear Christina,
1) No idea. I assume they spent prin 
cipal. 2) I do not have "more than I 
need." (See RR #42, "Leveraged 
Buy-Owch!")

Dear Richie Riche,
I loved ish #51, "Down the Storm 
Drain." It was very clever of you to 
trick that homeless bum into going 
into the sewer to get your 
Krugerrand. I wonder if you could 
rerun the third panel, where you 
bend over and reach into the storm 
drain. The artwork and coloring are 
tops, and it would make a great 
Richie Riche poster! 
Lester M., age 12 
Jefferson City, Missouri

Dear Lester MacAdams, 
A 39-year-old elementary school 
principal like yourself should know 
better than to write a letter like that 
on school stationery. It's as if you 
wanted to announce to the entire 
world that the principal of Mark Twain 
High School in Jefferson City has 
nothing better to do than ogle the 
albeit well-shaped fanny of a pre- 
pubescent cartoon character. If you 
want a poster, fryBlueboy.

Dear Richie Riche,
In "Pinching a Loaf" (RR #67), you 
and Bascomb catch the thief by fol 
lowing the trail of breadcrumbs back 
to his creepy shantytown. Why would 
there be all those crumbs if he was 
just bringing the loaf of bread back to 
his starving baby daughter? Also, 
wouldn't the thief theoretically have 
the right to the oil you discovered 
when the bullet you shot at him 
drilled a hole in the ground? 
Keith U., age 11 
Port Moody, B.C., Canada

TO'. RICHI& RICHE, J2 COMMUNICATIONS, 
MEW YORK, IM.Y. IOO13

d/dn'f p/Ve ff>e bread to r»'s 
daughter, he ate it himself. 
Saying they were trying to 
feed their starving children 
is a favorite excuse of rot 
ten criminals! And yes, the 
thief would have the right to 
the oil if he owned the land, but he 
was renting it from RicheCo Heal 
Estate (and his last two rent checks 
bounced, by the way!).

Dear Richie Riche, 
Bascomb is a really good crime-fight 
er! He helped you catch the crooks 
ready well in "Pinching a Loaf" and 
"Loiterbugs" (RR #63),'and he 
stopped the car thieves in "Watts 
Happening" (RR #39). Maybe he 
could have a crime-fighting comic 
book of his own! 
Nicholas A., age 10 
Auburn, Washington

Dear Nicholas,
Bascomb is my chauffeur, and he will 
appear, helping me solve crimes, 
when it is appropriate.

Dear Richie Riche,
Is Casper you, after you die? He
looks kind of like you.
Andrew N., age 9
Laveen, Arizona

Dear Andrew,
No. Casper is you, after you die.

Dear Keith,
Sheesh, that's just the point!

Keep those great letters coming! 
And remember, Richie's too busy 
to send everyone a personal 
reply. If you would like one, 
please enclose a stamped, self- 
addressed envelope and a check 
or money order for $125.00, 
payable to J2 Communications. 
Thanks!

He
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True Fact: 
Our 1992 Calendar

Is Off the Wall!

Literally and figuratively 
speaking, our new 1992 True 
Facts Calendar breaks the mold 
of most calendars. You won't find 
overripe girls in thong bikinis or 
steroided oil-glazed Terminator 
ffl's. No pastoral bubbling brooks 
or cats dressed up as business 
executives. What you'll get from 
us is one gloriously absurd, 
frighteningly all-too-human True 
Fact a day. A daily dose of the doc 
umented bizarreness of human 
behavior that reinforces the fact

that most of us enjoy a very tenu 
ous grip on reality at best.

And we'll give you these trea 
sures in an easy-to-use format: 
the desk calendar. Just read that 
day's True Fact on awakening, go 
about your business, return 
home at the end of the day, and 
rip off the page, secure in the 
knowledge that you've managed 
to get through another day with 
out humiliating yourself like 
those idiots who become True 
Facts do.

NATIONAL LAMPOON
155 Ave of the Americas, NL1291

New York, NY 10013

D Send me a 1992 True Facts Desk Calendar for only $8.95 
plus $2.00 for postage and handling.

CH Okay, you got me. I live in a country foreign to the 
United States, so that means I've got to ante up another 
$2.00 per calendar or I'll never get these in time for the 
holidays.

New York State residents please add 8 1/* percent 
sales tax.

Name (please print) 
Address _______ 
City —————————— - State. .Zip.

D Check enclosed D Charge to my: 
MasterCard # ______ MasterCard Interbank # — 
Visa # ___________ Expiration Date ______

Signature.
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lea -was wonaerrul. 
Until UJanaa served tne petit rours."

assumed we used only tne finest cleaner— until those 
wretched, cracked hands scandalized my guests.

Thank goodness a friend or Yolaiida's told her 
about Brighten Up. Its special formula keeps her hands—and 
hands just like hers — presentahle. And the house is spotless. 
It has to he — it's in the National Registry!

Now I personally see to it that all my people use 
Brighten Up. Because when you take care or the help, the 
help takes care or you. T) • ,1 i TT^ y .brighten Up

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



NOTICE TO OUR 
SUBSCRIBERS

NATIONAL LAMPOON SWALLOWS PRIDE AND GOES Bi
Makes Lemonack from Sour Economy

E FFECTIVE THIS 
issue, National 
Lampoon will be 
published on a 
bimonthly basis, 
appearing six times 
a year rather than ten. 

This change in frequency comes 
after a sluggish economy has forced 
dozens of magazines out of business 
entirely. Even after returning all the 
deposit cans in the office, looking 
for quarters under the sofa 
cushions, and making a heartfelt 
appeal to the United Nations for 
whatever UNICEF collection boxes 
they could spare, it appears that 
bimonthly publication is our most 
feasible alternative to following all 
the other rags.

But this is hardly any reason to 
go off and shoot yourself (although 
if you've had a lot of other 
hardships in your life, you could 
probably make a case for this being 
the one crazy little thing that pushes 
you over the edge). Because even

though we're changing the 
number of issues per year, we 
won't be changing our editorial 
direction or content. In fact, each 
bimonthly issue will contain more 
pages of great National Lampoon 
humor and satire from some of 
the most original writers in the 
business.

And you have our word that all 
subscriptions will be honored for 
their full allotment of issues. That 
is, if you subscribed for one year 
(or ten issues) ten issues is what 
you will receive, even though you 
will receive them over a longer 
span of time.

So look for our next issue, "The 
Best of Parodies," on sale in mid- 
December, and then the all-new, 
all-original April issue in mid- 
February. And remember this: 
though our frequency may be 
reduced, our appetite for printing 
the best and most outrageous 
humor remains as gargantuan as 
ever.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Finally...
you can smell the clean 

all over your house.

Cleaning's not just about getting rid of dirt. It's about getting rid 
of odors, too. Because when you have odors, you still have dirt- 
microscopic, invisible, humiliating dirt.

Introducing Brighten Up. Its multipurpose formula takes the 
place of detergents, personal-hygiene products, even wood cleaners, 
to get rid of invisible dirt molecules and give you the consistent 
fresh smell that says "Go ahead and sniff me—I'm really clean!"

For a consistent fresh smell you'll be proud to have other people 
notice, get Brighten Up. And smell the clean! Jjrjoflltpll T Jo

CONTAINS 35% ALCOHOL BY VOLUME.
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"WE GO TO EXTREMES TO BRING YOU

S BEST
COVERAGE!"

RIP Magazine, P.O. Box 16598, N. Hollywood, CA 91615-9962

If CCfSign me up for 12 issues of RIP 
I C VI for only $22.95. I'll save over 
$19 off the cover price and get a FREE 
>air of RIP sunglasses!

'ame.

ddress.

ity/State/Zip

^Payment Enclosed Charge My QV7sa 

————————————————————— Exp. ———— 

ignature __________________________
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON UNMAtLED ISSUES. Make checks

payable toLFP, Inc. Your first issue should arrive in 6 to 8 weeks.
WATCH FOR IT1

rFER EXPIRES JUNE 30,1992 ML AMP

Brinin You:
•FAITH NO MORE »/IEROSMITH

•/WETALLICA •SLAYER*
•/WDTLEYCRUE»QUEENSRYCHE

•SLAUGHTER ANTHRAX
•IWEGADETH •And Many More!
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It can wipe your 
troubles away.

LlTG S tOUC|rl. And living in a dirty apartment doesn't make dealing with it any easier.
When it gets too much to take, turn to Brighten Up. Its high-potency formula can make those tough 

cleaning problems seem a lot less troublesome.
Brighten Up. At last, real help that comes in a bottle.

CONTAINS 35% ALCOHOL BY VOLUME.
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NOT FOR THE TIMID!
It's true! These original, uncensored comix are not for those among us who might blush at the

sight of skin or shy away from—shall we say— unusual situations. These comix are for those of
us who have normal all-American red-blooded corpuscles! Those of us who can look a joke in
the eye and laugh! The collections here are by the same underground cartoonists who set the

comics world on its ear with their uninhibited humor and otherworldly visions.

Chert? Package Zap Comix Package
Sexy Stories & Perverted Pleasures

Dirty Comix by Wimmin Freak Brothers Package

Send to: HARVESTER A.A.NL 1291 155 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10013 

Li LG1 Cherry Package: Cherry Comics 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7. 8, 9,10. $25.00 
Q LG2 Zap Comix Package: Zap 0-12. $29.95 (a $32.50 value)
Z! LG3 Sexy Stories & Perverted Pleasures: Tales Leather Nun; Pure Joy; Sexy Stories World's Religions; 

Young Lust #1, #5; X-Ratetf Comic. $15.

LG4 R. Crumb Package: Hup 1. 2, 3; Mr. Natural #1; Best Buy; Despair. $15

u LG5 Dirty Comix by Wlmmtn Package: Fresca ZIZI's: Two X-Rated Comics; Lonely Nights; After Shock; 
Wlmmln's Comix #10. $15

D LG6 Freak Brothers Package: Freak Brothers and Fat Freddie's Cat #7. $15
Q LG7 Filthy Funnies Package; Hup 2\ X-Rated Comic; Young Lust 5; Adults Only 3; Innet City 5; Good Jive

#2. $15.
Please add $2.50 per package for postage and handling. All checks must be payable within 
the continental U.S. (New York State residents, please add 8V4% sales lax.)

Name.

Filthy Funnies Package
Address.

Hity . State. .Zip.
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Earl Klug, Sales IT MIGHT HAVE
C/1/5A/;r MT£. MU n FATS

/>*OPt/CT
PRAV

OK. SOME

ro £»#A/ 
$500 A PA/ /v HIS SPAKE

IT WAS
STAVEP

THAT
HIM to THIS

A-v AI -ry.i , i- 1 rwfl>

HE'P 
HONEST L.)V}fit(, f ,,
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i ^J h~ mi p

WRITTEN BY NICK 0AKAY

fVNNY P£0Pt£ MS ALWAYS W eXP#£SS TffAIN TO THf POOXHOWe,
weeorroM WOP&P our Of THE aont/MAwer, I S^NKTO sraeerHAVE AN OLD SWING 

IN THE CLOWN GAME: 
''JUST 8£ GiAO YOU l\

WAT ffi$ W LAST BALLOON,YOU LITTl£ SUIT'

BUT THE WAY THE WHEEl 
OF FATE MAS BEEN 
SP/NNINff FO% TH/S

EVEN BILLY, BARTY 
WOKS UP .

PON'T JALK rOMV X AIL fllSHf, ftBStfdNNi ,Y0ami 10UR 11 rite PRIZE FOR ME

POLICE f police.' X WG&HS OF PORK SNOUT! I HOPE US CHOKES ON HIS HEfT WU6HHUT!

TWf /-e? 
HIT ME FOK
/faffs

&A&K//VG. 
/S/tSTA 

£/FOU 
WAY ro fur

tOS/Nb WCffIS PQQUeP MY ASS TO 7»£ PU8UC HOUSt FOK VIA WARD CLOWNS
7 PAWS RINGS.' Tffy ONE N/GHT H/mm STENCH OF HAW CtOWN/NG SNAKING

. _ , stf£f> r/MT:
f rne Mfi i 4MI <£&/*/<$ / 
JOMf * I OQTTA afT OUTt

R16W WlUG '.
FOR BIKMPfftS AW WVER

WHffiE PIP I FAIL?... 
SHOW #£ A Wy OUT.

wrour.

5/ HUNTER? 
5WFET 
JESUSfA

POWNBF.AT ....mii! IF 
IT (5*1 T *IY OLP FPI6NP
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TO KNOW TfJAf WA/L 4#rtVH&?£.' pEiBEftrjNP Z GOfVAy BAfkTOWe STFtlPT£tJroWM€M/eW'il'l 4/(tPt/lS AtrOMSST/LL G/l/Wff M?

MISTER 
CLOWN 

HOUSE

*IPt7if OF THE 
TOUR. THf WHOif 
SAND HAD TO 

HOME.

BUT Wf WONT WOPK ION6 WITHOUT
PIPE5. 5/l'i',A(4W, YOU STILL 

CARRY A fU«e ?

, 1.0W6 
, SHORT WONEY...
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WAIAT/JUST TAPED Too BAP (/AM TRY/NG To £EcoP.D
PAVAR.OTH AT L(NCOL 

MOULD
SUfDE.

AMD TWAr GoES TMERH.

I'M
£XC£5"S T^PE To PR£/£A/r
OXfDE SOlLD-UP.

A G£NTL£ TAPPING
OAJ THE SACK 
ALWAYS WELP5-
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WROl-UP"«• SKI SPACECRIIFI^FORBIDDEN LOF
LftST WE SAW CUR BELOVED 

'CREW...
[ ^ A//W4.WE OWNER OF THE 

' ^U ̂  FLYlMO DOUBLE-HELIX SPACE 
RANCH...

IF WE'RE fiOIMS TO ZJE UNA, AT LEAST i'LL 
GO CUT CRUSHING 'tfXJ WfTH MAWLY FORCE 
ASAIWST AAy CHEST/

SO, HARBIMGER OFCURCCCM.,. 
HOW AEK WE PE&TINEP TD

1M WERE FOR YCOR 
RADIO,.

SURE KNOW 
HOW TO TREAT A 
GAL IM THE LAST 

MOMENTS- OF HER 
EXISTENCE.'

SPASE OJWECVXiND 
STARPILOT...

AMD ZCOK, THE ZATON1AN 
CO-PILOT WHOSE ALIEN

RE- 
5EMBLE A SPECTER OF DEATH

WERE, By A STRI 
0/A REAL-LIFE IM AFRAID ITS 

TIME (W. COWE

WELL,THAT GAME f AH.' A REPRISE! OH, LAMA. HEX WAITASEC...THERES SAY... \ BOUNCING
BIG „ 

BANG&ff

WE VE SOT TO 
TClPH/M. 
STAVROS/

AC, LANA. VOL) 
CAN'T HALT 

DEATH/

OUT EASY., .1 
GUESS I'LL BE 
OFF THEN,..

WRONG WITH CUR 
RADIO.,.! WAG USIBNING 
TO A HUEY LEWIS TAPE. 
ON IT 

MQRNlUG*
CAN WHEN 

HE'6 STEALING 
YOUR TAPE

©1931 Ty Tempi efcorj.
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O'V A QUltr SKETCH OF MEDIAN STRIP
Nt\fl JERSEY Titf/UPIKE, PROGRESSIVE EDUCftTiQM LIVES

/y?WJERSfY COWUlMJSS-

Mft. C/WOU (THE OJtfiTWf WC£ /, HFRE THEY
Kit HALLS REUVIM THE KOffEfltf Mft/ ^ C///f/sr/ T//ffff'5 THOUSANDS

OF THEM! THE BUGLES! 
THE BUGLES WATCH OUT,

—fWiY ELLEN DUBLOWSKY
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IW VOUR OLP / I ASltEV

Oe VoUR (TAR HAS 
AM MRgAS-iT'S 60IW& 

A feUWPV PIPE-.
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AND EVEN IN OP-LANDODEMiSe-O STRIKES IN OHIO...

EAT 
LEAD,, 
SISTER/

the 
CLOWN

OF 
DEATH

THERE'S
NOTHING FUNNa 
ABOUT KILLING 
CLOWN.'WE'RE 
DOING THIS AS

A MORAL 
OBLIGATION. 

WE DON'T LAUGH 
AT THE DEAD/

we SHOW , RESPECT'

HAW.'LOOKS LIKE 
y<JUR LITTLE POSSE 
IS GOING TO DO 
ME IN POR ALL My

NOTHING MAKES ME GUFFAW HARD 
ER THAN THE ERADICATION OF LIFE.' 
WITH EVERy EXTINCTION A CHUCK 
LE .' WITH EVER-d BOMBING A 

LAUGH'
SURE TO HAVE A 
LAUGH WHEN 

DEAD/

IF WE
CAN'T LAUGH

AT DEATH*
WE HAVE NO
BUSINESS

KILLING,
PEOPLE'

GOTTA ADMIT. 
ME DOES LOOK

YOU pftAy TO GOO,
you OLO CftONE'

My tono is .' 
SATAN.'

>„ —— NOWI LAyMeDOWNTO ROT 
-«™lliiBB * PRAy TO LUCIFER wy SOUUTO SLOT

IP I'M WASTED BEFORE I WAKE* 
MAKE THIS EARTH A BURNING L.AKE/ 

RULES1 .'AMEN.
PR Ay TO SOD
BEFORE you GO 

TO BED/
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DAY THE MUZAK DIED
CONTINUED FROM PAGE M

carried away with the salaries for 
talent. I mean, we're talking five and 
six bucks an hour! Gimme a break— 
that's one of the reasons you have to 
pay over two bucks for a Big Mac these 
days! And, I suppose, it's one of the 
reasons Marry isn't around anymore.

JERRY SMOOKE:
The bosses looked at this "talent 

packaging" stuff and blew him off in 
no uncertain terms, and Marry 
belched and screamed and oozed 
toxins from every pore. He was, like, 
"You'll never eat lunch in this town 
again!" He said that co guys who 
owned fast-food franchises, delis, 
bakeries—even the 7-Elevens. 
Imagine! If that didn't finish him, the 
Jenny Cheese incident certainly did.

EDDIE FISH, nineteen, PosierMart 
cashier, Waterside Plaza Mall:

Jenny Cheese was one of Marry's 
girls at the Chicken Delight store 
down the highway from the Galleria. 
Her last name was Chesinki, or 
something like that. Bur everyone 
called her Jenny Cheese. She was 
okay. Bad case of the sits. I know a guy 
who dated her, said makin 1 out with 
her was like sucking face with a 
Chinese menu written in Braille. Or 
something like that.

JIMMY FENDER:
She had signed witK Marty for the 

chicken place but she was habysittin' 
on the side, not rellin' Marty. So 
Marty catches Jenny Cheese and starts 
spewing contract talk. This clause, 
that clause. You know what 1 mean. 
The next thing you know, he sues her. 
Takes her to court. And boy, were her 
parents pissed. She was grounded for, 
like, months.

FREDDY TOMKINS:
But it was more than just the 

lawsuit. Marty tried to have Jenny 
fired and blacklisted. Can you imagine 
that? She can't get a grip on her 
blackheads, let alone her blacklist. 
Yeah. That was the joke at the time. I 
think I read it on a wall of the John ;it 
Waterside.

EDDIE FISH:
After that, we all bailed. "Adids, 

Marty! Take 10 percent of this!" But, 
you know, deep down 1 think Jenny 
Cheese was more of an excuse than 
anything else. The minimum had just 
gone up. Like, I mean, Marty could get

you places, but if minimum's $4-25 an 
hour, who the hell needs an agent?

BILLY FELCH, thirty, assistant day 
manager, Caldor, Route 1:

Marty died soon after the Jenny 
Cheese disaster. He had few clients, 
few friends. He just croaked, the way 
people do when nobody likes them. 
He probably just did one too many 
greasy "lunches" for his own good— 
like, he schnorred himself to death or 
something.

PHILLIP T, ROLLINS:
In the end, I don't know if we're 

better or worse off without Marty. But 
now that he's dead, let's make the best 
of it. That's why I came up with 
"Marty's Dead Discount Day." Why 
not? It's value for our customers while 
at the same time a tribute. It might 
even motivate people to help 
maintain his grave, clean up all that 
graffiti and vandalism up there. It's 
disgusting to see what these kids have 
done to that place.

TERRY PHILLIP, nineteen, cashier at 
the Snack Shack (Willie Washington's 
girlfriend):

1 don't care what anyone says. Marty 
was good people. Motherfuckin' good 
people. I even visited his grave at the 
cemetery on Route 16. And shit, it 
was like everyone else had the same 
idea. Like, they were making this 
really big cool tribute thing to Marty, 
like what they did to Morrison's grave 
in Paris. Spray paint and shit. Junk- 
food boxes, employee manuals. Stuff 
you'd only get if you worked in one of 
those places. And the name tags. They 
lined them up at the base of his 
gravestone. All these "Hi! My name is 
Bob! May 1 heip you?" things poking 
up through the weeds. 1 don't know. 
My eyes just went Niagara. I saw one 
tag from the Pier One Imports score 
where Marty helped me get my first 
job. I couldn't help myself. 1 just 
started cryin' and cryin', crunching up 
old Sryrofoam containers underneath 
my feet, and cryin 1 some more. And 
these greasy kids are drinking a six- 
pack. And they start crying too 
because it's, like, really sad. They 
knew Marty. And it's because of him 
they're drinking six-packs of Coors 
instead of some cheap-shit quart of 
malt liquor. That's the difference a 
nickel or a dime can make. That's the 
difference Marty could make.

So I bum a beer and I lift it to Marty, 
going, "Here's to you, babe, wherever 
you are." And I'm thinking, Marty, 
man, you were tbe best. THE BEST. 
You were good people. You know it. 
And that's no chump change.

Small 
colleges 
can help 

you make
it big.

Just ask: Ronald Reagan, Presi 
dent of the United States, Eureka 
College, IL; Pierson Mapes, 
President, NBC Television Net 
work, Norwich University, VT; 
Robert Noyce, Vice Chairman of 
the Board, Intel Corporation 
and Microchip Inventor, Grin- 
nell College, IA; Red Johnson, 
President, Borg-Warner Corpo 
ration, Millikin University, IL.

A small college can help you 
make it big, too. To learn more 
about our small independent col 
leges, write for our free booklet. 
Send your name and address to 
Council of Independent Colleges, 
Box 11513, Washington, D.C. 20008.
SfjonMiW liy ClC Thfl Council CMnaopenaenl CWISQSI

Open your eyes and see just how 
many subjects are covered in the new 
edition of the Consumer Information 
Catalog. It's free just for the asking and 
so are nearly half of the 200 federal 
publications described inside. Book 
lets on subjects like financial and 
career planning; eating right, exercis 
ing, and staying healthy; housing and 
child care; federal benefit programs. 
Just about everything you would need 
to know. Write today. We'll send you the 
latest edition of the Consumer Informa 
tion Catalog, which is updated and 
published quarterly. It'll be a great 
help, you'll see. Just write:
Consumer Information Center 
Dept. TD, Pueblo, Colorado 81009
US General Services Administration
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NEW MENUS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 41

satisfyingly Prussian in the mattre d's welcoming knifepoint 
frisk. (A note lo new customers: requests for a second frisk 
are not weII-received.)

The menu is laden with bold ^interpretations of old 
delicacies, with organ meats and sweetbreads figuring 
heavily. The icrrine cle carnpagne is excellent, culled from 
the most savory game taken on the chefs own weekend 
hunting expeditions in Fairfield County. The tripe 
disappoints, though the accompanying blood pudding is an 
exquisite, aromatic surprise that could stand on its own as an 
entree.

But the supreme achievement of the Tunnel Club is its 
seafood: the club's strapping, taciturn employees 
(reminiscent of some Cornish fishermen I have known) fish 
daily in the waters near all area yachi clubs, pulling in huge, 
fal catches, as graceful on the palate as they were clumsy on 
deck. To have tasted one of these delicacies—often redolent 
with brandy, rum, or gin and tonic, and roasted in its natural 
shell of blue blazer and gray flannel, after a week of pickling 
in the Hudson's pungent brine—is lo have lived.

The spirit of the "uptown cuisine" can be summed up in 
one sentence: tedious financial and social problems must not 
and will not stand in the way of a commitment lo eating 
well. I now make regular trips to the Tunnel Club, where I 
am on first-name terms with the staff. My every visit 
engenders great fuss, preparation, and mirth, and indeed the 
chef has planned a special meal in my honor. I don'l know 
what will be on Ihe menu, but 1 have been instructed to bathe 
thoroughly beforehand, to wear my finest clothes and 
jewelry, and lo come alone, so I can only assume the fare 
will indeed be special.

he following recipes from the Tunnel Club 
require little preparation, and all ingredients 
can easily be acquired on a short trip to 
Manhattan (or, for those favoring open-range 

fare, Scarsdale, Mamaroneck, or even Greenwich).

Canapes de Yuppille Wildingnon

I couple, aged 25-35 years; light or dark meat
acceptable, zesliest when both 

toasi points
Surround; beal and knead thoroughly. Serve the most 

tender meat (flank, bullock) tartarc, on toast points, as an 
appetizer.

Venison Wesichester

1 older male, aged 60-90 years
salt
pepper

Remove from car and gut, saving entrails. Cure over low 
fire on an iron hook. Serve au jus in giblet gravy.

Creme de Cervelle d'Etudiatif Scolaire

1 tender young undergraduate, preferably Ivy League
2 egg yolks
I pint heavy cream
1/2 cup sugar

Remove and cube brain. Whisk together eggs, cream, and 
sugar. Add brain and whisk until thick. Pour into souffle' 
cups and heat at 400 degrees until tops start to brown. 
Serves 4.

(Note: The Tunnel Club chef strongly cautions that the only 
members of this species to be found in the South Bronx will 
probably have heroin in their systems. To avoid a possible 
toxic reaction, you are advised to keep the subject in 
captivity for al leasl a week. Sweel chocolales, television, 
and assurances that "your parents arc sending the money" 
are recommended lo keep Ihe subject quiet.)

"Oh, come on! I didn't put rhar much poison in.1 '
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DOUBL6TH6GR'
Hello, my name is Jeffery Julian DeMarco, President and Founder of 
Pyraponic industries, Inc. II, ranked the

as named by inc. magazine, and the 
recipient in San Diego, and If I 

can't:

D o u B L E the growth rate of any plant; 
F the sites of any plant; 
ft the of fruits and vegetables; 
H DOUBLE the potency of herbs and spices; 
H— •• trie of flowers;

I personally GUftRANTEE it.

- The Pfiototron® has been awarded 17 patents in 9 
different countries, in addition, a newly designed automatic water- 
Ing system accessory, developed by Pyraponic Laboratories, 
completely services the absolute optimum water and nutrient re 
quirements each Individual Phototron needs. It contains the most 

—"verf ul power supply in the world; It produces 30% more lumen 
put, yet runs 30% cooler.

Pvraponlc Industries. Inc. f! 
P.O. Box 27809 • Dept.HT-9C 
San Dfego, CA 92198-0198 
Facsimile 1-619-673-3535

SSEENO

'" and nutrient mix prescription for 
Mtron for optimum growth of ail plant param- 

lovenoo.ooocompletedsoilsamples. User-friendly 
.i follow-up reminders every is days that guarantees

.. _____._..igrowing any plant. So easy that the National Science 
ichers Association (NSTA) uses the Phototron to teach photosyn- 

..issis to kindergarten through 12th grade students.

650 schools, laboratories, and universities worldwide are using the 
Phototron, Including Harvard, oxford, USDA and NASA 90 day pay 
ment plan, $39.95 down The Phototron is being used fn NASA test 
beds for future space exploration Helps purify 1,000 cubic feet 33 
times every 24 hours Over 
120.000 Phototrons so'" "•1*h 
never a single one ret

1-619-451-2837

»ui,t.d 
EPARTMEKft)

Hello,my name is Jeffery Julian Di'Marco, 
President & Founder of Hem pick Industries, 
Inc.

This is Hem ptek's first series of advertise- 
munis anywhere in 
the world. For the first 
time in over 50 years, 
clothing such AS 
sweaters, shirts, and 
yes, even the Ameri 
can flag! is available 
from a very reputable 
company.

I k'uip is many
times stronger
thiin ml ton!

Imported exclu 
sively by I lemptek 
from around tho 
world in an array of 
vibrant colors, and 
patterns with a spe 
cially developed 
weave specific to the 
fabric of 5511 pure 
hemp and 45% pure 
virgin cotton. This special blend (55h/45c> 
retains the strength of hemp blended wilh 
the softness of cotton!

Please, don't believe me! Believe the 
United Stales Department of Agriculture. I 
willsend you a30minutc video tape 1:REE!!;"

HEMP TOR VICTORY
Hemp for Victory was produced by the 

U.S. Department of Agriculture in 1942 and

distributed to farmers around the nation to 
$row hemp by the hundreds of thousands 
of acres for Ihe war department.

I leiwp fiber has been used by every

civilization in recorded history including 
I he United States up until 1933. Because the 
hemp plant not only produced fiber 
but also a drug, when the drug was made

THE NATLJKAL IS ALWAYS BHTTtR 
THAN THE CT-II-IMICAL

A fiber Ih.il naturally breathes wilh a 
itrength unmatched by any other natural 

fiber throughout history 
in the world. Hemptek 
Industries, Inc. maintains 
my personal guarantee of 
your unconditional salis- 
t,ic I ion.

The time has come. 
Call today:
1-619-9- 

H-E-M-P-T-E-K!

Celebrate freedom in 
flying colors - purchase 
the American Flag. This 
lull si/e hemp fiber (lag is 
bivnilinr in material to the 
same material some say 
Hetsy Ross used. The flag 
is made of Wi- hemp and 

1% cotton, to last the next

illegal, so loo
Hi

producing 
biologically 
from the grot

IMS the entire plant. 
10 most efficient plant for 
•troohemicals, naturally, 
id much cleaner lhan ml 
id. Oil is the base chemical

lo ni,ike m.in-niiule fibers

isteretl irad< 
w flags, the isl at the video is S6.IU1, ifllu

rSI4.75 plus shipping,1
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DIP I SEE VOLJ RACING IN > 
THAT TEN-K LAST WEEKEND?J

I FEEL GREAT. 
THIS 15 GOIWG TO BE ' 
PART OP MY ROUTINE 
EVERY MORN I MS, RAIN 
OR SHINE. I'LL GET

IN SHAPE AMD
PROBABLY MEET

PEOPLE, TOO.

I JUST 
MOV£P 
HERE.

OH NO,THI5 IS
A GAY PICKUP. WHY

\_ELSE WOULD HE HAVE
TALKED TD AAC •?

REASON I ASK 15, MY 
WIFE WAS IN THAT RACE, 
AMD A GUY WHO LOOKS
JUST LIKE YOU TRIPPED 

HER WEAK THE FINISH LINE.

WO. I'M
ACTUALLY

LOOKING FOR
BUT COME TO THINK OF IT, 

THAT GUY WAS SHORTER THAW 
YOU. SO YOU JUST MOVED J 

HERE, HUH? FORWOSK? y

REALLY ? WERE 
LOOKING TO HIRE SOME 

PEOPLE AT MY ADVERTISING 
AGENCY....

GREAT; HE'S STRAIGHT, BUT
HE'S GOlWG TO KILL ME. 

WHAT THE HELL AM I DOING 
TALKING TO STRANGERS?

WHEW, I'M
WORKING UP

A SWEAT.
THAT

WOULD BE
GREAT'

...MAYBE YOU SHOULP 
DROP ME YOUR

YOU NEVER KNOW.

WHY WAS I SO PARANOtP? 
NOT EVERYONE IN TME CITY'S 
A WEIEDO. AND I MAY EVEN 
GET A JOB OUT OF THIS. 

WHAT A GREAT GUY/

'YOU KWOW, WHEN WE GETALL 
HOT AND TIRED, ftAY WIFE ANp 
1 LIKE TO GIVE EACH OTHER 
MICE COLD FRUCTOSE ENEMAS 

IT'S A REAL PICK-ME-UP. 
WANT TO JOIN US?

STAIRMASTER, I'M x 
GETTING A STAIRMASTER/l 
TOMORROW. BUY IT ON / 

CREDIT, PUT IT UP WEXT / 
TO THE TV, WATCH THE ) 

JTODAY" SHOW. WON'T / 
BE SO BAD, MAY BE

'LL CAN GUMSEL.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JOHN DUKE KISCH • HAND LETTERED BY ANGELO DECESARE
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SPORTS DESK
CONTINUED FROM PACE 13

to finish ;i stranger's beer with a hint in 
it'

You're no stranger to the ways of 
women. Women, even when you're 
sleeping or inebriarcil, see in you that 
animal strength that they seek to share. 
Ever the team player, when two women 
seek your warmth, you take the shy 
rookie under your arm in <i platooning 
search for what you and they seek. 
Warmed by unfamiliar alcohol and the 
heat of the company, what rookie would 
not follow.'

When the women are gone you 
continue. Some might say you are even 
too exuberant. Surely there arc many 
situations when, after the game has been 
played, and played successfully, there is a 
time to stop, surelv there arc some plays

that should not be made, especially if 
another player is not interested but too 
exhausted to argue and weak to struggle. 
The only position you have played is 
catcher, but you cannot help bullying 
sometimes, forcing others to play at 
bases that they were not cut out for.

To the civilian not of the brother 
hood of the locker room your ways can 
he frightening and painful.

You avoid the spotlight. Calls made to 
you through the front office are not 
returned. When calls arc made ro your 
agent and lawyer you sometimes reply 
strangely. Dcnyingly. You talk a 
language of proofs and alibis. The 
Carlron Fisk on rhe phone sounds 
nothing like the private man. You are 
evasive about debts and situations and 
damage to personal property. You're 
Carlton Fisk and you are a series of 
contradictions. •
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1. TITLE OF PUBLICATION: National Lam 
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Wee President

Sensual 
Aides

How to order sexual aides 
without embarrassment.

How to use them 
without disappointment.

Today, people are interested in improving 
the quality of their lives...and exploring 

their own sensuality with options from the 
XandrJ3 Collection.

The most important aspect of satisfaction is 
trust Trust us...thoughtful consideration goes 
into each product in the catalogue. Quality, 
value, and sensual appeal are all important 
elements, as are you, the cuslomer.
What is the Xandria Collection?

It is a very, very, special collection of sexual 
aides which can provide a new and entirely 
positive source of pleasure. It includes the 
finest and most effective products available 
from around the world.

Our products range from the simple to the 
delightfully complex. They are designed for 
both the- timid and the bold.

The Xandria Collection has .1 unique three 
way guarantee.

First, we guarantee your privacy.
Everything we ship is plainly packaged 

and securely wrapped, with no clue to its 
contents from the outside. All transactions 
a restrict ly confidential, and we never sell, give 
or trade any customer's name.

Second, we guarantee your satisfaction.
[fa product scums unsatisfactory...simply 

return it for replacement or refund.
Third, we guarantee that the product you 

choose will keep giving you pleasure...
Should it malfunction, simply return it to 

us for a replacement
The Xandria Cold Collection...a tribute to 

closeness and communication. Celebrate the 
possibilities for pleasure we each have within 
us. Send for the Xandria Collection Gold 
Edition Catalogue. It i,s priced at just $4.00 
which is applied in full to your first order.

Write today. You have absolutely nothing 
to lose. And an entirely new world of enjoy 
ment to gain.

Irhe Xandria Collection, Dept. 12/91 I 
P.O. Box 31039, San Francisco, CA 94131

Gold Edition Catalogue, Enclosed 15 mv chuck or money
order for 54.00 which will LIL> .ippliea towards mv lirst

Name_ 
Address 
City__ 
State__
I am an aduli over 21 years of age.

Zip.

(signal"re required)
Xandria, 87+ Dubiu]ue Ave., South S,in Francisco 94080 

I Void where prohibited by law. I
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Wear Us Out
Take a look at these shirts. 

Most of the models don't even have heads,
and they still look great! 

Never before has anything so hot been so comfortable.

TS 1029—National Lampoon's Animal House 
T-shirt. With pictures of Bluto, Otter, and the rest of 
the boys on the front. $6.95

TS 1034—National Lampoon Sweatshirt. Also 
available in navy with white lettering, and gray with 
black lettering. $13.95.

TS 1046—Acra Sweatshirt. Same specs as the 
hooded shirt but without the hood. $13.95 
TS 1045-Acra Hooded Sweatshirt. Made of 50 
percent Creslan* acrylic fiber/50 percent cotton. 
With hood. $18.95

TS 1043-National Lampoon's Vacation Sweat 
shirt. Starring Marty Moose on the front. $16.95. 
TS 1031—National Lampoon's Vacation T-shirt.
With Marty Moose on the front. $8.95

TS 1028—National Lampoon's Animal House
Baseball Shirt. $11.00
TS 1032—National Lampoon Hat. A baseball cap.
$795

TS 1059—National Lampoon's Vacation T-shirt.
This time with the Walley World logo. $8.95
TS 1044-Sweatshirt (not shown) $16.95 same
logo as above

TS 1049-Authentic Football Jersey, Made of 50 
percent nylon plaited/50 percent cotton. $20,95 
TS 1050—Authentic Football Jersey. 100 percent 
nylon-mesh authentic football jersey. White. $28.95

TS 1067-National Lampoon's Christmas 
Vacation Sweatshirt. This time with Santa Claus as 
the logo. $21.95. 
TS 1068—T-shirt (not shown). Same logo as above.

TS 1027-National Lampoon Black Sox Softball 
Jersey. The kind the 1919 Chicago White Sox wore 
after they threw the Series. $8.00

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



TS 1026-National Lampoon "That's Hot 
Funny, That's Sick!" T-shirt. With the 
famous double-amputee frog. $7.95

TS 1065-Trots and Bonnie T-shirt. America's 
favorite dog-and-teen team jump off the pages 
of ttiis mag and onto your back. $7.95

TS 1057-Oversiie Heavyweight T-shlit.
Politenessman, in one of his most famous 
adventures. 100 percent cotton. $10.95

V -

TS 1035-Hational Lampoon Frog Polo 
Shirt. In white, blue, camel, green, gray, or 
yellow. $14.95 
TS 1038-National Lampoon Frog Sweater.
In blue, camel, gray, or black. $20.95

TS 1066-True Facts T-shirt. With George 
Washington on the front, an authentic True 
Fact on the back. Four different True Facts to 
choose from! $10.95

O WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, MON 
TANA—Four riflemen firing a ceremonial 
salute at a military funeral accidentally shot the 
minister.

-San Francisco Chronicle

O MANCHESTER, lOWA-To deter wan 
dering in the halls, authorities at West Dela 
ware High School required each student on his 
way to the bathroom to wear a toilet seat 
around his neck.

- Washington Post

V After an eighteen-month study, the Brit 
ish Academy of Science recommended to Par 
liament that British rock stars be prohibited 
from selling Iheir semen ID commercial sperm 
banks.

—UMKC University News

W A local citizen was arrested and charged 
with public indecency after lie allegedly was 
observed placing his male organ in a jar of slaw 
dressing at the local supermarket.

—Downers Grove (Illinois) Reporter

TS 1039-"Save the Frog" Qlow-in-the- 
Dark Sweatshirt. 100 percent cotton. $15.00

-Ji
TS 1048-Marathon 80 Shorts, 100 percent 
nylon tricot running shorts with inside hey 
pocket. $9.50

TS 1019—National Lampoon Mona Gorilla
T-shirt. The divine Miss Mona. $6.95

TS 1030-Natfonal Lampoon Black Sox 
Baseball Jacket. Famous jacket with real 
cotton lining. $33.95

8———-———————————————————1

Wear us out...and you'll be in! 
Merchandise Order Form

Indicate the products you wish to purchase (circle items desired and
check size), place in envelope with payment, and send to:
NATIONAL LAMPOON,Dept.12/9 I
155 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10013.
Please enclose $175 for postage and handling for each item ordered;
New York State residents, please add 8'/4% sales tax. Add $1.00 extra
per item for foreign orders.
Order 520 or mote, and take 55 off che total purchase price

Name (please print). 
Address _____ 
City_______

D Check enclosed 
MasterCard #/Visa # _____ 
Signature ——————————

.State. —— Zip. 
Q Charge to my:

.Expiration Date.

TS1Q19S6.95 _S—M 
TS1026S7.95 _S—M 
TS1027$8.00 _S_M 
TSNE8S11.GO_S—M 
TS1029S6.95 _S—M 
TS1030 $33.95 _S—M 
TS103U8.95 _S—M 
TS1032S7.95 
TS1034S13.95 _S—M

COLOR - 
TSf035S14.95_S—M

COLOR — 
TS1038S20.95—S—M

COLOR- 
TS1039 $15-00 _S—M

_L

L_XL TS1D41SG.95 _S 
L_XL TS1043S16.95 _S 
L TS1044 S16.95 _S 
L_XL TS1Q45S18.95 _S 
L TS1046$13.95 — S 
L_XL TS1048S9.50 _S 
L_XL TS1049S20.95 _

TS1050S26.95 — S 
L__XL TS1057S11.95 _S 

TS1059$8.95 _S 
TS1065S7.95 _S 
TS1066 $10.95 _S 

A_ 
TS1067S21.95_S

_M_L_

_M_L_

_L_XL TS106BS7.95 _S.

_M_L
_M—L 
_M_L 
J_C_ 
_M__L 
_M_L

_XL 
_-XL 
_XL 
D_ 

—XL 
XL

Give the gift of merchandise.
Please indicate what National Lampoon products you would like us 
to send. Enclose payment. Place in envelope and send to:

NATIONAL LAMPOON, Dept. 12/9!
155 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y 10013

Name____ 
Address ___ 
City_____ 
State ____ 
Send gift(s) to: 
Name____ 
Address ___ 
City_____ 
Stale____

.Zip.

.Zip.
ITEMS.

[ have enclosed a total of $.

TS 1041 -"I Got My Job Through the National 
Lampoon" T-shirt. And you can buy this shirt 
through the National Lampoon as well. $6.95

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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MORE MONKEYS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE If,

lizards and several varieties of 
Rodentia. And a lot of those little 
turtles they supposedly stopped 
importing years ago.

The tropical fish and birds and 
turtles didn't fare too well on the 
outside, and it wasn't pleasant to 
watch {more unpleasant, though, was 
the fact that no one was ever too sure 
what happened to the rodents and the 
rest of the reptiles). But the dogs 
seemed to adjust okay, quickly forming 
support groups of about eight to 
fifteen; and the cats managed to scrape 
by, if just barely. It appeared that 
everything was going to he just fine— 
that is, until the fish and birds and 
turtles ran out. 
Then
the dogs went bad. Almost overnight, 
they succumbed to some kind of ugly 
mob mentality, and soon it was unsafe 
to leave the house without a twenty- 
five-pound bag of dog food; 
and then,
not long after that, dog food was no 
longer good enough for them, and 
since there wasn't any meat anymore, 
the dogs became very difficult to 
please. The cars, in turn, became quite 
unsociable and began spending all oi 
their time up in the trees, a vantage 
point from which they frequently 
would come hissing and clawing down 
onto your head, without provocation.

The police refused to do anything 
about any of this, saying their hands 
were tied by the Free Animals Are 
Not Subject to Human Laws Act 
(FANSHLA). So things were pretty 
wild around my neighborhood, at least 
until that first winter.

Then,
the following spring, they came for my
clothes.

Under the Non-Exploitative and 
Environmentally Sound Use of Fabrics 
for Fashion Act (NEESUFFA), it 
became illegal to wear, or own, or 
assist in wearing, or try on, any 
garment, or draping, or accessory made 
in whole or in part from animals or 
animal by-products, petroleum 
products, or cotton harvested with a 
threshing device. They left me with a 
two-week supply of recycled-paper 
gowns, and a phone number 1 could 
call to become a regular subscriber. 
But then
the American garment industry sprang 
into action. Having already 
successfully circumvented U.S. labor 
laws, it had little trouble getting 
around this one. By June, the clothing

stores were completely restocked with 
a wide selection of high-fashion 
outerwear made from technically non- 
exploitative and environmentally 
sound fabrics: corn-silk shirts, whole- 
woven-wheat suits, rice pants, stone- 
ground denims, and soy-Ts. 
This, then,
led the courts to rule that threshed 
grain fabrics violated the spirit if not 
the letter of NEESUFFA, and by 
August we were back to wearing 
recycled-paper products and earthen 
shoes. Retailers promised a full line of 
winter claywear by fall, 
but then 
it failed to pass Constitutional muster.

Then
Congress passed the All Animals Are 
Equal In Educational And 
Employment Opportunities And 
Environmental Access Act 
(AAAE1EAEOAEAA), which 
mandated, among other things, the 
teaching of nesting and male display 
in public schools, 
which then
led to the forma t ion of the 
Department of Animal Niche, 
Territory, Habitat, Roost, and Coop 
Services (ANTHRACS), which was 
responsible for finding safe and

dignified housing for all animals— 
except for humans, who were already 
served by the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development (HUD)— 
and which further led to a landmark 
court case in which a pack of timber 
wolves used their rights of eminent 
domain to force the relocation of five 
families in northern Minnesota.

Now then,
all this has taken some getting used to.
Free-range fruits and vegetables are
okay, 1 guess, if you get to them not
too long after they've hit the ground,
hut I do miss eggs and milk and
cooked food, and I know this will
sound odd, but I miss the chance to
wtish my clothes. And while I'll admit
it i,s safer to walk in the woods since
they banned hunting, and it's much
cosier to save money now that it's
worthless, the fact is you can't walk on
the grass anywhere anymore, and it's
downright dangerous to go to the zoo.
So then,
I suppose if I had known
then
what! know now,
well then,
I guess I would have never signed that
petition.

Lorry Doyle

CREDITS
27 —Video transfer by Filigree Films. 28—Cartoons I'y Boh Onechowski, 30 —Penile extension phocoby 
Charles O'Neal. 31—Poster by Scott A. MacNuill, 32 — Illustration by Robert Leighton, All Other photos 
27-32 by Michael Chan. 53. 55, 57-Photosby Paul Collit<>n.
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Everything in this section is true
Everything else in the magazine

is bullshit, except the ads.

THE SAN FRANCISCO 
Chronicle, in an item on the 
retirement of airline purser 
Jerry Rand from Pan Am, 
recalled this encounter 
between Rand and "a bitchy 
woman passenger":

The woman, after a stream 
of complaints, hollered, 
"Steward, this potato is 
BAD."

Rand walked over to the 
woman, picked up the potato, 
then whacked it with a 
spoon, saying, "Bad potato, 
bad potato, bad potato." 
(contributed by Bert Myrick)

SILV1O FIGUEIREDO- 
Torres sued marriage coun 
selor Herbert J. Nickel of 
Bethesda, Maryland, charging 
that Nickel was having sex 
with Figueircdo-Torres's wife, 
Marsha, while counseling the 
Washington, D.C., couple.

"Nickel, who counseled 
the couple from 1985 to 
1987, demoralized Figueire- 
do-Torres by ridiculing him 
and telling him to stay away 
from his wife, the suit alleged.

"During therapy, Nickel 
called Figucircdo-Torres 'a 
codfish 1 and said his wife 
deserved a 'fillet.' Nickel told 
the husband that be had bad 
breath and was to blame for

the couple's problems, said 
Thomas Sippel, one of 
Figuciredo-Torrcs's lawyers.

"Nickel denied having sex 
with Mrs. Figueiredo-Torres 
during the therapy or before 
she separated from her hus 
band. But after the couple 
divorced, he married her." AP 
(contributed by Kathi 
Weber)

POLICE CLAIM WILLIAM 
Randall was sleeping when 
his wife, Roberta, allegedly 
.shot him in die fuce, then left 
the house. When Randall's 
brother-in-law dropped by 
three days later to find out 
why he hadn't been to work, 
Randall indicated that he 
thought be might have suf 
fered a stroke. "He just didn't 
feel good," said Mesa police 
sergeant Mike Hayes.

"Hayes said police do not 
know why William Randall 
was shot," reported the Ari 
zona Republic. "But police 
found a note in (he couple's 
home February 21 that said, 
'Bill, you've been shot. Call 
911.' " (contributed by Mar 
tin L. Marsh, Jr.)

ASKED WHY DAN 
Quayle was signing auto 
graphs with his finger at the

White House Easter egg roll, 
spokesman Dave Beckwith 
said that the vice president 
had signed cards in advance.

Thus, explained the Chica 
go Tribune, Quayle moved 
"briskly through the crowd, 
making his signing gestures 
without requiring the use oi a 
pen, while an aide followed 
behind, passing out pre-auto- 
graphed cards to puzzled 
Republicans in his wake." 
Chicago Tribune (contributed 
by Tom Schlak)

POLICE IN JAMESTOWN, 
New York, charged that 
James Timothy Redmond was 
driving his tractor-trailer 
recklessly on East Second 
Street when Officer Chris 
Felt tried to stop him. Red 
mond kept going and rammed 
another Jamestown patrol car 
at the corner of East Second 
and Hopkins Avenue.

Redmond rammed Officer 
Felt's patrol car twice, then 
smashed through two Chau- 
tauqua County Sheriff's 
Department roadblocks on a 
nearby expressway. Running 
yet another county road 
block, Redmond's rig rammed 
a sheriffs cruiser, then drove 
off the roadway and landed 
on its side.

According to the Erie 
Times Neius, "When appre 
hended, police said, the only 
thing Redmond was wearing 
was a pair of black panty 
hose." (contributed by Gary 
M. Fabian)

IN SEATTLE, A THIEF 
•attempting to siphon gas from 
a motor home got a mouthful 
of sewage instead, reported 
the Daily Journal of Vineland,

New Jersey.
"Apparently, the suspect 

was attempting to steal gaso 
line and got the sewage tank 
instead," said Officer Tom 
Umporowicz.

The investigating police 
men found sewage and what 
looked like vomit on the 
ground near the motor home. 
Nearby was a fourteen-year- 
old hoy curled up ill next to a 
car.

The owner of the motor 
home declined to press 
charges, telling police, "It's 
the best laugh I've ever had." 
(contributed by Patrick 
Cusick)

THE PUMAN AND MAN- 
dak tribes, gathered for a 
peace ceremony in the town 
of Wabag in Papua New 
Guinea, began fighting over 
bow a pig should be slaugh 
tered and served. "Two thou^ 
sand highland warriors, 
dressed in war paint and 
armed with bows and arrows 
and shotguns, fought from 
Sunday until Thursday over 
the disagreement," reported 
the wire service Reuters.

"It was a tribal war and five 
are dead," said a police officer 
in Papua New Guinea. "The 
situation now is quiet but 
tense." (Newark, New Jersey)

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



THE FOLLOWING CLARI- 
fication appeared in Toronto 
Life magazine: "In an article 
on youth gangs, 'Born to 
Raise Heck,' mention was 
made of a gang called the 
Bunch of Fucking Goofs, 
which was said to have 
unusual initiation practices 
that included the unorthodox 
use of baseball bacs. This gang 
has no relationship whatever 
to the rock group Bunchof- 
fuckinggoofs. We regret any 
embarrassment that might 
have been caused by our fail 
ure to differentiate these two 
groups." (contributed by Neil 
Loomer)

FROM LONGEVITY MAG- 
azine, as, quoted in the Florida 
Times-Union: "American 
funeral directors report that 
corpses aren't decomposing as 
rapidly as they used to, and it

might have something to do 
with the increased levels of 
food preservatives in the 
American diet." (contributed 
by Stephen Ghelerter)

FROM THE TORONTO 
Globe and Mail:

"A Japanese blackmailer 
who wrote at random to 
thousands of wealthy people, 
threatening to expose their 
guilty secrets, collected five 
million yen ($42,000} from 
130 individuals before he was 
caught last month. Seiichi 
Kawaguchi drew his client list 
from professional directories 
of doctors, lawyers, local 
politicians, business execu 
tives, and others. By making 
shrewd guesses about their 
most likely wrongdoings, Mr. 
Kawaguchi developed a busi 
ness so successful that he

needed to hire part-time help 
to address and stamp the let 
ters." (contributed by Gil 
Gauvreau)

A TRUCK PULLED UP INI 
front of the Whituer, Califor 
nia, home of Martin O'Con- 
nor and state workers released 
thousands of sterile Medflies 
as part of the stale's anti- 
Mcdfly effort.

up with the AIDS card. 
Defending itself, Yonezawa 
pointed out thai the game's 
instructions advise: "Never 
play this game with the real 
victims of disease." Los Ange- 
ie.s Times (contributed by 
David & Terri Ostovich)

FROM THE MIAMI 
Herald:

"A performing dog was put 
to death when Orange Coun 
ty animal control workers 
dutifully read lost-and-found 
notices, but missed the front 
page story detailing his escape 
from a fiery car crash." (con 
tributed hv David Rutman)

O'Connor and two friends 
were painting the house at 
the time, and the swarm of 
flies promptly stuck to the 
freshly painted walls. San 
Ramon Valley Times (con 
tributed by Dominic Klisura)

ACCORDING TO TASS, 
the Soviet news agency, 
sixty-five-ycar-old E. Pron- 
yakina asked shoppers wait 
ing in line for sausage if she 
could jump ahead. Her para 
lyzed husband was home 
alone, she explained. But 
they refused, and, forced to 
wait at the end of the line, 
Pronyakina collapsed and 
died of an apparent heart 
attack.

"The shoppers in the small 
town of Kozclsk, southwest of 
Moscow, continued to buy 
sausage as the woman was 
dying, then criticized authori 
ties for allowing them to 
stand in line next to a 
corpse." (Toronto) Globe and 
Mail (contributed by Susan 
Davies)

IN JAPAN, THE YONEZA- 
wa Corporation received 
numerous complaints about 
its new game, Bacteria Panic. 
The game involves cards 
marked with the names of 
various ailments, including 
hepatitis and rubella. The 
loser is the player who ends

TAMPA POLICE ARREST- 
ed a man and a woman after a 
neighbor videotaped their 
lovemaking through the 
blinds and turned the tape 
over to authorities.

Alfred Stephens and Janet 
Paddock were arrested and 
charged with committing a 
lewd and lascivious act in the 
presence of a child under 
twelve, reported the Hillsbor- 
ough County sheriffs office.

Police were summoned two 
hours after the videotaping, 
when neighbors called to 
complain the two were in an 
outdoor hot tub having sex.

"My eight-year-old son 
looked out the window and 
said, 'Mommy, Mom m y, 
they're having pony rides,' 
said Dixie Aguilar. AP (con 
tributed by Laurence Doyle)
Send us a True Fact (and your T- 
shirt size), and, if used, you'll get 
a credit, a T-shirt, and ten dollars.

THUS FACTS
jjAiipai, LAMPOON

155 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
NEW YORK, N,Y. 10013

TRUE FACTS IS EDITED 
by John Bcndel and illustrat 
ed by Mitch O'Connell.

TO VOUR HEALTH

More stuff to worry about, 
from the world's medico! 
journals.

MARY HART, CO-HOST 
of Entertainment Tonight, can 
cause epileptic seizures, 
according to a report in the 
Neu< England Journal of 
Medicine.

The journal described the 
case of a forty-five-ycar-old 
woman who reported a four- 
year history of "a feeling of 
pressure in the head, epigas 
tric distress, and mental con 
fusion" triggered by watching 
ET. Doctors, monitoring the 
patient's brain function as she 
watched tapes of the popular 
syndicated program, detected 
partial seizures they were able 
to link directly to hearing 
Hart's unfailingly perky 
voice.

Widespread reports of the 
letter prompted Hart to offer 
an on-air apology to the 
woman; the woman went 
public several days later to 
decry the cruel jokes that had 
been made at her expense.

SEXUAL EXCITEMENT 
can produce severe headaches 
in some people, which, while 
generally harmless, have been 
associated with strokes in at 
least two men, a neurology 
professor at the University of 
New South Wales in Aus 
tralia reported in the British 
Medical Journal.

Benign sex headaches, 
more common in men than 
in women, develop as sexual 
excitement increases, taking 
the form of a "thunderclap" 
in the head at the moment of 
orgasm. Despite the long- 
term association of sex and 
headaches in comic litera 
ture, sufferers of sex 
headaches find them "any 
thing but amusing," the pro 
fessor observed.

THREE CANADIAN DOC- 
Cors have identified a new 
lifestyle illness, to take its 
place alongside tennis elbow

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



and Nintendinitis in the 
medical annals—"lambada 
fracture." Writing in the New 
England Journal of Medicine 
earlier this year, physicians at 
the Royal Victoria Hospital 
in Montreal described a pro 
fessional lambada dancer who 
suffered a spinal injury after a 
performance. Several times, 
they said, the young dancer's 
head actually touched the 
dance floor as she bent over 
backward during some partic 
ularly athletic moves.

IN A REPORT IN THE 
British Medical journal under 
the heading "Lesson of the 
Week," ophthalmologists at 
the Royal Victoria Hospital 
in Belfast, Northern Ireland, 
described a half-dozen cases 
in which exploding soda bot 
tles sent glass shards into the 
eyes of unsuspecting con 
sumers.

The lesson: "Glass bottles 
of carbonated soft drinks 
should not be shaken or left 
in the sun."

ANOTHER REPORT IN 
the same journal noted that 
golf is the most common 
cause of serious sports-re la ted 
injuries among British chil 
dren, despite the fact that 
British children don't often 
golf.

According to doctors at 
Newcastle General Hospital 
in Newcastle upon Tyne, of 
twenty-seven cases of sports- 
rclated head injuries reported 
over a one-year period, 
eleven were associated with 
golf. Nine boys were struck in 
the head with gotf clubs 
swung by other boys, and two 
others were hit by golf halls. 
Only one of the injuries 
occurred on a golf course, the 
researchers noted.

LYME DISEASE, A 
potentially debilitating ail 
ment caused by a tick-borne 
virus, has spawned another 
illness equally distressing to 
its sufferers—"Lyme anxiety." 

In a letter to the Journal of 
the American Medical Associa 
tion, Dr. Gregory Caputo 
reported he had seen many 
cases of Lyme anxiety, in 
which patients develop symp 
toms similar to those of Lyme 
disease, usually after reading 
about the disease or hearing 
about it on television.

He Has Risen!..I 
and Works in Sales

JESUS IS
AOUAR1UM SALE 

IOGALS.SB 20 GAL 13.99 
2S6U.2S.SO SSGAL69.

CLOTHS OF

JESUS SAVES,
HEALS AND
DELIVERS
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FROM THE

SLUSH 
PILE

"Lines from the Slush Pile" 
has appeared in [he /Vciliona/ 
Lampoon .since 1977. These, 
the most recent excerpts, are 
also the last culled from unso 
licited manuscripts sent to 
the late, prominent editor of 
fiction who would have 
wished, as always, to remain 
anonymous.

"1 can't hear the thought of 
our daughter rotting away in 
the bowels of some women's 
prison," 1 said. My wife 
turned from the stove.

"1 don't know what you're 
talking about, I'm sure."

Frank's 260 pounds of good 
Irish .stock and stew had per 
manently wounded and dis 
figured his favorite 
overstuffed chair, which he 
would nor part with for any 
thing in the world.

I intelligently asked, "If 
the woman never goes out, 
what docs she cat?"

J. D. pushed his eighty- 
rhrcc-j'car-oM frame out or 
the chair.

Icy blue eyes touched Mac- 
tie's hazel orbs and he felt n 
quiver where the sun doesn't 
shine.

The days had been short- 
sleeve warm but overnight 
they needed a jacket.

Alien Morgan stood six 
feet tall at ten in the morn 
ing. He was forty-six years old 
in front of 119 Prospect 
Street in the fictitious town 
of Abbey. Pennsylvania.

She found her lost tongue.

It had been a hallmark day. 
Chas haJ met a beautiful girl, 
saved her from the mob, and 
now she and he were going to 
his place fo take a bath. It 
would be the first time a sin 
gle woman not selling con 
sumer products had ever been 
in his house.

Aunt Be d e 1 i a w a s h e r 
favorite relative. She'd under 
stand it if ic killed her.

The sun poached my head 
through my hat. I was sweat 
ing. All good detectives do.

Norman sat up in his chair, 
running his hand through his 
perfect dark-blond up-and- 
coming-young-Democrat 
haircut. With his tic loos 
ened, leaning forward with an 
earnest expression, he looked 
like a young Hart.

Paula's petiK- torsi) was 
daily clothed in a business 
suit, which she thought 
was proper attire for her 
profession.

Jack had all the right peo 
ple in his pockets.

As Friday noun arrived, 
Doris felt her grin start in her 
stomach and travel to her 
face, leaving a trail of joy 
along its path.

Rosalie found her husband 
lying ridged in his bed. "I've 
got to get help!" she decided, 
running toward the stairs.

As the small beads of sweat 
poured down bis cement gray 
colored face, they resemhk-J 
melted streams of wax rather 
than water-like perspiration. 
"Oh, God, what a mess," he 
murmured. "Today I'll make 
them all pay."

1 couldn't believe it. Here 
was Sid, emerging from the 
bathroom with nothing but a 
pair of boxers.

Delia spent the following 
moments striding from Larry's 
office.

As the detective observed 
the trappings of the ultra- 
rich, a tiny ulcer appeared 
inside his body and began to

bore into the gastric villae, 
making acid into smoke deep 
inside him, slowly growing 
into dislike, then envy, then 
finally into nakeJ hate for 
the multimillionaire.

Her waist was the size of a 
bracelet.

She was every farm boy's 
dream: she wore a pair of cut 
off shorts and a pink blouse 
tied at the ends in a knot. It 
was as if she had stepped off a 
page of a fashion magazine.

"The reason Michael was 
so late starting college," his 
mother said, "was that he'd 
been in California experienc 
ing the freedom that commu 
nal and philosophically pure 
living can bring to the practi 
tioner. Ai least that's how he 
explained it ro me."

Danny speared the slices of 
tomato as if they were gold 
fish.

LIT

She lifted her eyes to mine 
and whipped out a verbal 
contract. "Promise?"

Tonight's contestant on 
Wheel of Fortune dad an exot 
ic look, perfect for Lenny's 
frame of mind.

As soon as Bonnie finished 
her ill-fated complaint, she 
could tell from the murderous 
gaze being emitted from the 
chef's eyes that she should 
have kept her comments to 
herself.

When she walked down 
the street with Brendan other 
women literally drooled over
him.

•
Driven by her stalwart 

feminine hormones, she 
began to pursue him.

How In-Laws Relate: It's 
All Relative
by Leah Shifrin Averick 
(Shapolsky Books, 1989}. 
Synopsis: Your relationship 
with your in-laws is impor 
tant, even if they're both 
dead. You should think -about 
this relationship. This rela 
tionship often gives rise to 
difficult interpersonal prob 
lems. The author, a psy 
chotherapist, recommends 
thai readers see a psychother 
apist as a solution to these 
problems.
Representative quote: "Hav 
ing friends and interests will 
enable you to be more under 
standing of your chikl-in-law 
and to develop a good rela 
tionship with him. If you 
have a lot of trouble doing 
this, a psychotherapist may 
be able to help."

Dreams of Qlory: A 
Mother's Season with 
Her Son's High School 
Football Team
by Judy Oppenheimer 
(Simon & Schustcr, 1991). 
Synopsis: A suburban moth 
er realizes that her son's high 
school football ream ;,s more 
important to her than her 
professional career and pro 
duces an encyclopedic 
account of the Chevy Chase 
Barons' losing 1988 season. 
Representative quote: "Back 
on the field, the sweet demo 
lition continues. There was 
nothing even about it. B-CC 
was soaring over Blair like a 
Concorde. In truth, there was 
a good deal of sloppiness in 
B-CC's play, particularly on 
offense; in truth, to be picky, 
Rick was stilt playing some 
what under par—not like last 
week, certainly, but not at his 
peak."

Researched by Neil Steinberg
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MYSTERY MEATS 

MEAT EATERS 

DEAD MEAT 

CONDIMENTS

MEAT HISTORY
1. New Haven, Conn,, Birthplace of the 
Hamburger. Louis' Lunch of New Haven claims 
to be the first establishment to have sold 
hamburgers as a menu item, in 1900.
2. Hamburg, N.Y., Birthplace ofthe Hamburger. 
Hamburgian officials contend that two brothers 
formulated a beef sandwich at the 1885 Erie 
County Fair and named it after their town.
3. Seymour, Wis., Birthplace of the 
Hamburger. Legend has it that "Hamburger 
Charlie" Nagreen invented the hamburgerfor 
the 1885 Seymour Fair.
4. Athens, Tex., Birthplace of the Hamburger. 
An official plaque boasts that Athens gave birth 
to the hamburger in the 1880s.
5. The First McDonald's, Birthplace of the 
Modern Hamburger, Des Plaines, III. See 
historic packaging and burger-abilia in the 
museum basement of Ray Kroc's restored 
original 1955 golden arches; eat at a modern 
McD's across the street. Just a few miles from 
Hamburger U, where future McDonald's 
managers attend lectures simultaneously 
translated into seventeen languages.

MEAT MYSTERIES ^
6. Flesh & Blood Shower, Los Nietos, Calif. 
On August 1,1869. flesii and blood rained 
down on two acres of Mr. J. Hudson's farm in 
particles and strips one to six inches long. 
Also, short hairs of some sort.
7. Meat & Blood Shower, San Francisco, Calif. 
On July 20,1851. apparently beef.
8. Meat Shower, Olympian Springs, Ky. From 
a cloudless sky on March 3,1876, one- to four- 
inclvsquare chunks of meat fell on an area one

hundred yards long by fifty yards wide. Witnesses 
said it looked like fresh beef, but tasted like 
mutton or venison,
9. Frozen Hamburger Shower, Syracuse, N, Y, 
In February, 1957. Government officials 
claimed it was an airline mishap.

^ MYSTERY MEATS <=&
10. Weaver's Bologna Tour, Lebanon, Pa. The 
mysteries of bologna are revealed during this 
informative factory tour. Watch rows of women 
mechanically disgorge paste-like protein into 
tubular skins.
11. Spam Museum, Austin, Minn. The Hormel 
Company created a museum of meat history in 
the Oak Park Mall to celebrate its hundredth 
anniversary. This year's Spam Jamboree 
offered a Spam recipe sampling, a Spam carv 
ing competition, anil Spam throwing events.
12. Tbe Beaver Feed, Laurel, Mont. Little FJig 
Men Pizza and Curl's Saloon hold ttie annual 
"Beaver Feed," in which participants chow 
down on beaver, venison, and moose sirloins.
13. Testicle Festival, Clinton, Mont. Since 
1985, a yearly celebratory chow-down of Rocky 
Mountain oysters at the Rock Creek Lodge.
14. GatorlandZoo, Kissimmee, Flu. Serves 
deep-fried "Gator Nuggets."

MEAT EATERS vsl
15. Donner Party Museum, Tmckee, Calif., and 
Monument, Lake Tahoe, Calif. Tile museum 
and monument pay tribute to early American 
cannibals—the settlers' expedition that was 
trapped in a mountain pass during a heavy 
snowfall in the winter of 1846 and survived by 
eating their dead.

16. Alferd Packer Massacre Site and 
Museum, Lake City, Colo., Memorial Grill, 
Boulder, Colo., and Grave, Littleton, Colo. A 
big rock marks the massacre site where 
America's favorite cannibal ate his five 
prospecting buddies in 1873, The museum fills 
in the gristly details. His Memorial Grill at the 
University of Colorado features Packeruurgers. 
Whoever buried Alferd spelled his name wrong 
on his tombstone.
17. Buffalo Jump State Historic Site, Three 
Forks, Mont. Interpretive displays explain how 
hungry Indians stampeded large herds of bison 
over an eighty-foot-high cliff. Picnic area.
18. Coffeeburgers, Harrison, Nebr. At Sioux 
Sundries, try the famous twenty-eight-ounce 
hamburger, named after the first person who 
ate one in 1971. Eat two, get a third free.
19. Big Texan Steak Ranch, Amarillo, Tex, A 
roadside institution, featuring a seventy-two- 
ounce steak. Eat it all, get it free.

DEAD MEAT V
20. "Old Ben," World's Largest Preserved
Steer, Kokomo, Ind 4,720 Ibs. Dead since 1910.
21. "Steer Montana," Baker. Mont. 3,900 Ibs. 
On display in the O'Fallon Museum.
22. Elsie the Cow's Final Resting Place,
Plainsboro, N.J. Borden's mascot was killed in 
a truck accident in 1941. A monument marks 
her grave at the Walker-Gordon Farm.

CONDIMENTS ^
23. World's Largest Catsup Bottle, Collinsville,
III. It towers above the Brooks Foods factory; 
Collinsville is also "Horseradish Capital of the 
World."

•7 ,L)oiig [\\TDJJ .i\cn omit.hi, Alike VViIK::ns (aMinors 01 .Roadside /a.
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CLASSIFIED
Novelty Collectors! Real shark jaws, $10.00 
each. KKK T-shirts, all sizes, $11.95 each. 
Free Novelty list: Richard Bondira, 715 N. Erie 
St., Rockville, In. 47872.

Cards and Calendars 
for Freethinkers

"Products for People
Beyond Ballotl' 

Black Cat Enterprises
P.O. Box21201
Columbia. OH 

43221-0201
Send for FREE brochurel

Church

State

UNUSUAL HOOKS COMIC BOOKS 
THE PAPER TRIP I. or II....$18 ZAP COMJX SPECIAL........ $30
THE OUTLAWS BIBLE......815 TWISTED IMAGE.... ...........$13
LEGAL inG]IS....................S8 UNDEHGROUN1>COMIC...$1B
SUBWAY SURVlVAi,,..,..,....S8 FUEAK BHOT1IERS............S11
unni5KCovEKWoBK......sia aiwsToraES..........,.......$io
ADD SI Kill HOOK FOR SHIPPING fii HANDLING. CATALOG S2 
FSS BOOKS, FO BOX 232 FAST SERVICE I 

FAIR OAKS. CA 95628-0232 (916) 725-034]

"1 - GONAD THE BARBARIAN
H2 - OFFENDERS OF THE UNIVERSE
H3- PANDORA. AN EROTIC TRILOGY

Each Cartoon is leature length, i 
stereo/Hi Fi. Only '2B95 each* S3 
shipping (you must be 21].

EXCALIBUR FILMS 
1-BOO-2S9-6684
362] W. Conimonwealiri, Ful tenon. CA 9263
Wrlle lor Iree catalog. Contains thousand 
ol sizzling video movies for every inleres 
and taste. Save up lo 84% over retail pric

FREE CATALOG
LINGERIE LADIES Ten sexy, beautifully 
teasing mini-portraits in pocket folio. $9.98 
plus $2.00 S/H. PRO-IMAGES, P.O. Box 
7053, Shawnee-Mission, KS 66207.

ADULT VIDEOS. HUGE TITLE LISTING. 
TREMENDOUS DISCOUNTS! VIDEOS AS 
LOW AS $9.95. SEND $6 TO AARDVARK 
ENTERTAINMENT, P.O. BOX 15608, DEPT 
NL, HONOLULU, HAWAII 96830-5608.

100 MINI-CROSS (25 Mg. Ephedrine) or diet 
pills only $4.95. 1000-$19.95. Also Mailing 
Lists—Same Price. 1-6

PSORIASIS?
Relieve your suffering by natural means. For 
free information send your name and address 
to: American Society for Natural Relief of 
Psoriasis, P.O. Box 3059, Fort Lee, NJ 07024 
or call (201) 342-1829.

4V'\'<

"m TOE" TINA
fa rum ra^lil in tjcIwHi fo trod brdfcrJy crd IK Wide, turtle led it "\tn\x" Tnol 
VIIS atf. Stfd $29 B; Boid 'n Gold FfcdwfoiB P.O. Bm 227, hstMolra, 1,{1244

100% COTTONT'S 
$14.95

CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-762-2560

S2.00 Catalog Free VWOrdcr 
Bizarre Wear - II Marktt St. Potsdam, NY 13676

150 FIRMS THAT WILL PAY YOU TO 
WORK AT HOME. SEND $5 AND SASE, 
SOON. Guadalupe, Ste. G-53, SantaFe, 
NM 87501.____________________
I SEE PANTIES! I SEE LACE! 1 SEE... 
30 mins. of LONG LUSTY LEGS to stimulate 
more than your mind! VMS/BETA. Peek into 
the hole! ORDER NOW! $5.99 + S2.50S/H 
to: KEYHOLE PRODS, PO Box 63, E. Detroit, 
Ml 48021.

SeXXy 
SOFTWARE

SewyDlsk «1 • An un- 
rjElievaBie visual erotic 
encounter • MUST SEE" 
Sewy Dt* »1 * NEW! 3 
erotic encounter games lor 
Inends and lovers guaranteed 
10 aiEd bolli ckilhes and 
inhibitions

anatomical arcade game wild 
unusual ammunition 
Sauty Dfsft »4 • 2 more in- 
credirjle visual erolic ancounl- 
ers -impress )Dur Inends 
Souy Kft »S * Create your 
own erotic fantasies aboul 
Inends 8 lovers 
Scixy Disk <6- NEW! View, 
pnnl. QI wlil len sizzling 
pidures inclurjinfl celeorities 
S7 each, any 3 tor $17, or 
all e tor $32. ft* IBM '

CONNOISSEUR
COLLECTION

ALL NEW! In 256 Color VGA!! 
Sexxy DisK #CC1 • * YOU BE 
THE STAR * The FIRST CUSTOM 
IZABLE movie allows you to write (he 
dialog and the title. Vou can star with 
the partner ot your choice incredible 
scenes disolay with your dialog ONLY
AVAILABLE FROM US!
Sexxy Disk #CC2 • THE FIRST 
SOUND MOVIEI Tne first compuler 
erotic movie witn SOUND See ttie in 
credible 256 color VGA graphics while 
hearinfj the actual dialog. OURS
EXCLUSIVELY!
Sexxy Disk #CC3-THE BEST 
MOVIE! The best computer movie 
available. Only for (he serious collecior. 
256 stunning VGA colors. 
1 Movie $29 2 Movies S49 3 Movies 565 
- All CC Dbhs Require VGA monilor 
and hard disk —over 1 MB of aciioncompal CGA. EGA or VGA 

graphics req'O
ADO S3 S/H « 3.5" OR FOfltIGN ORDEFS WO S2/BISK • IN W *DD TAX

VISA/MC Orders only 800-243-1515 EXT. 60QNN
24 HOURS / 7 DAYS • MUST STATE AGE OVER 21

Or CK/MO to: SeXXy Software, 
2880 EJergey Rd, Oept. 6QONN , Hatfleld, PA 18440

THE ULTIMATE GAG IS HERE I Iniagino what fun you 
can hava with a Genuine Police Tape. Slick ona on the

[CRIME SCENE DO NOT CROSSJ 
|KIB.T .i» r, m

boss' desk, a friend's' door, your betfroom. Don'1 
forgai ihe leachsrs? The dorm*? Send SI.95 for 1, or 
SS.OOfof 3. plus .50S-1-H to: TECHMASTEH PRODUCTS. 
29S9 Seymora Ava. Hurricana. WV 255Z6, WV add 6% lan.

CALL THE PUNCH LINEU
I-900-726-JOKE

5653
Hear Jokes Leave a Joke or 
Finish tlie Punch Line to

WIN $100 CASH! II
Adults Only______S2.00 pet minute

PEPSI SqUIRTER CAH 
Ortat e n 5 Lone o( tun
»f OATUERIMOSI BEACH;
PARTIS preee the BOglc 
button and presto burs I 
tod burota o£ later up 
to 30 IL nade to loot (or je
*QVk6 oa JMl batt.Bvii« not i
•all 10.95 i2-OO SS.H lo CUEV 
DIST. P.O BOX 65 ELGIN 1L

SC/F1/FANTASY/HORROK EROTICA!
Adulis Only! IBM and Compatible. Complete 
stories with intensely erotic themes for PC 
usei-s! For info send SASE to: BTS Company, 
PO Box 393, Pcnnsville. NJ 0870

REAL BLANK DRIVERS LICENSES 
ORIGINALS! NOT CHEAP FAKE I.D. 
ANY STATE OR CANADA 
EASY DO IT YOURSELF KIT 
1OO% FOOLPROOF + LEGAL 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
FAST CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE 

DOH'T DELAY! ORDER HOW! RUSH $5.00 PER 
LICENSE KIT OR (2 FOB $8.00) TO:

ONLY
$5.00

BELL REAL ID
3148 Plainfield Ave. #150-J 

Grand Rapids, Ml 49505

NOOTROPIC NEWS
Bo*177-N

Comflrillo, C A 93011
BOS-379-2666

Smart 
Drugs!

Piracelam, Vasopressin, Lucidril,
otliej smart drugs can still be 

legally mail-ordered from Europe.
Send S10 far prices, ordw-lorms,

WATCH REPLICAS
LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED 
NATIONWIDE! 2 Year Warranty! Exact 
Weight & Color! 18KT Goldplated! 
Watch Replicas! Call (404) 963-3872

T-SHIRTS
Besl Quail I/ 50150 Shirts 

Li Blue, Gold. Black. Red
Tropical PinK or Green

S139S (including Shipping)
T-Top. Sleeveless T-SI3.95

Swoalshiris-S19S5
S-M-L-XL-XXL

Baseuall Caps-Sli.95
Send Check or MOW

Mr, Tee's {Oept. 11)
P.O. Boi 1495 

Ihern Pines, NC 23388 
omoi SnomUGuailfl.

CUSTOM CURSES; Tired of thieves, 
bosses, neighbors? We can help, with special 
instructions, certificate. Also free info, on 
KING TUT'S CURSE. For more info., like 
NAGGING SPOUSE KIT, send for free 
brochure. Please send $1.00 for S/H to JIM'S 
ARTS, P.O. Box 1590, Hawaiian Gardens, CA 
90716.

POTENT APHRODISIAC MAGAZINE,
69 pages unique, sexy romances, scientifiction, 
fantasy, hilarious humor. Lavishly illustrated! 
$5.00. 4845 South Rainbow Blvd., Suite 169-B, 
Las Vegas, NV 89103

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES 
Want to reach 2,495,000 
hot prospects? Well, we've 
got them. Rates are just 
$5.00 per word, one time, 
twenty-word minimum, 
standard type. P.O. Box is 
two words; phone number, 
city, and state are one word 
each; and zip code is free. 
One-column-inch display ad 
is $240, one time. Check 
must accompany order. Call 
or write: Howard Jurofsky, 
National Lampoon, 
155 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10013 
(212)645-5040 ______
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CLASSIFIED
f FS BOOK CO, P.O.BOX 417457(NL) > 

SACRAMENTO. CA 95841-7457
PSYCHEDELIC CHEMISTRY.. .SI 6 MUSHROOM CULTIVATOR.,,..$28 
TECHNIQUES OF REVENGE....* 8 DRUG TESTING AT WQRK....S17
GREAT BOOK OF CANNABIS.....SI9 RECREATIONAL DRUGS.....$21
ECSTASYiTHE MDMA STORY....,$17 FALSE IDENTIFICATION....S10
THE ANARCHIST COOKBOOK.......$22 POISON PEN LETTERS....SI 0
GROWING WILD MUSHROOMS, .....S10 CAIfNABlS ALCHEMY..... SI 2
CLANDESTINE LABORATORIES.......S'O THEWP-OFFBOOK......SI3
:FREE 4-rn CLASS SHIPPING-ALLOW 1-2 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. OH
ADD 52 PER BOOK FOR AIR MAIL. THE FS BOOK CO. CATALOG S2

lADULTS ONLY! 24 HR.COD LINE (916) 721-5629 ,

SHAFT BROKEN? FLIGHTLESS?
Looking for a large selection of darts and 
related supplies? Send $2.00 for catalog, 
refunded with first order.

P.O. Box 578 
Gary, IL600I3

STUNNING BEAUTIES
PERFORM HOT LINGERIE, RAISED 
SKIRT, FETISH AND CENTERFOLD 
VIDEOS! SIZZLING PHOTO BROCHURE 
$5.00. CUSTOM VIDEOS AVAILABLE! 80- 
MINUTB SAMPLER $29.95. STONE CITY, 
PO BOX 2313, HALESITE, NY 11743-NL.

HOW TO WRITE JOKES
(BY THE NUMBERS) 

IN 20 FUNNY LESSONS
New 432-page book reveals comedy secrets 
that work. Send $22 to: Fun-E Productions, 
P.O. Box 512, Somerville, NJ 08876.

OK KNOW SOMEONE WHO HAS-

THIS MOVE'S FOR YOU!

STAY AWAKE- 
ALERT & ACTIVE

#34

#35

#38

#22

#28

#32

D&E's products will energize & slim you. helping
you get tlie most out of every day 8, night!
"22 Magnum 200 mg . . .. .200/31350
"28D&E-290 200 mg ....... 200/513.25
#3230/30 150 mg ....... .200/311.75
"34D&E-25-25 ItOmg ... 100/S 6-50

1000/SIB.OO
'Active Ingredient in Above: Caffeine 

"35D&E-25 EphedrmeHCL-25mg . . 100/ 
S 7.95

1000/S2J.95
»380ietTime 1 -a-dny dietaid . . 90/S 9.95 
CALL TOLL FREE 1 -800-221 -1833; 
in NJ (201)838-5254 
D & E Pharmaeouhcals, Inc. 
Dept. 1SB191 206 Macopin Road
Bloomingiialo.NJ 07403
Please add $4.50 for shipping. Free catalogs
available upon request.

THE MOVIE
The perfect gift 

for those who FART!
1-800-231-4193

Send $9.95 + $3.00 S&H to: 
Mystic Mountain Magic

P.O. Box 1068 
Burbank, CA 91507

Ask for Free GIANT catalog 
of Gags • Jokes- Magic«Masks • andTricks!

MEET WOMEN WORLDWIDE! Free 
32-pg. catalog! America's most respected 
correspondence service since 1974! CHERRY 
BLOSSOMS, 190NL Rainbow Ridge, Kapaau, 
Hawaii 96755. 1 (808) 961-2114 anytime.

GREAT JOKES!
GET THE LATEST JOKES...

BE THE LIFE OF THE PARTY!

1-900-737-JOKE
SI DO PER MIN. Si.95 FIRST MIN. KIOS UNDEfl 18 MUST HAVE 
PAREIITAL PERMISSIOH tO CALL OR ENTER CONTEST MJSI 
HAVE TOUCH TONE PHONE TO LEAVE JOKES OR ENTER CONTESTWIN $500

FOR YOUR 1|9WW
JOKE!!! NEW WINNER EVERY MONTH!'!

YOU CAN JUST LISTEN TO HIlftRvOUS JOKES 
OR ENTER YOUR BEST JOKE IN THE CONTEST

AIG'S irWRIilllUiUI GROUP ntHUlKSCK AVE MIDD1EIOMI. HI

SEXUAL HEALTH
1-9003703710

'Don't wait! Coil InforMed, Inc., 
before its too late.*

Sexually Transmitted Diseases..Ext.818
Contraceptive Alternatives.....Ext.819

Latest Doctor's Advice <$2/min)
ASIAN WOMEN DESIRE ROMANCE!
Overseas, sincere, attractive. World's #1 
Correspondence Service! Free details, 
photos! SUNSHINE INTERNATIONAL, 
Box 5500-TZ, Kailua-Kona. Hawaii 96745 
(808) 325-7707.

GET A JOB 100% PRF.-S11RIJNK 
COTTON HEAVY D'-TY

T-SHIRTS S12.W 
DRSIGN 50/50 
IACKOR SWEATSHIRTS 
BLACK SI6.95 + S2.00S&H 

l°NWIIITfi SIZES M-XLG
WHITE OR "Ji-fOu.

SI.00 MORE FOR T«O?
BLACK-SHIRTS jojj« |¥

SEND CHECK OR MO. TO 
NO MORE!! ENTERPRISES

RO. BOX 20307 
CASTRO VALLEY CA. 94546
ALLOW6-S WEEKS POH DELIVERY

EROTIC COLLECTION OF ADULT 
TOYS, lingerie, books, videos, condoms, 
lotions, and more. 50% discount coupon 
& FREE catalog. Adam & Eve, P.O. Box 
200, Dept.NL«3 Carrboro,NC 27510. 
1-800-334-5474.

TERM PAPER 
BLUES?,
Term Paper 
Assistance
Catalog of 14,278 
research papers

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

1-800-351-0222
In CA (310)477-8226 Mon-Fri., 10am-5pm (Pacific Time) 

Or send $2.00 with coupon below
Our 306-page catalog contains detailed descrip 
tions of 14.278 research papers, a virtual library 
of information at your fingertips. Footnote and 
bibliographic pages are free. Ordering is easy as 
picking up your phone. Let this valuable educa 
tional aid serve you throughout your college 
years.
Research Assistance also provides custom 
research and thesis assistance. Our staff of 75 
professional writers, each writing in his field of 
expertise, can assist you with all your research 
needs.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 Idaho Ave. • Suite 206 NS 
West Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

Please rush my catalog Enclosed is S2.00 to cover postage
Name__________________ 
Add ress_________________

.Stale. .Zip,

JAPANESE WOMEN desire friendship. 
I'omance. Other Asian ladies too! Free 
brochure: PACIFIC CENTURY 
CORRESPONDENCE. 110 Pacific #20$) A, 
San Francisco CA 94111. (816) 942-1668

UNDERGROUND BOOKS Controversial & 
Unusual. Not available in Bookstores! Fast 
Service! Catalog: $2. FSS, Box 232 (NL), 
Fair Oaks, CA 95628-0232.

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS, all continents, 
want pen pals, friendship, marriage. Sample 
photos free! Hermes-Verlag, Box 110660/V, 
Berlin 11, Germany.

CONDOMS BY MAIL!
is best condoms available 

1 Youi clioice of the latest 
nese brands {thinnest in 

Ihe world 1 ), lexlurett condoms 
for maximum sexual satisfac 
tion, slimmer condoms lor a 
snuggar til, plus GOLD CIRCLE. 
PRIME & more! Choose from 36 
brands of condoms, including 

natural membrane, lectured and colored. Plain attractive 
package assures privacy. Service is fast and guaranteed. 
Free Brochure describes all itie leatures and the dif 
ference between the brands. Money-back if not delighled.

Please sent) in plain package under your money back 
guarantee:
_ rt1232 21 Condom Sampler wasJEfrWCNOW S3.00 
. B6403 Super 100 sampler was5W*£MOW S9.95 
_ Free Color Adull Catalog . . ........ FREE

Name ____________________________ 
Address ___________________________ 
Cily_______ . State.
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REBUFFED 
BEGGAR 
STARTS 

SNARLING 
INSULTS,

BLIND 
SINGER 

ftT $100 CASIO
ANNOYING 

PASSERSBY

UPWARDLY 
MOBILE MAN 

WITH TWO 
SHOPPING 

CARTS. PIMPLY SAILOR
AND UGLY

GIRLFRIEND HE
MET TWO HOURS

AGO.
ALL OUT AND COVER 
ALLY IS BINGO.

GRANIPS 
DRAINING 

CONTENTS OF 
CUP FOUND 
IN TRASH.

MAN DRINKING
COFFEE OR

PANHANDLING
BUM—YOU

JUST CAN'T TELL

BLACK GUY 
SUIT DOING 

ELABORATE 
SPIEL ABOUT 
NEEDING GAS BACKPACKER

AND EARTHY
GIRLFRIEND

(NOT YET
MUGGED).

RETARDED YOUTH
BLOWING

TUNELESSLY
ON T\N WHISTLE

HOARSE
MINISTER IN
POLYESTER

SUIT SHOUTING
ABOUT HELL.

GANGBANGER 
TRIO IN

SKEWED CAPS 
RND UNTIED 
SNEAKERS.

RASTA MAN 
AND HIS OLD 
UDY SELLING 

INCENSE.

CRUMPLED
$6 

THAT'S

BIG BEARDED
BUM CLOSELY
RESEMBLING

BIBLICAL
PROPHET.

THREE 
NIGERIANS 

SELLING FAKE 
ROLEXESONTHE

SAME BLOCK

HAUGHTY KIDS
BOLDLY SWIPING

FRUIT IN
FRONT OF

KOREAN GROCER

REALLY FAT
WOMAN

WHINING
SHE IS

\ HUNGRY.

BAD
STREET
ARTIST

DRAWING IN
CHALK.

PROM 
COUPLE

UNKOWINGLY 
LOST IN

TOUGH AREA.

VENDOR WITH
BLANKET OF
JUNK YOU

WOULDN'T TAKE
HOME FOR FREE.

ILLUSTRATED BY PHIL HARDEN
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It rays
Smooth

*i

If you're smooth enough 
to collett Camel Cash 
C-Notes, they'll pay off in Camel 
mugs, lighters, jackets, t-shirts and 
other stuff in our Limited Edition Catalog. 
Get C-Nofes on all filtered packs. 
Get catalogs where you buy Camels. 
But get "em now, 'cause this stuff is 
too smooth to last forever. 
C-Nates run out April, 1992.
Offer good while sappftes lost Supplies are Ihrited, » a<f quickly.

ULTRA LIGHTS HARD PACK: 6 mg. "tar" 0.5 mg. nicotine. ULTRA LIGHTS, 
ULTRA LIGHTS 100'S HARD PACK: 6 mg. "tar" O.B mg. nicotine 
LIGHTS HARD PACK: 9 mg. "tar" 0.6 mg. nicotine. LIGHTS 100'S: 
)0mg. "tar" 0.8mg. nicoiine. LIGHTS: II mg. "tar" 0.8mg. nicotine, 
FILTERS; 14 mg, "tar" 1.01 mg, nicotine, FILTERS 100'S: 
16 mg. "tar" 1.0 mg. nicotine, FILTERS HARD PACK: 
17mg. "tar" 1.2 mg. nicotine, REGULAR: 22 mg. "tar" 
1.4 mg. nicotine, av. per cigarette by FTC method.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking 
Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health. i
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